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Abstract
Recent technologies have changed the way companies acquire and use computing
resources. Companies have to adapt their capabilities, which combine business
processes, skills, etc., to exploit the opportunities presented by these technologies whilst
avoiding adverse effects. The latter part is, however, becoming increasingly difficult due
to the uncertain long-term impact recent technologies have. This thesis argues that
companies are required to adapt their capabilities in a way that increases the company’s
resilience so that they are robust yet flexible enough to succeed under uncertain
conditions.
By focusing on cloud computing as one recent technology, this thesis first identifies the
underlying processes of adapting capabilities to cloud computing by investigating how
software vendors migrated their products into the cloud. The results allow the definition
of viewpoints that influence the adaptation of capabilities to cloud computing.
Furthermore, the Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) is applied to one
software vendor after the migration of their product into the cloud. FRAM enables the
analysis of ‘performance variabilities’ that need to be dampened to increase the resilience
of systems. The results show that FRAM appropriately informs steps to increase and
measure resilience when migrating products into the cloud.
The final part develops cFRAM which extends FRAM through the viewpoints to enable
the analysis of capabilities within FRAM. The goal of cFRAM is to enable companies to
(1) identify existing capabilities, (2) investigate the impact of cloud computing on them,
and (3) inform steps to adapt them to cloud computing whilst dampening performance
variabilities. The results of the cFRAM evaluation study are unequivocal and show
cFRAM is a novel method that achieves its goal of enabling companies to adapt their
capabilities to cloud computing in a way that increases the company’s resilience. cFRAM
can be easily adapted to other technologies like smartphones by changing the viewpoints.
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used to identify and follow the major stories of this thesis that span across the different topic areas.
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Section 1.1 (properties of complex systems like cloud computing) -> Section 1.2 (properties of cloud
computing) -> Section 2.3 (effects of cloud computing and similar technologies on users) -> Section 4.1
(effects of cloud computing on product development) -> Section 4.2 (internal impact of cloud computing) > Section 5.2 (relationships in a cloud computing environment) -> Chapter 6 (effects of cloud computing
on resilience) -> Section 8.2 (effects of cloud computing on capabilities) -> Section 5.3 (summary of areas
that influence cloud computing decisions) -> Section 2.4.1 (the need to educate users about technologies
like cloud computing) -> Appendix E (cFRAM: a method to plan the adoption of technological
discontinuities)

The applicability of socio-technical systems (STSs) in today’s environment
Section 1.1 (properties of complex systems like cloud computing) -> Section 2.3 (effects of new
technologies on STSs) -> Section 3.1 (introduction of adaptive STSs to take into account the effects of new
technologies) -> Section 2.4.2 (a method to investigate STSs in practice)

Resilience Engineering (RE) for the IT industry
Section 1.1 (properties of complex systems like cloud computing) -> 2.2 (definition of RE) -> section 2.3
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Software vendors that plan to migrate their software products into the cloud
Section 1.1 (properties of complex systems like cloud computing) -> chapter 4 (effects of cloud computing
on product development and internal processes) -> chapter 5 (major adoption decisions for cloud
computing and relationship with cloud provider and customers) -> Appendix E (cFRAM: a method to plan
the migration into the cloud)

Understanding the actions of software vendors if you are a cloud provider or cloud endcustomer
Section 1.1 (properties of complex systems like cloud computing) -> chapter 4 (effects of cloud computing
on product development and internal processes) -> chapter 5 (major adoption decisions for cloud
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1 Introduction
Technologies like cloud computing or smartphones change the way companies
acquire and use computing resources. Companies that want to adopt these
technologies are required to change at various ends of their organisation in order to
exploit the opportunities presented and to avoid adverse effects (Rogers 2003;
Tushman & Anderson 1986; Woods & Dekker 2000). They are required to change at
various ends of their organisation because cloud computing and smartphones are
technological

discontinuities

(Tushman

&

Anderson

1986).

Technological

discontinuities create major technological shifts that affect business processes, skills
of employees, knowledge, etc. These major technological shifts can be classified as
capability-enhancing or capability-destroying. Capabilities, in very general terms,
convert investments into assets (Ravichandran & Lertwongsatien 2005). In order to
convert investments into assets it is necessary to combine resources of physical,
human, and technological nature, in a structured way to achieve a specific goal (Grant
1991). The goals of IT department capabilities might be the acquisition, deployment,
and leverage of IT (Bharadwaj 2000) to design IT architecture and deliver IT services
that support the business operations (Feeney & Willcocks 1998). A concrete example
of a capability for an IT department is provided by ‘IT infrastructure management’ to
create and maintain dependable IT infrastructure (Feeney & Willcocks 1998). The
capability achieves this by combining technology (e.g. servers, storage, and network),
suppliers (e.g. of software, off-the-shelf or bespoke), and managerial skills (e.g.
ensuring people acquire the right skills to operate servers and conflicts and problems
with suppliers are handled). Other important IT capabilities can be IT project
management (to ensure projects are completed within time, budget and quality), IT
risk management (which could be a part of IT project management, as capabilities can
be defined on different levels of abstraction), or IT support management (to ensure
incidents and failures are dealt with in both a reactive and anticipative manner,
Ravichandran & Lertwongsatien 2005).
When a technological discontinuity is capability-enhancing companies are able to
exploit the technology by building on their existing capabilities. An example is
provided by the transition from propellers to turbines on airplanes because airlines use
their airplanes still in the same way to transport passengers or cargo (for aircraft
1

manufacturers this shift was capability-destroying, Tushman & Anderson 1986).
When a technological discontinuity is capability-destroying companies are required to
adapt their existing capabilities because the resources of capabilities have changed
(e.g. business processes became obsolete or employees require new skills). An
example is provided by the transition from break-bulk shipping to container shipping
because container shipping enabled a faster loading and unloading of ships, required a
change in business processes to enable standardisation and automation, and required
fewer people per ship. Because cloud computing changes the way companies acquire
and use computing resources, cloud computing is a capability-destroying
technological discontinuity, as the following example illustrates.
Baxter et al. describe a case where a developer made use of cloud computing as a way
to help the company produce an application more quickly (2012). In the short term
everybody was happy with this. It was only much later, when the application needed
to be modified, that problems arose. The developer had used his own machine and
paid for the cloud services he had used with his own credit card. In the interim period
he had moved on to another job. His previous company was denied access to the code
for the application because they could not provide appropriate authentication details
to allow them access.
The example illustrates that adverse effects can arise, particularly in the long term,
when companies do not adapt their capabilities to cloud computing appropriately
(Anderson & Felici 2012; Brynjolfsson & Mcafee 2014; Hopkins & Jenkins 2008).
Adapting capabilities to cloud computing appropriately is, however, challenging as
the long-term technical and organisational effects of technological discontinuities are
not always clear at the time of adoption (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee 2014; Christensen
2013). This thesis argues that technological discontinuities require companies to adapt
their capabilities in a way that increases the company’s resilience. Resilience is
defined as the ability to succeed under varying conditions (Hollnagel et al. 2006;
Laprie 2008; Pearlson & Saunders 2010). Thus, capabilities that increase a company’s
resilience are robust yet flexible enough to address the long-term technical and
organisational effects of technological discontinuities.
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By adopting a Socio-Technical Systems (STSs) perspective this thesis seeks to
investigate how companies can identify and address the long-term technical and
organisational effects of technological discontinuities and why this is necessary to
increase the company’s resilience. STSs is a theoretical framework with a limited
number of practical methods (Baxter & Sommerville 2011). This thesis relates the
concept of capabilities, which is well known in industry, to STSs as capabilities
capture technical and organisational resources similarly to STSs. This results in the
following overarching research question of this thesis: How can companies adapt
their capabilities to technological discontinuities to increase the company’s
resilience?

1.1 Academic merit
Capabilities, in the context of technological discontinuities, are worthy of academic
study as some of today’s technological discontinuities, like cloud computing, present
novel challenges. The original theory of technological discontinuities claims that
technological progress is evolutionary with rare events of discontinuous change
(Tushman & Anderson 1986). Discontinuous changes created a major technological
shift, which could be classified as either capability-enhancing or capabilitydestroying as explained above.
Cloud computing, however, is a complex system that constantly changes (due to the
unique characteristics of complex systems shown in Table 1). In other words,
discontinuous change occurs regularly. Whereas the majority of literature on complex
systems investigated their properties, this thesis seeks to investigate the impact of
complex systems on its users. Users that rely on complex systems have limited
control over when and how the system changes as many stakeholders control the
system. Thus, as complex systems can change their properties and behaviour,
companies adopting complex systems have difficulties anticipating their long-term
effects. The emergence of increasingly complex systems, therefore, makes it
necessary to adapt capabilities in a way that increases the company’s resilience so that
they are able to succeed when the properties and behaviour of complex systems
change.

3

Table 1 - Characteristics of complex systems (according to Northrop et al. 2006)

No.

Explanation of characteristic

1.

Data storage, development, maintenance and operation are all decentralised

2.

Systems are developed and used by a variety of stakeholders which have conflicting,
unknowable, diverse and changing requirements

3.

Systems continue to evolve and keep changing after they have been deployed. For
example, new functionality is integrated while the system is being used

4.

Systems will contain heterogeneous, inconsistent and changing elements as they evolve
over time

5.

The boundaries between stakeholders and systems erode. Stakeholders will not only be
users of the systems. They will be a part of it. This affects the emergent behaviour of
the system

6.

It will be the norm that software and hardware of the systems fail. Some part of the
system will always be in a state of failure

7.

Acquisition and operation of systems will happen simultaneously. This requires new
approaches for the development and governance of these systems

1.2 Problem space
The necessity of adapting capabilities to technological discontinuities has been
concluded frequently (e.g. see Garrison et al. 2015; Tushman & Anderson 1986).
What capabilities to develop has also been examined for some technological
discontinuities (Bharadwaj 2000; Bharadwaj & Lal 2012; Lu & Ramamurthy 2011;
Ross et al. 1996). The identification of the underlying processes of adapting
capabilities

to

technological

discontinuities,

however,

is

under-researched,

particularly for cloud computing (Alshamaila et al. 2013; El-Gazzar 2014; Khanagha
et al. 2013). Identifying the underlying processes of adapting capabilities to
technological

discontinuities

can

inform

future

adoption

of

technological

discontinuities like cloud computing.
The majority of studies on the adoption of cloud computing investigated general
advantages and drawbacks of the technology (e.g. Gupta et al. 2013 for SMEs), took a
user-centric, i.e. effects of cloud computing on the end-users (e.g. Liu & Orban 2008),
or technology-centric perspective, i.e. technical challenges of adopting cloud
computing (e.g. Rochwerger et al. 2009). Those studies that have focused on the
4

adoption of cloud computing from a STSs perspective only investigated factors that
influenced the adoption decisions but not the adoption process itself (e.g. Alshamaila
et al. 2013).
The importance of having to adopt a STSs perspective while adapting capabilities to
cloud computing is best illustrated by SME software vendors that plan to migrate their
software products into the cloud, for two reasons. First, the responsibilities of SME
software vendors change after migrating their software products into the cloud
because they will be positioned between the cloud provider and their own customers.
Before the cloud, customers would install the software vendor’s product in their own
data centre and maintain it. In the cloud, the product is hosted with the cloud provider
and managed by the software vendor, e.g. when updates need to be installed. At the
same time, software vendors outsource tasks to the cloud provider over which they
have only a limited amount of control (Bigdoli 2011; Khajeh-Hosseini et al. 2012;
Zardari & Bahsoon 2011). In case the cloud provider changes the services they offer,
the software vendor has to adapt accordingly. Hence, the kind and amount of change
software vendors have to deal with (technical and organisational) is tightly coupled to
the cloud provider and the software vendor’s customers. Initial investigations in this
area have been carried out by Afuah (2000) and Spedale (2003), although not for
technological discontinuities like cloud computing. Afuah concluded that the
capabilities of a company are affected by co-opetitors (suppliers, partners,
complementors, etc.) and that capabilities reside in a network rather than a single
organisation. Technologies like cloud computing, however, couple different
organisations more tightly than before, as capabilities are not only affected in times of
technological change, in the way Afuah concluded, but in everyday situations too (see
Table 1).
Second, SME software vendors have limited resources (see Maglyas et al. 2012 for an
extensive discussion on the differences in resources between SME and large
enterprise software vendors). Many SME software vendors have a limited number of
products from which they generate the majority share of their revenue (some have
only one product). If that product should fail through a migration of it into the cloud,
e.g. because customers do not want to adopt the cloud, these SMEs might experience
5

financial distress. It can also be the case that SME software vendors have to migrate
their software products into the cloud as a defensive measure, e.g. when competitors
choose to migrate theirs into the cloud, in order not to loose customers (Alshamaila et
al. 2013; Porter 2008). Thus, SME software vendors need to investigate thoroughly
which technologies to adopt and how to adopt them.

1.3 Solution space and project aims
In the following, the overarching research question will be decomposed into two more
explicit research questions that apply to SME software vendors and cloud computing.
The answers to the two more explicit research questions will form the basis for
answering the overarching research question proposed above.
Capabilities are appropriate when adopting a STSs perspective as they can combine
organisational resources and technical resources on different levels of organisation.
Rather than understanding what capabilities companies need to adapt to technological
discontinuities, this thesis argues that it is more important to understand how
companies can adapt capabilities to technological discontinuities. Focusing on the
how can yield greater insights into the adaptation of capabilities to produce results
that are transferable between different types of companies and technological
discontinuities. In other words, it allows the identification of the underlying processes
of adapting capabilities, an area that is under-researched (see section 1.2). The term
‘underlying processes’, however, is very broad. This thesis defines the term more
specifically by meaning the following: identifying the technical and organisational
challenges that influence the adaptation of capabilities, identifying the steps
companies take to adapt capabilities and in what order they take these steps, and
identifying the reasons for taking these steps. Research question 1 (RQ1), thus, is as
follows: For SME software vendors migrating their software products into the cloud,
what are the underlying processes of adapting core capabilities to cloud computing?
Core capabilities are those capabilities that are critical for a successful migration of
software products into the cloud and from which software vendors derive competitive
advantages (when this thesis refers to capabilities it always means core capabilities).
Identifying the underlying processes of adapting capabilities promises to be
6

challenging, as one does not know beforehand how capabilities will adapt and what
they will look like. To address this challenge, this thesis takes a high-level
perspective. A high-level perspective is preferable over, for instance, a functional
perspective such as Finances (similar to what Nuseibeh 2011 did for cloud
computing) or a cross-functional perspective such as product development (similar to
what Rimal et al. 2011 did for cloud computing). By taking a high-level perspective
all kinds of issues can be captured in the early stages of research and gradually
filtered to derive at the underlying processes of adapting capabilities to cloud
computing.
Capabilities are appropriate for the concept of resilience and the aim to increase the
resilience of companies because capabilities capture organisational routines.
Technological discontinuities can affect these organisational routines (positively and
negatively) and if companies do not investigate the effects of a technological
discontinuity on their organisational routines they are neither able to exploit
opportunities presented by the new technology nor are they able to avoid adverse
effects (Anderson & Felici 2012a). When considering cloud computing, capabilities
have to adapt, as previous organisational routines are unlikely to be appropriate due to
the nature of cloud computing (it is constantly changing, contains a high number of
dependencies and is vulnerable to cascading failure events, see Table 1). Thus, in
order to increase the resilience of SME software vendors that plan to migrate their
software products into the cloud, complementary organisational changes are required
that need to influence and inform the adaptation of capabilities. Research question 2
(RQ2), thus, is as follows: How can SME software vendors that plan to migrate their
software products into the cloud increase their resilience with the adaptation of by
capabilities affected by cloud computing and how can the increase be measured?

1.4 Novel contributions
There are five novel major contributions and three novel minor contributions made by
this thesis. The five novel major contributions are the following:
1. Development of the theory of adaptive STSs to provide a systemic approach
that captures today’s complex systems since, as evidenced by literature, the
7

original theory of STSs does not capture characteristics of current
technological discontinuities. The theory of adaptive STSs is introduced in
section 3.1 and also discussed in Werfs & Baxter (2013).
2. Investigation of the theory of technological discontinuities and capabilities
with five software vendors that migrated their products into the cloud, where
cloud computing is the example of a technological discontinuity. The
methodology for the investigation is explained in sections 3.2 and 3.3. The
results of the investigation are discussed in chapters 4 and 5 and in Werfs et al.
(2013) and Werfs & Baxter (2014).
3. Development of a framework that identifies the areas that influence the
adaptation of a company’s core capabilities to cloud computing. Hence, the
framework provides the answer to RQ1. It is described in section 5.3 and is
based on the findings of chapters 4 and 5.
4. Application of Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM), a method
designed to investigate the resilience of complex systems, to a software
vendor after they migrated their software product into the cloud. The
application shows that FRAM informs steps to increase and measure the
resilience of software vendors that migrate their software products into the
cloud. Hence, FRAM provides the answer to RQ2. The results of the FRAM
application are described in chapter 6.
5. Extension of FRAM to enable the adaptation of capabilities. The extended
FRAM will be called cFRAM (c for capabilities). cFRAM assists software
vendors and other companies in planning the adoption of cloud computing, or
similar technological discontinuities, by informing steps to adapt their
capabilities in a way that increases the company’s resilience. Hence, cFRAM
provides the answer to the overarching research question by combining the
answers to RQ1 and RQ2. cFRAM is explained in chapter 7 and evaluated in
chapter 8. cFRAM is also explained in Werfs (2015).
The five novel minor contributions are the following:
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a) Sections 2.2 and 2.3 present a structured argument for the need of Resilience
Engineering in IT to significantly increase the depth of discussion. Evidenced
by literature, these sections identify and explain some of the challenges
researchers need to overcome to inform approaches for resilience in IT.
b) The methodology that structured the multi-stage study is a minor contribution
as it can inform similar studies, possibly for other technological
discontinuities, that would allow an extension of cFRAM and the comparison
of the results between different technological discontinuities.
c) The cFRAM handbook has informed the continued refinement of the
handbook of the original FRAM (see Hollnagel et al. 2014 for the first edition
of the handbook). More specifically, the cFRAM handbook is used to clarify
the description of the FRAM method and examples that illustrate the steps of a
FRAM analysis.

1.5 Thesis structure
This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a literature review that describes the theory behind capabilities in
more detail and explains drawbacks of existing frameworks for adapting capabilities.
The second part of the literature review introduces Resilience Engineering and
explains in detail why it is becoming relevant in the IT industry. To conclude this
chapter, existing methods designed to achieve resilience in practice are discussed.
Chapter 3 defines the theory of adaptive STSs and explains the methodology of a
multi-stage study for which an adaptive STSs approach was adopted. The multi-stage
study follows five SME software vendors during the migration of their software
products into the cloud. The overall goal of the study is the development of a
framework that identifies the underlying processes of adapting capabilities to cloud
computing. At the end of this chapter, the approach taken for each stage of the multistage study is explained in detail.

9

Chapter 4 describes the results of the first and second stage of the multi-stage study.
With the results it is possible to identify the capabilities the five SME software
vendors adapted to cloud computing. Identifying the capabilities is an important
intermediate step towards identifying the underlying processes of adapting
capabilities to technological discontinuities (i.e. to answer RQ1).
Chapter 5 describes the results of the third and fourth stage of the multi-stage study.
With the results it is possible to identify and describe the underlying processes of
adapting capabilities to cloud computing. The results are summarised in a framework
that consists of four viewpoints (cultural, management, application, and governance).
Hence, the framework provides the answer to RQ1.
Chapter 6 applies FRAM to a software vendor after they migrated their software
products into the cloud. FRAM is used in chapter 6 to compare the functions of one of
the software vendors from the multi-stage study before and after the migration of their
software product into the cloud. The results explain how FRAM can be used to
increase and measure the resilience of systems when adapting to technological
discontinuities. Hence, FRAM provides the answer to RQ2.
Chapter 7 combines the findings from chapters 4-6 to introduce cFRAM. cFRAM
extends FRAM through the framework with the four viewpoints (see above). cFRAM
allows companies to plan the adoption of technological discontinuities, like cloud
computing, by adapting their capabilities in a way that increases the company’s
resilience. Hence, cFRAM provides the answer to the overarching research question
by combing the answers to RQ1 and RQ2.
Chapter 8 evaluates cFRAM with 14 companies and improves the method and its
handbook based on the feedback collected from applying cFRAM with 14 companies.
Overall, the evaluation of cFRAM shows that it is a useful and needed method to
inform the adaptation of capabilities to cloud computing.
Chapter 9 concludes this thesis and identifies areas for future research.

10

Figure 1 summarises the structure of this thesis. A glossary of the most important
terms used in this thesis is provided in Appendix G.

Figure 1 - Structure of thesis
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2 Literature review
The following literature review has two major objectives and one minor objective.
The first major objective is the introduction of the theory behind capabilities and the
identification of drawbacks of existing frameworks for adapting capabilities (see
section 2.1). The second major objective is the introduction of Resilience Engineering
(see sections 2.2) and an in-depth discussion of why it is becoming relevant in the IT
industry (see section 2.3). The minor objective of this literature review is the
discussion of methods that were designed to measure and increase resilience in
practice (see section 2.4).

2.1 Adapting capabilities to technological discontinuities
Capabilities are part of the resource-based theory of competitive advantage. The
resource-based theory (or view, RBV) argues that a company’s strategy is provided
by its resources and capabilities (Barney 1991; Bharadwaj 2000; Grant 1996;
Wernerfelt 1984). Resources in the RBV are the input for strategy development such
as capital, skills, technologies, patents, etc. Capabilities combine various resources in
a structured way to perform specific tasks. In theory, companies receive more
sustainable competitive advantages from those capabilities that are “durable, difficult
to identify and understand, imperfectly transferable, not easily replicated” and over
which the company possesses clear control and ownership (Teece et al. 1997).
Capabilities are organisational routines of which SMEs are only able to perform a few
in a highly efficient and near perfect manner through frequent repetition and
organisational learning (Grant 1991; Leonard-Barton 1992; Lu & Ramamurthy 2011;
Ravichandran & Lertwongsatien 2005). SMEs often find it difficult to adapt these
routines to new circumstances. Furthermore, the development of capabilities is based
on the company’s existing organisational processes, its assets and its evolutionary
path, all of which are not easily changed (Teece et al. 1997; Wade & Hulland 2004).
SMEs need to be able to make informed decisions about where to deploy their
resources and what capabilities to develop. Making informed decisions, however, is
becoming more difficult, in part, due to the large number of new technologies (see
section 2.3).
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This thesis aims to investigate how software vendors can migrate (some of) their
products into the cloud. Therefore, it is worth comparing the definition of ‘capability’
as used in this thesis with the definition in the Capability Maturity Model (CMM).
The CMM aims to provide software vendors (and software engineering teams more
generally) with guidance on how to improve their software development capabilities
so as to develop better software (Paulk et al. 1993). The CMM, however, applies a
slightly different definition of ‘capability’. It is important to highlight the differences
to understand how the results of this thesis can, for example, inform the use of the
CMM and vice versa.
The CMM defines capabilities as the range of expected results that can be achieved
by the software development activities. In other words, capabilities in CMM primarily
describe what results can be achieved. This thesis, in contrast, defines capabilities as
describing how results can be achieved. Therefore, defining capabilities within the
CMM can form the basis for the objectives this thesis aims to achieve. Similarly, the
results of this thesis can form the basis for an application of the CMM.
To allow a more structured investigation into existing frameworks and methods for
adapting capabilities to new situations and technologies, existing approaches are
grouped into two categories: (1) structural change and (2) gradual change. Both are
explained in turn.
Research in the category of structural change focuses on developing new capabilities
and combining these with or replacing existing ones. The majority of approaches in
this category propose one of three methods (Bower & Christensen 1995). First, create
new organisational structures within the existing boundaries of the company. Second,
create a spinout organisation to develop new capabilities. Third, acquire a company
that already possesses the desired capabilities.
According to Bower & Christensen (1995), it is sufficient to alter the organisational
structure to adapt capabilities. How a company can assure that the desired capabilities
are developed is not explained. Moreover, how, once the capabilities are adapted, are
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these migrated and spread through the entire company? Furthermore, if product
development processes were required to change to adapt capabilities, how do these
changes affect internal areas like sales & marketing or the learning of new skills?
Pursuing structural change in order to adapt capabilities can lead to neglecting some
of these questions, as the following two examples from industry illustrate.
Clark et al. (1997) describe how a telecommunications company changed their
Information Systems (IS) organisation to react to changes from the external
environment (i.e. creating new organisational structures). They defined changereadiness as the ability of the IS organisation to “deliver strategic IT applications
within short development cycle times by utilising a highly skilled internal IS
workforce”. They explain how the IS organisation created a centre of excellence to
develop people with the right skills, and assemble and disassemble teams quickly.
Although their research describes how the telecommunications company adopted to
changes in the environment successfully, they fail to conclude whether the new
capabilities made the company ready for change that occurred after the initial
development of the change-ready capabilities. The authors conclude that the centre of
excellence has worked well for the telecommunications company Bell Atlantic (today
Verizon), it is questionable, however, if SMEs have the appropriate resources to build
and sustain a centre of excellence and if they face as much change as a large
organisation like Verizon, who have more employees and customers.
Galunic & Eisenhardt (Galunic & Eisenhardt 2001) propose “charter wars” between
departments for technological discontinuities. A charter is a statement of purpose and
includes the task, the market, customer characteristics, etc. A charter war tries to find
the most suitable department for the charter, with the goal to develop a dynamic
community of departments. In order for it to be successful, however, a company needs
to possess different departments with similar skills that can ‘fight’ for a charter. For
large, international conglomerates this is realistic (the company in their study was a
Fortune 100 high-technology company). For SMEs, however, it is unrealistic.
Although it helped the Fortune 100 company to recombine their resources and
develop new capabilities, their study also showed that often the same departments win
a charter and further extend their capabilities, whereas other, smaller departments, are
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left behind. They concluded that this type of management puts a lot of pressure on
employees.
The second category, gradual change, focuses on how to adapt, reconfigure, and
deploy existing capabilities to address new situations. Gradual change approaches are
captured in the definition of dynamic capabilities (a term coined by Teece et al.
1997). Dynamic capabilities describe an organisation’s evolution over time and their
ability to react to and anticipate changes in the environment (Eisenhardt & Martin
2000; Winter 2003). Research on dynamic capabilities is, however, very rudimentary
and anecdotal (only one empirical study could be found; Ludwig & Pemberton 2011).
The literature focuses on describing dynamic capabilities rather than explaining how
they can be developed (Galunic & Eisenhardt 2001). Winter argues, for example, that
the dynamic capabilities companies need to develop depend on the market. In socalled high-velocity markets (with high uncertainty and unpredictability), capabilities
consist of a few simple rules that provide boundaries for action (Winter 2003). They
miss to provide, however, examples of specific capabilities and explanations of how
these were developed. Furthermore, the literature concentrates on change triggered by
market situations (as they emerge, collide, split, etc., Eisenhardt & Martin 2000) and
not on change triggered by new technologies.
An approach that builds on dynamic capabilities was advanced by Pan et al. (2007).
They embraced the concept of modularisation to develop new capabilities.
Modularisation can be defined as the intentional loose coupling of modules by
standardising the interfaces between modules so that complementary ones can be
combined more easily (Teece 2011). How this concept works in practice is clear for
physical objects. It is unclear, however, how it would work with different types of
resources that are being used by people (e.g. how can standard interfaces be created
between teams of people?). Besides gaps in practicality, there is another drawback of
pursuing modularisation. Modularisation requires companies to decompose their
routines, reconfigure them individually, and put them back together. In other words, it
follows a reductionist view and not a systemic view. When following a reductionist
view it is argued that the system can be understood only by looking at its parts and
that the whole is simply the sum of the parts.
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For adapting capabilities to a new technology, however, a systemic view is
advantageous as it is difficult to anticipate the effects of technological change (Woods
& Dekker 2000). It is thus difficult to know beforehand which parts of the company
will be affected by technological change and how they will affect each other (e.g. if
the Sales & Marketing department changes, does Support need to change in a similar
way to provide customers with a coherent experience?; Teece et al. 1997). Unknown
interdependencies are particularly present in a cloud computing environment, due to
the nature of complex systems (see Table 1 in section 1.1). In this case, capabilities
are not only affected during times of change, e.g. during the adoption process, but
also in everyday activities. Thus, new approaches for adapting capabilities are
required that allow companies to investigate the interdependencies between different
parts of the company and their environment. Furthermore, the new approaches need to
allow companies to continually adapt their capabilities as the internal and external
environment changes (see Table 1 in section 1.1).

2.2 Resilience Engineering to succeed under varying conditions
Resilience Engineering, in contrast to more traditional approaches to disruptions,
acknowledges that people need to adapt their behaviour to succeed under varying
conditions, e.g. when adapting capabilities to a new technology. Adaptations to the
behaviour are responsible for both failures and successes. Instead of trying to
structure and constrain the tasks of people as much as possible to eliminate failures,
Resilience Engineering aims to create processes that are robust yet flexible enough to
succeed under varying conditions (Hollnagel et al. 2011). Voß et al. 2006, for
example, carried out initial investigations for the necessity of making adjustments to
actions, that can deviate from protocols in place, to maintain dependability of IT
systems. Resilience Engineering acknowledges the need to use resources proactively
to avoid adverse effects and to exploit opportunities that appear on the horizon (unlike
lean management where resources are used as efficiently as possible). To understand
how Resilience Engineering enhances more traditional approaches to disruptions, it is
necessary to understand how Resilience Engineering emerged.
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Over the last century, approaches to safety and risk management have changed
significantly. They responded to the development of bigger and more complex
systems (and systems of systems). Approaches to safety and risk management moved
from linear cause-effect models (e.g. Fault Tree) towards multiple cause-effect
models (e.g. Swiss cheese model) and finally towards systemic approaches (e.g.
FRAM, Hollnagel 2012b, or Theoretic Accident Model and Process (STAMP),
Leveson 2012). Systemic approaches emerged because accidents are presumed to
result from the unexpected combination of multiple events. Systemic approaches also
reflect the behaviour of people (as their normal performance varies while performing
a task, in contrast to machines) and the possibility of emergent behaviour, that is
necessary to consider when investigating intractable systems like STSs (Checkland
1999; Hollnagel 2012b; Rasmussen 1997).
The concept of resilience assumes that failures and successes both stem from
performance variability. Traditional approaches to safety, like the Swiss Cheese
Model, assume cause-effect relationships with linear consequences where failures
could be clearly attributed to a simple combination of causal events, e.g. a
malfunction (Reason et al. 2006). In complex systems, however, failures can also
occur as a sequence of coincidences through emergent behaviour. Behaviour is
classified as emergent if one cannot predict the behaviour of a system simply by
looking at its parts or by decomposing it into its parts (Checkland 1999). In that case,
no individual function of a system fails but the variability in performance of several
functions (positive and negative variability) reinforce each other resulting in one
function to exceed its limits of performance variability. The consequences are often
disproportionate and unpredictable (Hollnagel 2012b).
Resilience has to be actively maintained over time by adapting: both reacting to
change (through feedback loops) as well as anticipating change (through feedforward
loops, Hollnagel et al. 2006). A failure can be evaded, for example, when people,
systems or organisations are able to use the information, resources and time that is
available to anticipate potential risks and make approximate adjustments to their
behaviour (Hollnagel 2009). It can, therefore, best be understood as something a
person, system or organisation does rather than something it has (Madni & Jackson
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2009). In today’s complex and dynamic environment the conditions of work (i.e. how
a system operates) never completely match the way they were designed because it
takes several years to implement a system; a time in which the environment and
conditions of work continue to change (Hollnagel & Woods 2005). Resilience
Engineering acknowledges the fact that in today’s environment it is not possible to
describe systems in detail because parts of it are intractable, i.e. they are characterised
by emergent behaviour. People, therefore, play a vital role in maintaining resilience,
because they are the ones who are flexible and adaptable by adjusting their behaviour
to new information, resources or time constraints (properties that are often lacking in
technological systems, Ignatiadis & Nandhakumar 2007).
The above introduction of Resilience Engineering makes clear that it is based on a
systemic understanding of risks. It has been developed to take into account the fact
that systems today are operating in an environment that is constantly changing as
organizations react to both internal and external events (see Holling 1973 who
originally suggested the term resilience). By combining ideas from Normal Accident
Theory (NAT, Perrow 1984), High Reliability Organisations (HRO, Roberts 1990)
and dependability (Laprie 2008) it is possible to define what resilience means for
Information Technology (IT). NAT focuses on the dimensions of interactions (which
range from linear to complex) and couplings (which range from loose to tight). In
general, linear interactions and loosely coupled systems are regarded as safer and
more reliable. There are, however, many examples of organizations that have
relatively high numbers of complex interactions, and tightly coupled functions, yet
have lower than expected numbers of accidents. These HROs achieve higher levels of
reliability by making it an inherent part of everybody’s job and embedding it into the
organisational culture. Dependability, an emergent system property, describes the
ability of a system to avoid failures that are more frequent or more severe, and outage
durations that are longer than is acceptable to the system’s users. Based on the
concepts of NAT, HRO and dependability, resilience for IT can be defined as the
adjustment of a systems functioning to maintain its dependability during changing
conditions (this definition is consistent with ideas from Hollnagel et al. 2006; Laprie
2008; Tolerance 1992).
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2.3 The need for Resilience Engineering in IT
Resilience Engineering is still a relatively young discipline, particularly within the IT
industry (Nemeth & Herrera 2015). This section argues that Resilience Engineering is
becoming more important for IT. In an IT environment, when processes fail, the
consequences are not necessarily a loss of life (like in other industries where
Resilience Engineering is more widespread, e.g. health care or nuclear power plants).
The consequences are, however, often the loss of money and damage to the reputation
of the company, as the majority of companies today rely on some form of IT or
software. To understand the need for Resilience Engineering in IT in more detail, it is
necessary to understand the underlying reasons for the use of IT in companies first.
IT is used to generate and use accurate, reliable and secure information (Dobbs et al.
2014; Van Grembergen et al. 2004). Information also needs to be provided to the right
person, at the right time, at the right place via the right technology. This equation,
however, is becoming increasingly dynamic as factors such as right time or right
technology change more often (e.g. through the development of new technologies or
the increasing deregulation of systems, see Table 1 in section 1.1, Bradley & Matson
2011; McDonald & Aron 2013; or see Burton & Willis 2014 for the Gartner Hype
Cycle which is an oversimplified presentation of innovation but is useful to show the
amount of emerging technologies, 45 in total). As some of the factors of the equation
change more often, companies increasingly struggle to make informed decisions on
what technologies to adopt and how to adapt their capabilities (see, for example,
Craig et al. 2007 who argue that it is necessary to take a midrange view of technology
in order to develop competitive advantages).
The underlying challenges of the above equation, i.e. not being able to anticipate the
effects of technological discontinuities, are also stated in the “envisioned world
problem” (Woods & Dekker 2000). The envisioned world problem can be
decomposed into two categories to inform investigations into Resilience Engineering
for IT. The first category will be called use uncertainty. Users increasingly expect to
use the latest technologies because they also use them in other areas (see, for
example, Bughin 2012 who argue that the boundaries between employees, vendors
and customers will blur). These people are often described as technically savvy
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workers that emerge from the Millennials generation (Brown 2013). Furthermore,
some of these technologies can be used without the IT department knowing about
them (e.g. smartphones or cloud computing, Baxter et al. 2012, Manyika et al. 2013).
The second category will be called technology uncertainty. Recent technologies work
differently by taking away control from the IT department and giving it to a third
party, like cloud computing which gives control to the cloud provider (Cox & Alm
2008). IT departments also rely more on bigger and more connected systems (or
systems of systems) that are vulnerable to unforeseeable and cascading failure events
(Northrop et al. 2006).
Use and technology uncertainty are interdependent and can develop emergent
behaviour (reflecting the need for carrying out organisational and technical changes
together in a systemic manner). Through emergence the level of uncertainty increases
exponentially because companies do not know which technologies people use and
how they use them. Thus, the IT department has no way of assessing the impact of the
technology on the company as a whole. The impact on the company as a whole can be
particularly severe if complex systems like cloud computing are being used (for the
reasons laid out in Table 1, section 1.1) In other words, the level of uncertainty can
rise to a point where companies do not know what they do not know (called unknown
unknowns, a term first coined by then US Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld in
2002, see Girard & Girard 2009). Unknown unknowns are likely to have a negative
impact on any long term planning activities of companies for three reasons. First, it
becomes more difficult to acquire and maintain the appropriate infrastructure if
expectations of employees and customers change due to the development of new
technologies. Second, it becomes more difficult to align IT with the organisation to
develop competitive advantages when new technologies and changing customer
requirements require a change in the business plan. Third, it becomes more difficult
for companies to operate efficiently as the external and internal environment change
more often and rapidly and companies are forced to adapt constantly.
Any efforts invested into developing a new approach that can assist companies in
adapting their capabilities to technological discontinuities in a way that increases the
company’s resilience needs to address the challenges imposed by use and technology
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uncertainty. The following three sections will explain how use and technology
uncertainty affect the adaptation of capabilities.
2.3.1

Use and technology uncertainty affect the adaptation of capabilities

Figure 2 shows essential building blocks of the average company. A company
comprises suppliers that supply raw materials, that are transformed through
technology and employees to an end product that is distributed to customers
(Brandenburger & Nalebuff 1995; Koller et al. 2010; Trist 1981).
Companies increasingly struggle to judge what technologies employees and
customers (i.e. stakeholders) want and how they might react to new technologies. The
main reason for this is that their expectations are transforming (defined as use
uncertainty). Employees can use new technologies, like smartphones or cloud
computing, without the company knowing about it. Using technologies without the
consent of the company or IT department can have implications on procedures, e.g.
making them opaque if different employees use different technologies to accomplish
the same goal (procedures describe work as performed, processes on the other hand
describe work as imagined, see, for example, ISACA 2014 for how cloud computing
can change governance procedures). This affects the adaptation of capabilities as they,
per definition, combine different resources in a structured way to achieve a specific
task. When employees use new technologies (which are resources) without the
consent of the IT department they cannot be combined in a structured way.
Companies struggle to inform the adaptation of capabilities because they do not know
what resources to combine.
Figure 2 also shows that technology itself has a significant influence on the way
companies operate, i.e. what processes look like, the kinds of products they sell and
the way they sell products (Rosenbloom & Christensen 1994). Companies need to
decide carefully which technologies to adopt and which not, i.e. which technologies
can help achieve the business strategy and satisfy stakeholder demands. The task of
deciding which technologies to adopt, however, is becoming increasingly difficult, as
companies do not know which technologies are here to stay (defined as technology
uncertainty). This affects the adaptation of capabilities as they might be required to
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adapt more often, or even constantly. The need for constant adaptation is present in
complex systems (Table 1 in section 1.1). As complex systems evolve over time, e.g.
components of the system or stakeholder demands change, capabilities have to
incorporate and reflect these changes. The more often and rapidly complex systems
change, the more often and rapid capabilities need to adapt. Otherwise, companies
risk decreasing their resilience.
The following two sections will describe use and technology uncertainty in turn and
explain how use uncertainty has an effect on informing the adaptation of capabilities
and how technology uncertainty has an effect on the identification of IT risks.
Technolog y

Suppliers

Customers

Employees

Stakeholder

Figure 2 - Abstract representation of essential parts of a company (based on Brandenburger & Nalebuff 1995;
Koller et al. 2010; Trist 1981)

2.3.2

Use uncertainty makes the adaptation of capabilities more difficult

Use uncertainty means that companies do not know if and how employees and
customers will adopt new technologies. Recently the expectations and behaviours of
employees and customers started to change more rapidly. It makes it more difficult
for companies to continually assess them, thus, making it more difficult to adapt their
capabilities with the existing methods introduced in section 2.1.
Competition among companies is becoming faster, more volatile and increasingly
global (Crowston & Myers 2004; Roberts 2013). All three factors require companies
to stay flexible, find new ways to innovate and create value (Peterson 2004). The
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change in the business environment affects the expectations of stakeholders. No
matter if they are customers or employees, stakeholders increasingly want information
at the right time, at the right place on the right device without having to search for it
(Roberts 2013). If companies are not able to respond to these challenges, stakeholders
will take their own actions. Roberts (2013), for example, describes that younger
people have no patience waiting for the IT department and a survey by Skok (2013)
showed that many companies and employees use the cloud regardless of the IT
department’s opinion.
The issues around ‘use uncertainty’ have existed for many years and employees and
customers were able to, for example, implement workarounds to circumvent the use
of official technologies for many decades. These workarounds have been investigated
frequently before, especially in the field of Computer Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW, see Borghoff & Schlichter 2000 for an introduction). Workarounds that have
been investigated in more detail range from not using official software applications
(see, for example, Timmons 2003) to the development of entire databases to support
the use of official software applications (see, for example, Handel & Poltrock 2011).
The advent of technologies such as cloud computing and smartphones, however, have
changed the nature of user behaviour which affects workarounds in different ways.
The changes in user behaviour can be explained in more detail through three aspects
(Benson et al. 2014; Brynjolfsson & Saunders 2013; ISACA 2012):
First, the environment sees an acceleration of innovation (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee
2014). More technologies are being developed and introduced into the market. Some
of them disappear as fast as they were introduced. Others, however, are here to stay.
Benson et al. see technology itself as the main factor for creating turbulence in the
environment. They argue that every year new technologies promise to offer “bigger,
faster, cheaper versions of essentially the same stuff” (2014). Yet, stakeholders expect
to use these technologies as they increasingly use them in their private live for two
reasons. First, new technologies are largely general purpose that can be tailored to
specific tasks through software, compared to previous technologies that were
designed for just one task e.g. increasing mechanical precision (see Hollnagel &
Woods 2005 for an extensive discussion). Second, it is easier to buy new
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technologies. A few decades ago there was a limited supply of technologies and
places to buy them. They were also more expensive. Today it is relatively easy and
cheap to buy new technologies over the Internet.
Second, some of the new technologies, like cloud computing, work differently
compared to previous technologies, making the boundaries of systems less welldefined (systems in a general sense, like a department or a company, ISACA 2012;
Badham et al. 2000; Hollnagel & Woods 2005; Northrop et al. 2006). With earlier
technologies the way connections to the external environment could happen was
constrained by the design of the system. The exchange of information with the
external environment of systems took place in a regulated and structured manner
(Werfs & Baxter 2013). Technologies like cloud computing or smartphones and
current
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value

nets,
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ecosystems, peer production, and so on (Porter 2004)—change that and make it easier
for information to leave the physical boundaries of the company, thus circumventing
any protocols for the exchange of information that are in place (the idea of open
systems, systems that change their behaviour depending on what is happening in the
environment, was first formulated in 1940 in the field of biology by Bertalanffy
1969).
Third, companies nowadays do not necessarily know which technologies stakeholders
use, because some of the new technologies work differently. Until a few years ago the
majority of companies were relying on computers and servers to do their information
processing tasks. In this kind of environment the IT department was able to limit the
rights users had on computers. Limiting the rights was straightforward as the IT
department was responsible for buying and configuring the devices and all devices
were part of the company’s data network. More recent technologies, like smartphones
or cloud computing, do not require access to the company’s data network.
Additionally, it is difficult for IT departments to block access to these services. Most
cloud computing applications, for example, operate in an Internet browser and do not
require access rights on the computer they are being executed on. Smartphones even
do not require access to the company’s data network. They are able to access the
Internet via a carrier network. IT departments have no reasonable way of blocking
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access to these technologies. Furthermore, they have difficulties finding out that they
are being used. Both factors are a potential threat to the security, integrity and
reliability of company information (see, for example, HP 2013 for how HewlettPackard defines the problem, as a large provider of IT services). It can also lead to a
mixture of home and work devices, which usually have different security
configurations, with the home devices being much less secure. ISACA (Information
Systems Audit and Control Association) explain in more detail how the flexibility of
cloud computing can enable people to circumvent authorisation, change processes,
information security protocols or oversight processes (ISACA 2014).
Recent examples have shown that attempts by companies to ignore new technologies
or forbid employees to use them failed. Baldwin describes an example where an
employee bought a Laptop with the desire to use it at work (2013). The company,
however, was not providing Wi-Fi so the employee decided to install a Wi-Fi router
himself. After a while the Internet connection of the entire company was slower than
usual. Executive management brought in an expert to investigate the situation.
Eventually they found the unapproved Wi-Fi router. The Wi-Fi router had not been
properly secured and someone from the outside gained access to sensitive company
data such as passwords and usernames.
The above examples show that companies do not necessarily know what
technological discontinuities are being used and how they are being used. Thus, the
effects of use uncertainty require companies to adapt their capabilities in a way that
increases the company’s resilience so that they are robust yet flexible enough to
succeed under varying conditions. The majority of frameworks to adapt capabilities
discussed in section 2.1 (and more general change management methods, like the
Balanced Scorecard) are several years old (some are even more than two decades old;
the Balanced Scorecard was introduced in 1992, by Kaplan & Norton). It is
questionable if they are still appropriate for technological discontinuities like cloud
computing due to the reasons explained above.
2.3.3

Technology uncertainty makes the identification of risks more difficult
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Technology uncertainty means that the risks companies have to deal with start to
change more rapidly (e.g. the spectrum of natural, human and environmental threats
to IT, see for example Murray-Webster 2010). For two reasons the identification of
risks is becoming more difficult.
First, some of the recently introduced technologies take away control from
companies, forcing them to rely on a third party over which they have a limited
amount of influence. In a cloud computing environment, for example, customers rent
computing resources from the cloud provider (Mell & Grance 2009). Computing
resources can be virtual machines, databases, virtual networks etc. (so called
Infrastructure as a Service). It is also possible to rent entire computing environments
where databases, for example, are already configured for a particular purpose (so
called Platform as a Service). A third way of renting computing resources is the
ability to rent ready-to-use applications such as customer relationship management
systems or Office solutions (so called Software as a Service). In all three operating
modes, the customer only rents the resources but has no physical access to them. The
customer has to rely on the cloud provider to deliver what was promised. In case,
however, a data centre from the cloud provider burns down, for example, the
customer can only wait until the cloud provider has restored their services.
Companies like Microsoft propose a change in the mind-set for renting computing
resources in the cloud (Mercuri et al. 2014). Previously, where the IT department was
responsible for buying, configuring, and maintaining computing resources, the
general wisdom was to avoid change as it could trigger failures. The operating
efficiency of IT departments was often measured in the Mean Time Between Failures
(see, for example, Engelhardt & Bain 1986, for an extensive discussion of the term).
In other words, how long the IT department could operate without a failure in the
network, servers, databases, etc. In a cloud computing environment, the IT
department has no influence over the physical computing resources and how often
they are reconfigured or updated. A new way of thinking was established where,
instead of measuring the mean time between failures, IT departments measure the
Mean Time To Recovery. The efficiency of IT departments is, therefore, measured in
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terms of how fast they are able to recover from a failure and can restore operations
back to normal.
The second reason why the identification of risks is becoming more difficult has to do
with the fact that the IT industry is moving towards bigger and more connected
systems, hence more complex systems, which are more vulnerable to unforeseeable
and cascading failure events (Hopkins & Jenkins 2008). Within the last two decades
they started to be not only computer-based (Clegg et al. 1996), but also sometimes
computer-controlled (Åström & Wittenmark 2011). These increasingly complex
systems (and systems of systems) have been characterised by the Software
Engineering Institute as Ultra-Large-Scale Systems or ULS, which characteristics are
shown in Table 1 in section 1.1 (Northrop et al. 2006, a similar idea was developed by
the LSCITS project which stands for Large Scale Complex IT Systems, see Calinescu
et al. 2010 for an introduction).
The use of increasingly complex systems has three important implications for IT risk
management. First, as many technologies today are general-purpose technologies with
no specific users in mind, they need to fulfil more requirements and have more
functionality. A logical consequence is that more people are required to develop such
systems, because each part of the system requires specialised developers (e.g. web
developer and database developer). As more developers work on a system, they all
understand their part of the system but find it increasingly difficult to understand the
system as a whole. In fact, developers and users struggle to understand the whole
system because they are becoming too big and complex (see Herritt 2014 who argues
that we are reaching a point where no single person fully understands how complex
technologies work).
Second, when different parts from various developers are combined to form a system,
and people start using the system, emergent behaviour appears. Emergent behaviour is
often the result of various people working together and means that the whole is more
than the sum of the parts (Checkland 1999). Companies often desire emergent
behaviour as it can lead to increased productivity and creative work results, but it also
makes the adoption of new technologies more difficult. Emergent behaviour is not
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predictable. While the system is being developed, the developers do not know
beforehand how the technology will be used and thus what kinds of behaviour will
emerge. Yet, system design is important so that one can be reasonably sure that the
system being built only does what it is supposed to do and that it functions reliably
(Hollnagel 2012b).
The third implication for the identification of risks is related to the reliability of
increasingly complex systems. Most systems today are not developed in isolation.
One system, for example, might rely on a different system for some form of
functionality. If one system is not working properly, other systems might experience
the effects and not work properly too. The results can lead to cascading and
unforeseeable events. Cloud computing provides a good example. Many websites rely
on Amazon’s cloud services for some form of their functionality. When Amazon is
having an outage, as happened on several occasions in the last few years, many
websites are unreachable (Sultan 2011). Furthermore, although the majority of cloud
providers state on their websites a reliability of 99.95% (or even higher), these
numbers ought to be considered a marketing slogan rather than an accurate indicator
for reliability. 1 The 99.95% reliability is based on past outages and only considers
linear failures (i.e. one component fails and the failure has no immediate impact on
other components). It would be more realistic, however, to acknowledge that the
absence of outages in the past is no indicator for the absence of outages in the future
and that dependencies between different components and systems can have a negative
impact on reliability (i.e. a failure of one component can affect another component
which can have effects on the data centre as a whole).
Another example is provided by mobile Internet. A recent report by the European
Union Agency for Network and Information Security stated that 61% of mobile
Internet outages were caused by system failures (i.e. software bugs, hardware failures,
and system misconfigurations) and affected on average 1.4 million user connections
(ENISA 2014). One of the underlying reasons for the increased number of outages
could be that the telecom sector tries to respond to the increasingly dynamic and
complex environment by launching new software faster, which is not as well tested as
1

See, for example, the SLA of Amazon EC2: http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/sla/
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in the past. Twitter, for example, allows its developers to experiment with any part of
the Twitter system, as long as it only affects 1% of the user base (Amazon and
Facebook operate in similar ways, Downes & Nunes 2014).
The effects of technology uncertainty on the identification of risks illustrated above
show that if risks change capabilities need to change too so that major risks are being
avoided and the resilience of the company does not decrease. If, however, risks
change more frequently and companies struggle to identify risks in the first place,
new methods for identifying and dealing with risks are necessary. Furthermore, the
goal of this thesis is to develop a method that can help companies increase their
resilience when adapting capabilities to technological discontinuities. The next
section proposes two approaches for dealing with use and technology uncertainty.

2.4 Succeeding under varying conditions in complex systems
Use and technology uncertainty require companies to succeed under varying
conditions. In other words, companies need to develop capabilities that make them
overall more resilient (Hollnagel et al. 2006). Capabilities to increase system
resilience will be advantageous not only in times of technological change, like the
adoption of a new technology, but in everyday activities too. Developing capabilities
that make companies more resilient will, however, be challenging, as this area is
under-researched. Righi et al. (2015) identified in their analysis of 237 studies in
Resilience Engineering between 2006 and 2014 that 52% focused on the theoretical
foundations, e.g. defining the term. The discipline thus lacks methods and frameworks
to achieve resilience in practice (Righi et al. 2015 refer to 11 out of 237 studies that
are concerned with achieving resilience in practice, e.g. case studies). This section
will explore a theoretical model, Rasmussen’s definition of skill-, rule-, knowledgebased behaviour, and a practical method, Hollnagel’s FRAM, that combined could
provide a way forward in adapting capabilities to technological discontinuities in a
way that increases system resilience.
2.4.1

Companies need to have complementary organisational changes
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Before the emergence of use and technology uncertainty a closed system perspective,
also referred to as technological optimism, was an appropriate viewpoint on
technologies. When taking a closed system perspective things are assumed to go right,
because systems are well designed and maintained, procedures are complete and
correct, people behave as one expects and as one taught them, and designers can
foresee and anticipate every contingency. Overall, people are seen as a liability and
threat to the system and therefore their flexibility is minimised to achieve efficiency
(Hollnagel et al. 2011). Use and technology uncertainty and the concept of
technological discontinuities made clear, however, that organisational changes
triggered by new technologies are not easy to foresee. Technologies (machines and
automation in particular) are very good to tackle problems in predictable
environments. They are suitable for predictable environments because risks can be
clearly identified, assessed, and controlled. One does not need to be highly flexible.
For uncertain environments and the use of complex systems, however, one does not
know what the risks are. Flexibility and adaptability are needed—skills normally
associated with people but less with technology. The argument that technology is too
brittle was made by Dreyfus several decades ago but still seems to apply today
(Dreyfus 1987; Dreyfus 1992). It is necessary to adopt an open system perspective,
also referred to as technological realism. In an open system perspective, things are
assumed to go right, because people learn to overcome design flaws, adapt their
performance to meet demands, interpret, and apply procedures to match conditions,
and people can detect and correct things that go wrong. Overall, people are seen as an
asset that enable systems to function properly (Hollnagel et al. 2011).
People and organisational processes too can become brittle, however. Rasmussen
developed the idea that people go through three stages of skilfulness (knowledge-,
rule-, skill-based, 1983). At the beginning, people perform their jobs on a knowledge
basis. They face unfamiliar situations and need to analyse the environment, develop
plans, and test them. Testing can be done by trial and error or conceptually by
predicting how the plan affects the environment. Once people get more familiar with
situations, they move to rule-based behaviour. People have developed procedures
through experience or adopted them from colleagues. They develop expertise about
their job and are able to describe explicitly what they are doing. People are not able to
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describe what they are doing when they move to skill-based behaviour. At this stage
they are able to perform their jobs without conscious attention by relying on their
procedures (Rasmussen 1983).
In less uncertain environments, rule- and skill-based behaviour are desirable. As risks
can be clearly identified companies aim to address and control these as efficiently as
possible e.g. by developing procedures. In uncertain environments, e.g. complex
systems, rule- and skill-based behaviour are undesirable. In complex systems
companies need to aim for knowledge-based behaviour, as people are required to
constantly analyse the environment and adjust their behaviour according to new
information. Problem solving skills like trial and error become more important so that
companies are able to react to and anticipate new circumstances quickly and head off
problems that appear on the horizon (e.g. when the cloud provider changes the
services they offer or customers of software vendors demand a new product feature).
A contrasting argument is put forward by Suchman (1983). Suchman argues that the
application of rules always also needs to include the application of knowledge and
skills. The underlying reason is that system designers cannot anticipate all future
states that employees might encounter. Thus, employees see it as their task to adapt
any system so that the “smooth flow of office procedures” is ensured (Suchman
1983). System designers should, therefore, design systems in a way that enables
employees, at all times, to analyse the environment and adapt the system to the
current needs (in contrast to Rasmussen, where an analysis of the environment is only
necessary when the tasks of employees or the environment change). For the aims of
this thesis, however, Rasmussen’s and Suchman’s argument are compatible. Both
state that in times of change, e.g. migrating products into the cloud, rules need to be
redefined and skills adapted. The only difference is that Suchman suggests that the
redefinition of rules and adaptation of skills is normal rather than exceptional.
As capabilities capture organisational routines (see section 2.1), and thus procedures,
the above section explains why capabilities have to adapt to increase system resilience
when companies want to migrate products into the cloud. The organisational routines,
or procedures, are optimised for the technologies that are currently being used within
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the company. Using new technologies, like cloud computing, exposes companies to a
new environment that requires the analysis of new information, which can lead to an
adjustment of organisational routines. Thus, to adapt capabilities to cloud computing
appropriately companies are required to adopt knowledge-based behaviour to analyse
new information and not rely on existing organisational routines. Over time it is then
possible to inform the development of new organisational routines that form the basis
for adapted capabilities. In that sense, capabilities can be used as a communication
tool among employees. If employees are informed about the need to adapt capabilities
they know that they have to adopt knowledge-based behaviour and question existing
organisational routines. This can be particularly helpful for technically focused
employees, e.g. software developers, that tend to neglect complimentary
organisational changes new technologies require (see chapter 1).
2.4.2

FRAM - A potential framework to investigate the resilience of systems

The following introduction of the Function Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) will
be kept brief. The focus is on introducing the underlying principles of FRAM to
explain the FRAMs advantages over other methods. Section 6.2 will focus more
extensively on the practical application of FRAM, e.g. what steps are necessary for a
FRAM analysis, as the sections after 6.2 will apply FRAM to a software vendor that
migrates their software products into the cloud.
The concept of resilience and the nature of complex systems (see Table 1 in section
1.1) make it necessary to develop new methods and models to investigate complex
systems (Hollnagel & Speziali 2008). Previously developed methods and models, like
the Swiss Cheese Model, are inappropriate for resilience because they underlie
different theoretical models and assumptions. Resilience requires organisations to be,
at all times, responsive, attentive, anticipatory, and able to learn from past experience
(Lundberg et al. 2009). The majority of older methods like the Swiss Cheese Model
aim to constrain some or all of the requirements of resilience by building barriers that
prevent people from doing something wrong. A drawback of building barriers is,
however, that the adjustment of peoples’ behaviour for valid reasons is blocked as
well (see Voß et al. 2006 for a case study, or see Rasmussen 1997 for a comparison of
the theoretical models and assumptions of methods for investigating the role of
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organisational behaviour in accidents). The majority of models for investigating
incidents take a bottom-up approach where a specific incident starts an investigation.
Resilience, and this thesis, take a top-down approach where the behaviour of complex
systems is investigated and analysed in different situations (Hollnagel 2012a).
FRAM builds on the concept of resilience and STSs. FRAM appears to be more
appropriate than STAMP (Systems-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes, a
concept with similar assumptions to FRAM, Leveson 2004; Leveson 2012) for
complex systems, such as software vendors that migrate their software products into
the cloud, because it allows the investigation of approximate adjustments that people
have to make in complex systems (STAMP focuses on the development of feedback
loops for information and control to impose adequate constraints that limit behaviour,
Frost & Mo 2014; Herrera & Woltjer 2010; Hollnagel & Speziali 2008; Leveson
2004). Indeed, approximate adjustments is one of the four core principles of FRAM
(Hollnagel 2012b):
•

Approximate adjustments: FRAM acknowledges that the performance of
STSs varies to adapt to current conditions in the internal and external
environment.

•

Equivalence of successes and failures: in comparison to older methods,
FRAM acknowledges that successes and failures often have the same origin;
or actions go right or wrong for the same reasons.

•

Emergence: FRAM focuses on the investigation of emergent behaviour as
many actions that result in success or failures should be investigated in light
of the conditions that were present during the action. In other words, would an
action have occurred at a different point in time, the result could be different.

•

Resonance: Building on emergence, FRAM acknowledges that relationships
and dependencies in complex systems constantly change. Thus, they should
be analysed for a specific point in time or action and not considered as fixed
cause-effect links.

Systems in FRAM are analysed by identifying functions that are necessary for
everyday performance, i.e. top-down approach. Functions are abstractions that capture
work routines. Once functions are identified, they are connected with each other
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through one of six aspects, namely Input, Output, Time, Control, Precondition, and
Resource (see Figure 3 for a summary of the aspects). The Outcome of one function
could be the Input of another function (see Figure 4 for an example, section 6.2
describes the same example in more detail). It is not necessary to describe and
connect all aspects of every function. In fact, it is recommended not to do so as the
focus should be on the most pressing issues. Describing and connecting all aspects of
every function can quickly make a FRAM analysis too complex.

Figure 3 - The FRAM hexagon showing the six aspects and their descriptions (adapted from Hollnagel et al. 2014)

Figure 4 - Example of a FRAM model (grey functions are background functions)

FRAM focuses on the analysis of “functional resonance”, hence the name Functional
Resonance Analysis Method (Hollnagel 2012b). Failures in today’s systems emerge
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because the performance of functions vary and sometimes the variabilities reinforce
each other causing the variability of one function to exceed its limits. With FRAM, it
is possible to investigate the variability in performance of certain functions and
analyse how the variabilities influence the behaviour of the system as a whole in
different situations (see function <Develop under 20s commercial> in Figure 4 that
experiences a performance variability when insufficient budget is available from
<Provide advertising budget>, shown by the wave symbol in the hexagon). The aim is
to dampen the unwanted variability (e.g. through changing how functions work, their
couplings or by introducing new functions). The identification and dampening of
performance variabilities aim to provide a way of measuring the resilience of
companies.
FRAM allows the analysis of systems on different levels of organisation. It can,
therefore, be used to increase the resilience of systems when moving to the cloud by
structuring organisational changes that are necessary for the migration of software
products into the cloud. For example, it is possible to build a FRAM model with
known functions and use it to structure the investigation into understanding how
other, possibly hidden, functions could influence the migration of software products
into the cloud. The principles of FRAM, particularly emergence and resonance,
support the application of FRAM on different levels of organisation. The results of
this analysis can then be used to inform the adaptation of functions to suit cloud
computing.
In its current form, FRAM should not be used over and above the analysis of
resilience. Once performance variabilities have been identified with FRAM, it is
difficult to use FRAM to keep track of organisational changes. When systems change,
the FRAM model needs to be changed accordingly. Keeping the FRAM model up to
date can become a resource intensive activity, especially if several people or
departments were part of constructing the initial FRAM model. An unmaintained
FRAM model can project a false sense of security. If, for example, all performance
variabilities of the initial FRAM model are addressed but the FRAM model is not
updated, a company might decrease their resilience instead of increasing it (because
changing functions to address performance variabilities can change how the system as
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a whole works thus creating new performance variabilities). Particularly in today’s
complex systems, the rate in which performance variabilities change has accelerated.
Furthermore, FRAM is not useful to create a general set of principles that companies
could follow to mitigate performance variabilities. Based on the findings of this
chapter it can be concluded that there are no such principles. Complex systems
change too often and fast and are too diverse as that there could be a general set of
principles companies or systems could follow to adapt their capabilities to a
technological discontinuity like cloud computing to increase their company’s
resilience (Rosenzweig 2007).

2.5 Conclusions
This chapter provides two major conclusions and one minor conclusion. This chapter
introduced the theory behind capabilities and identified drawbacks of existing
frameworks for adapting capabilities. The first major conclusion of this chapter is that
none of the identified frameworks describes the underlying processes of adapting
capabilities. In addition, most are unfeasible for SMEs due to their limited resources.
This chapter also introduced Resilience Engineering and explained why it is
becoming relevant in the IT industry. The goal of Resilience Engineering is to
develop processes that are able to succeed under varying conditions. The second
major conclusion of this chapter is that Resilience Engineering in the IT industry
needs to overcome the challenges imposed by use and technology uncertainty. Use
and technology uncertainty describe that it is difficult to anticipate the effects of
technological change.
The last part of this chapter introduced FRAM. The minor conclusion is that FRAM is
a promising candidate to enable the investigation of resilience in practice.
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3 Methodology
This chapter has two major objectives and one minor objective. The first major
objective is the definition of adaptive Socio-Technical Systems (STSs, see section
3.1). Adaptive STSs build on the original theory of STSs (Trist 1981) and extend it to
include Resilience Engineering while acknowledging the challenges imposed by use
and technology uncertainty (see chapter 2). The second major objective is the
explanation of the methodology of a multi-stage study that follows five SME software
vendors during the migration of their software products into the cloud (see section
3.2). The multi-stage study has four rounds (see section 3.3) and adopts an adaptive
STSs approach. The overall goal of the multi-stage study is the identification of the
underlying processes of adapting capabilities to cloud computing. The minor
objective of this chapter is to make the reader aware of the fact that in order to
increase the resilience of systems it is necessary to understand them first. Hence, the
multi-stage study is a necessary intermediate step towards answering the overall
research question of this thesis: how can companies adapt their capabilities to
technological discontinuities to increase the company’s resilience?

3.1 The need for socio-technical systems to become adaptable
The term socio-technical emphasizes the importance of the interdependencies and
interactions between the social and technical elements of systems, which can lead to
emergent behaviours. STSs involve a complex interaction between different levels of
organisation, in particular, between people, technology, and the environment in which
the systems are deployed. Before STSs, engineers focused on the technical aspects,
ignoring emergence and simply designing whatever the organization needed without
changing the structure of jobs, i.e. neglecting organisational change (Trist 1981). The
idea behind the socio-technical systems theory was to help design work on different
levels of organisation, which could improve work functions while also improving
technical performance (Walker et al. 2008).
With the original theory of STSs the behaviour of systems was influenced by the
external environment only to a minimal extent (e.g. introduction of faster machines).
The organisation of the systems, however, remained unaltered. Communication and
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control, for example, were centralised and individual systems were controlled by
people sitting in the same room. Networking technologies and distributed systems
have changed the possibilities for communication and control of systems and made it
possible to control systems remotely. The theory of Open STSs was developed to take
into account that STSs could now operate and communicate with each other and with
the environment (Badham et al. 2000).
The way that systems could communicate with the external environment, however,
was controlled and could be constrained by the design of the STSs. In other words,
there were protocols for how STSs communicated with their external environment
and the boundaries of the STSs were clear. Hollnagel (2007) explains the situation of
boundaries for the aviation industry. In the aviation industry a system can be defined
on various levels, for example, the pilot, co-pilot and the cockpit form a system. The
airplane, flight crew and ground personnel working on the aircraft form a larger
system (that includes the previous system). This line of thinking can be extended
further, for example, airports and air traffic control authorities form an even larger
system. All the systems from the above example have different properties and
therefore develop different emergent behaviour, thus, require different methods for
communication and control (Checkland 1999).
Clearly defining the boundaries of a system and identifying the different perspectives
are becoming more difficult in contemporary conditions (Anderson & Felici 2012b;
Rasmussen 1997). Section 2.3.2 suggested that this is nothing new and that employees
applied workarounds, e.g. to circumvent system boundaries, for many years (as part
of Computer Supported Cooperative Work). The advent of use and technology
uncertainty, through the continued growth in availability of new, cheap and free
technologies (e.g. cloud computing and smartphones) let the boundaries of systems
appear fuzzier than before as, for example, information can more easily leave the
physical boundaries of a company. Thus, employees have access to forms of
workarounds that affect both the behaviour and structure of socio-technical systems.
It becomes clear that the changes in user behaviour triggered by these new
technologies are not adequately captured by the current theory of open STSs.
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In order to be able to deal with the problems from use and technology uncertainty that
can arise with the introduction of cloud computing and other technological
discontinuities, organisations have to be able to continually adapt to the internal and
external environment. In other words, they need to function as adaptive sociotechnical systems (Werfs & Baxter 2013). Doing so will allow them to react to events
as they occur, which provides a mechanism for responding to failures and
degradations in performance (Dalpiaz et al. 2013; Rasmussen 1997). In addition,
organisations will be able to adapt in ways that are anticipative too, for positive
reasons, such as exploiting expected opportunities in the market, as well as heading
off problems that appear on the horizon (Hollnagel 2009). Hence, adaptive STSs
enable companies to increase their resilience by having the intrinsic ability to change
locally, both from a behavioural and structural perspective that allows them to be
responsive, attentive, anticipatory and able to learn from past experience—necessary
elements to increase system resilience (see section 2.3.3). Eason (2007), for example,
describes how local adaptations helped to exploit technical capabilities while reducing
costs and risks within a health care setting. Local adaptations can also adversely affect
the wider STS, however, unless care is exercised to make sure that these adaptations
are coherent and consistent with the entire organisation.
If adaptation is done in an ad hoc way, e.g. by the users of a technology, it can make
processes and tasks become opaque (see chapter 2 for examples). Many companies
currently proscribe the general use of technological discontinuities because they have
not yet worked out a way to integrate them into their existing structures. An adaptive
STSs approach would allow these technologies to be deployed in a more careful and
controlled way, using ideas from experimental design (see Brynjolfsson & Mcafee
2014 for a similar approach). In that way it should be possible to locally contain any
adverse effects of using technological discontinuities, whilst at the same time
providing a way to measure the potential benefits, and consider issues of
generalisation before the adaptation is rolled out to other parts of the STS. In other
words, adaptive STSs focus on gradual rather than structural change (see section 2.1).

3.2 A multi-stage study that adopts an adaptive STSs approach
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A multi-stage study allows the systematic investigation of RQ1: For SME software
vendors migrating their software products into the cloud, what are the underlying
processes of adapting core capabilities to cloud computing? The participating
companies were five SMEs mostly working in the Oil & Gas industry (in the
following called Project Partners or PPs). The Oil & Gas industry was chosen as it
represents a large industry sector in Scotland, which provides a large pool of potential
companies to interview. The five SMEs were contacted to participate in the study as
all of them develop high-value software products without being direct competitors.
Their products serve different needs of the market. Thus, the five PPs are more likely
to speak openly in interviews and share their knowledge, as they do not have to fear a
direct disadvantage when results from the study are shared. Furthermore, the author of
this thesis worked with three of the five companies before (see Werfs 2012) and was
able to establish a certain level of trust that made it more likely for the companies to
be open during the interviews. Choosing companies that develop and sell high-value
products provided a good sample because these companies face higher risks in case of
adverse effects during the migration to the cloud. Thus, these companies are required
to evaluate their steps more carefully, which helps the multi-stage study to identify
the underlying processes of adapting capabilities to the cloud. Table 2 shows a short
description of the five PPs.
Table 2 - Short description of project partners of the multi-stage study

Project
Partner
(PP)

Type of software
product that was the
subject of the multistage study

PP1

A project management
software

PP2

A software tool to
manage critical decisions

Yes (not all are
suitable for
cloud
computing)

PP3

A business process
management software
A software tool to
manage risk management
and safety assessments
during drilling and well

No

No

Yes (parts of
each product are
combined to one
cloud-based

Yes (business
process
consulting)

PP4

Does the PP
develop and
distribute
multiple
software
products?
No

Does PP offer
their customers
more than
software
products?

Main objective
for a product
migration into
the cloud

Yes (business
process
consulting)
Yes (bespoke
software
development)

Expand
customer base
and market
Be in control of
product
provision to
increase
resilience
Expand
customer base
Expand
customer base
and control
product usage
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PP5

engineering
A software tool to
manage safety
inspections on offshore
Oil rigs

service)
No

No

Expand
customer base
and market

The interviewees were either the Managing Director or leaders of Product
Development. The multi-stage study was carried out over a 12-month time period
(May 2013 to May 2014) with 18 interviews over four stages, each interview lasting
around an hour (not all PPs were available for all the interviews due to more pressing
issues they had to address). Interviews are superior over surveys or ethnographic
studies for this type of research (Lazar et al. 2010). Surveys are suitable for reaching a
large group of participants but they require a clear understanding of the phenomena
that are being investigated in order to formulate well-defined questions. The goal of
the multi-stage is, however, to identify the phenomena and then understand how the
software vendors address them. Ethnographic studies are very time intensive. They
require the researcher to embed with each software vendor and become a part of the
team. They would allow the researcher to collect more in-depth data, compared to
interviews, but are unsuitable for the study at hand. The aim of the study at hand is to
compare how five software vendors migrate their software products into the cloud.
Ethnographic research, however, is difficult to carry out when investigating several
software vendors in times of change as one does not know beforehand when a
software vendor changes (i.e. how would the researcher find out that software vendor
B changes if he is currently embedded with software vendor A?).
As all PPs create and sell high-value software products, e.g. project management or
time tracking software in the range of £100.000 per customer license, the goal was to
investigate the impact of cloud computing on the PPs, and how they transform their
existing software products into cloud-based services (i.e. Software as a Service,
SaaS), or develop new cloud-specific products. At the time of the start of the multistage study, the PPs were at different stages of cloud adoption: some were already
offering their products as cloud services (i.e. SaaS); others were currently migrating
their software products into the cloud; and the rest were evaluating a migration into
the cloud. By interviewing the PPs four times during the 12-month study period it was
possible to follow them through the different stages of cloud computing adoption and
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investigate them on different levels (Table 3 shows an overview of the stages which
are explained in more detail below).
Table 3 - Showing the research question and research method of the four stages of the study

Stage
First stage
Second stage
Third stage
Fourth stage

Main research question and method used
How did product development change in the cloud?
Product development lifecycle
How did internal processes change in the cloud?
Balanced Scorecard
What decisions did you make during the adoption process?
Critical Decision Method
How did you choose your cloud provider?
Cloud resources process model

Interviewing PPs individually with the same set of questions and goals, regardless of
their stage in the adoption, has advantages and disadvantages but promised to be more
feasible than, for example, asking questions depending on their stage in the adoption.
When asking questions depending on their stage in the adoption it is difficult to
project when they will proceed to the next stage of adoption. For example, for some
PPs it took 9 months to migrate their software products into the cloud, for others it
already takes 3 years. In addition, it allowed for a more accurate comparison between
the approaches taken by the various PPs as, for example, the more advanced PPs
could comment on the plans of PPs in earlier stages and to what extent they were able
to follow these in practice.
This thesis pursues a high-level perspective. A common framework for studies that
aim to take a high-level perspective is the TOE framework (TechnologyOrganization-Environment). According to El-Gazzar (2014) the TOE framework has
been used in the majority of cloud computing adoption studies. Since the introduction
of the TOE framework in 1990 little development has taken place to further enhance
it or make it more suitable to current challenges imposed by the environment and
emerging technologies (see previous chapter and Baker 2012). Hence, the TOE
framework will not be adopted by this thesis. Instead a socio-technical perspective
was adopted and the particular questions asked were informed by taking an adaptive
STSs perspective. The methods and objectives for each stage of the study were
conceptualised and adjusted based on findings from previous stages.
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In addition to following an adaptive STSs approach, the study was informed by a
grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss 2009) and a case-study approach (Eisenhardt
1989). A grounded theory approach is appropriate for this kind of research as it can be
adapted to the scope of research and works well in conjunction with case-study
research (Pan & Tan 2011). Furthermore, grounded theory is well suited for the
analysis of socio-technical systems in times of change (see, for example, Orlikowski
1993 who applied grounded theory to study the adoption of computer-aided software
engineering tools). Grounded theory is also preferable over, for instance,
hermeneutics (Myers 2004) or action research (Baskerville & Wood-Harper 1998;
Susman & Evered 1978), as its aim is to create theory, which can be a step towards
answering RQ1, as there is currently no theory that explains the underlying processes
of adapting capabilities to technological discontinuities (Strauss & Corbin 1994).
The grounded theory is developed in two steps. The multi-stage study, of which the
methodology is described in this chapter, forms the framing cycle of theory
development according to Pan & Tan (2011). This means the theory will be
constructed (see chapters 4 & 5 for the results). The latter parts of this thesis form the
augmenting cycle of theory development (Pan & Tan 2011). This means that the
constructed theory will be confirmed and validated through another study and the
collection of additional data (see chapters 7 & 8 for the results).
Applying a case-study approach allows the analysis of cloud adoption and the
adaptation of capabilities on multiple levels of analysis (Eisenhardt 1989, Pan & Tan
2011). Data was collected through an outside researcher, with no direct involvement
in the PPs, who carried out semi-structured interviews. In other words, the researcher
was a neutral person with the sole purpose of collecting data while not being aligned
with the PPs or individuals within (Walsham 2006). All interviews were taperecorded in addition to notes taken during the interviews (except for two due to the
wish of the interviewee not to be tape-recorded). Recordings, although not required
for grounded theory studies (Glaser & Holton 2004), have the advantage of allowing
the interviewer to concentrate on the questions and interactions with the interviewee.
In addition, they allow the re-analysis at a later time (as was done for all stages of the
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study). On occasion the recordings and notes taken were supplemented by secondary
data, e.g. presentations or reports provided by the PPs.
The collected data was analysed in two ways. First, a within-case analysis was carried
out which involved writing a small summary of the findings after every interview
(Eisenhardt 1989). Second, a between-case analysis in line with grounded theory was
carried out by coding the notes and recordings to identify themes (Eisenhardt 1989;
Miles & Huberman 1994).
Combining data analysis with data collection allows taking full advantage of the
grounded theory approach taken for this multi-stage study. Based on the findings, the
methods and data collection process can be adjusted (Eisenhardt 1989, Pettigrew 1990
in Pan & Tan 2011). Indeed, throughout the study the methodology for each round
was adjusted to consider the results from previous rounds.
The main disadvantage of the grounded theory approach is the threat of the researcher
injecting bias into the data. Several steps were taken to minimise the threat and to
separate the signal from the noise. The results of each stage were discussed with three
researchers from different backgrounds. Furthermore, the results of each stage were
summarised in a report and sent to the PPs with a request for comments and feedback.
However, the possibility of biases in the analysis of the results cannot be completely
ruled out.
In summary, a grounded theory approach combined with a case-study approach can
give a better understanding of the underlying processes of cloud adoption. A
qualitative study is appropriate as it enables a deeper analysis of factors influencing
cloud adoption by SMEs. Semi-structured interviews provide the opportunity to
understand complex situations and explore all the factors while enhancing flexibility
(i.e. answering how and why capabilities were adapted, Klein & Myers 1999; Leedy
& Ormrod 2005). In the following, the methodology of each stage will be explained
in detail.
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3.3 Methodology of each stage
The first stage of this study investigated the effects of cloud computing on product
development of the PPs (see section 4.1 for the analysis). The second stage
investigated the effects of cloud computing on internal areas of the PPs (see section
4.2 for the analysis). The third stage identified major decisions made by the PPs
during the adoption process of cloud computing (see section 5.1 for the analysis). The
fourth stage investigated the impact of the relationship between the PPs and their
cloud provider(s) on customer satisfaction (see section 5.2 for the analysis).

3.3.1

Investigating the impact of cloud computing on product development
(first stage)

The development of the questions for the first stage of the study was informed by a
generic product development lifecycle (see Figure 5). By using a lifecycle it should be
possible to adopt a long-term view, which is necessary as some actions might make
sense in the short term but could have adverse effects in the long-term. In the
following, the three stages of the lifecycle are explained.

Plan

Run

Migrate

Figure 5 - Generic product development lifecycle that was used to structure the interviews

The plan phase concentrates on the development of a strategy for the product, which
should align with the overall organisational objectives. In this phase the company
needs to decide why and what to use cloud computing for, as well as the resources
that are required. The company also needs to review the impact of migrating their
software products into the cloud on the entire company. The basic question that arises
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here is, what are the issues influencing strategic decisions for the use of cloud
computing?
The migration phase focuses on designing and implementing the product. In this
phase the company needs to make decisions about the skills and methods that need to
be employed. In addition, they have to consider the needs of their users and decide
how to realise the product in the cloud. Two basic questions that arise here are, which
areas of a company are affected in what way through cloud computing and how is
cloud computing affecting the software vendor as a whole?
The run phase focuses on providing the product at the right time to the relevant
customers. In addition, the company needs to monitor customer experiences of using
the product and identify and prepare appropriate modifications to the software
product, based on customer requests or incidents. The basic question that arises here
is, how is cloud computing affecting product or service development and distribution?
Figure 6 shows the high-level questions the PPs were asked (Appendix A shows a full
list of questions). The questions were validated beforehand during an interview with
the leader of Product Development who had been closely involved in the successful
adoption of the cloud in a company outside of this project.

Figure 6 - Generic product development lifecycle that includes the high level questions that were asked for each
phase
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3.3.2

Investigating the impact of cloud computing on internal areas (second
stage)

The development of the questions for the second stage of the study was informed by
the results from the first stage. As the goal of the second stage is the investigation of
the impact of cloud computing on internal areas, the questions have been organised by
adopting a Balanced Scorecard approach. Although the Balanced Scorecard model is
decades old and thus might be inappropriate (it was introduced in 1992 by Kaplan &
Norton, in fact the majority of change management methods have been introduced in
the 90’s and only sporadically updated since), it is one of a few change management
methods that take a holistic perspective. By adopting a Balanced Scorecard approach
the interviews focused on four main areas: (1) Customers, (2) Internal business
processes, (3) Learning & growth, and (4) Financials.
As cloud computing offers access to reliable and scalable infrastructure without large
upfront investments in software or hardware it offers SME software vendors new
opportunities to enhance their software products and services. Furthermore, cloud
computing is often referred to as a technology to increase the flexibility, agility and
efficiency of Information Technology (IT). Cloud computing could, therefore, help
organisations to increase their productivity by focusing on core tasks, e.g. developing
software product or services, while outsourcing secondary tasks, e.g. maintaining
infrastructure. Yet, few take into account that cloud computing can have a broader
impact on the organisation as a whole and is not only a technological solution to a
problem. This means cloud computing could enable companies to rethink their
existing way of doing business which would affect all areas of a company.
From this line of thinking the following high level questions for each area of the
Balanced Scorecard emerged:
•

Customers: How is cloud computing affecting the relationship with your
customers?

•

Internal business processes: What is the impact of cloud computing on internal
business processes (both IT and non-IT related)?

•

Learning & growth: How is cloud computing helping you to grow and what
effect does it have on your learning culture?
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•

Financials: How is cloud computing affecting your financial planning?

Appendix B shows the full list of questions that were asked in the second stage.

3.3.3

Investigating the decisions during cloud adoption (third stage)

The first and second stage of the study developed an understanding of how the PPs
migrated their software products into the cloud and what they did during the
migration. The third stage was designed to investigate why the PPs did what they did.
By focusing on why the decisions made by the PPs during the adoption are described
together with the factors that influenced the decisions and what the outcomes of the
decisions were.
The investigation of the decision making process borrows from the Critical Decision
Method (Klein et al. 1989), a method used to analyse decisions that are made in
complex, dynamic, high pressure situations. The method consists of several steps that
were applied to every interview. First, an incident where critical cloud computing
decisions had to be made is identified. For the purpose of this thesis the focus was on
those decisions the companies have to make from the time when they decided to
move into the cloud to the time when they distributed their first product through the
cloud. The focus was on this period because this is when most of the decisions about
cloud computing needed to be made for the first time. Those PPs that are not yet
distributing their products through the cloud were asked what they thought they
needed to do next to enable them to deliver their product through the cloud. Second,
the interviewees were invited to describe what happened during the incident using the
following question:
“What happened in your company from the point where you reached an agreement on
using cloud computing to the point where you distributed you first service or product
through the cloud?”
While the interviewee explains what happened, the interviewer draws a timeline of
the events. The interviewer reads back the timeline of events to the interviewee before
identifying the decision points together. Afterwards, the interviewees were asked
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more detailed questions about the individual decisions. The following questions for
the three decisions each interviewee identified as most important were asked:
•

What was the type of decision, i.e. who was involved, who was consulted, and
what kind of information was necessary?

•

Were there any dependencies, e.g. to processes or other decisions and actions?

3.3.4

Investigating the influence of the cloud provider on customer satisfaction
(fourth stage)

Choosing a cloud provider is one of the most important decisions companies have to
make while migrating their software products into the cloud. The PPs, as software
vendors, are positioned between the cloud provider and their own customers (see
chapter 1). The software vendor has to simultaneously look in two directions: to the
cloud provider, because what they can offer their own customers is determined by
what the cloud provider is giving them; and to the customers, because they need to
ensure that the cloud provider can fulfil any customer requirements that the software
vendors cannot directly satisfy.
In the first stage of this study the effects of cloud computing on the relationship
between the PPs and their customers were investigated. In this final round of the
multi-stage study the other side of the relationship was investigated: how the PPs
chose their cloud provider and what the effects on the PPs’ customers were. The focus
is on how the PPs initially chose a cloud provider, how their approach changed as
they gained experience from migrating their software products into the cloud and how
they decided whether or not to use more than one provider.
A generic process with four steps to structure the interviews was developed, as shown
in Figure 7. The steps were designed to highlight the four main issues that companies
have to consider when deciding which cloud provider to use: choose a cloud provider;
subscribe to cloud resources; use cloud resources; and release cloud resources. The
generic process provides a holistic perspective for the investigation and allows the
exploration of the initial choice of cloud provider as well as the long term effects of
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using the cloud with a particular provider on the PPs and their customers. In the
following the four steps will be explained in turn.

Choose a cloud
provider

Subscribe to cloud
resources

Use cloud
resources

Release cloud
resources

How did you choose your
provider? What was
important?

How do you manage your
cloud environment?

How you do measure
progress/success in the cloud?

How do you manage your
cloud environment?

Figure 7 – Generic process to structure the fourth stage interviews

The first step is Choose a cloud provider. The main question asked in this part of the
interview was, how did you choose your provider? A particular focus was on the
decision making process and what kinds of requirements potential cloud providers
needed to fulfil. Additionally, the focus was on whether the PPs had to make any
trade-offs.
The second step is Subscribe to cloud resources. For this step two main questions
were asked. First, how would you describe the relationship with your provider? The
aim was to find out if the PPs have a close relationship with their provider, e.g. if they
have a single point of contact, or if they are one among many customers.
Additionally, the aim was on whether the cloud providers had influence on the PP’s
products, e.g. if they enabled or stifled products or features. The second main question
asked was, how do you manage your cloud environment? The aim was to understand
the internal processes for subscribing to and releasing resources. For example, who
manages the environment and how is the use of resources measured?
The third step is Use cloud resources. The investigation for this step centred on how
the migration into the cloud affected the overall performance of the PPs. The main
question the PPs were asked was, how do you measure progress/success in the cloud?
The final step of the generic process is Release cloud resources after which
companies could potentially move to another cloud provider. The questions the PPs
were asked here were similar to the ones asked for Subscribe to cloud resources.
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3.4 Conclusions
This chapter introduced the theory of adaptive STSs. The term ‘adaptive STSs’ has
been used loosely by previous works such as Dalpiaz et al. (2013) and Rasmussen
(1997). This chapter, however, has provided the first clear definition of the term.
Adaptive STSs provide a systemic viewpoint that allows the analysis of organisations
that adopt complex systems while paying attention to the possible effects on system
resilience.
Investigating the effects of cloud computing on the entire company and everyday
work and development processes to identify the underlying processes of adapting
capabilities will be done by a multi-stage study with five SME software vendors that
plan to migrate their software products into the cloud. This chapter explained the
methodology of the multi-stage study and described the goals and approaches taken
for each stage. Figure 8 summarises this information before the next two chapters
present and discuss the results of the multi-stage study.
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Figure 8 - Graphical presentation of the multi-stage study (the numbers in brackets refer to the sections in this
thesis)
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4 Capabilities in the cloud
This chapter has two main objectives. The first objective is the presentation and
discussion of the first and second stage of the multi-stage that follows five SME
software vendors (in the following referred to as PPs) during the migration of their
software products into the cloud. The first stage investigated the effects of cloud
computing on product development processes of the PPs (see section 4.1). The second
stage investigated the impact of cloud computing on internal processes (see section
4.2). Based on the results of the first and second stage, the second objective is the
identification of the capabilities the PPs adapted to cloud computing, (see section 4.3).
Identifying the capabilities is a necessary intermediate step before the underlying
processes of their adaptation can be identified and described.

4.1 Investigating the effects of cloud computing on product development
The notes and recordings from the interviews were analysed and compared for terms
and expressions used by the interviewees. The terms and expressions were then
categorised and grouped into macro and micro themes, in line with the grounded
theory approach taken for this study (see Figure 9, Glaser & Strauss 2009). In the
following the macro and micro themes will be described in detail.

Figure 9 - Macro and micro themes identified from the notes and recordings taken during the interviews
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4.1.1

Planning a product migration into the cloud

Table 2 in section 3.2 briefly introduced the main objective for each PP to migrate
their software product into the cloud. The following section will go into more detail to
illustrate how the PPs achieved their objectives. Although the PPs had slightly
differing objectives for the migration of their software products into the cloud, three
general commonalities emerged that appeared to be necessary to achieve the
objectives. They can be considered as part of the plan phase of the generic product
development lifecycle introduced in section 3.3.1.
First, the PPs wanted to use cloud computing to be able to develop competitive
advantages and compete on a global level. They saw cloud computing as a
technology-push where the technology presents opportunities; the opposite would be
a market-pull where customers demand a new technology (see also micro theme Gain
competitive advantages in Figure 9). When products are provided through on-site
installations at the customer’s office, i.e. the traditional way of selling software
products, it was necessary to cooperate closely with the customer. One example
illustrating the need for cooperation is the necessity of including the customer’s IT
department in the sales process. The PPs had to ensure that the IT department would
allow the installation of any necessary hardware and provide ways to access the
company’s network (e.g. get access to databases). With cloud computing it becomes
more of a hands-off approach for the customer’s IT department as Project Partner 1
stated (in the following Project Partner 1 will be referred to as PP1, Project Partner 2
as PP2, and so on). Because the PPs are now in control of the provision of the
necessary computing resources in the cloud, it becomes easier to set up the software
for the customers and provide access to their users.
Being in control of the provision has enabled the PPs to achieve two goals. First, they
are able to give potential customers access to demo versions of their products. In the
past, the inability to show potential customers how the product works has been a
major issue (see also Alshamaila et al., 2013, who made similar findings). PP1, for
example, tried to get around this by acquiring high performance laptops that could run
several virtual machines to provide the necessary infrastructure their product requires.
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Sales representatives of PP1 could then take the laptop to potential customers and
demonstrate the product. Using high performance laptops, however, had two
drawbacks. First, the demo environment was often slow and didn’t contain any real
customer data. Customers could, therefore, only imagine how the product would run
with their own data. Second, PP1 would have had to acquire several laptops in order
to demonstrate the product to different customers at the same time. Having to buy
several high performance laptops, however, involves a large financial commitment for
SMEs. In the cloud, PP1 can setup one demo environment that can be used for all
customers. It is even possible to connect the demo environment to the customer’s
database so that the customers can experience the full potential of the product. PP2
and PP3 also set-up a demo environment in the cloud and all PPs have reported a
smoother transition from potential customers to paying customers. PP2, for example,
reported that in the cloud, it is possible to give customers access to a demo version
within a few hours and if the customer should decide to buy the version, they simply
have to change the licensing mode.
The second goal the PPs achieved by being in control of the provision is a change in
the payment model of their products. PP4 reported that before being in the cloud, it
was possible for customers to buy one product license and everyone in the customer’s
company was able to use the product. With cloud computing, where it is possible to
have different payment models (among them subscription or pay-as-you-go), the PPs
are able to charge e.g. per user or per transaction. PP4 hopes to make the pricing of
their software fairer. PP1 is coming at the payment model from a different angle.
Their product is relatively high cost, which required many people in the customer’s
company to sign-off on the product when a traditional on-site license was sold (i.e.
the higher the cost of an investment the higher people in the hierarchy of a company
have to approve the investment). By offering a renting model in the cloud, PP1
transformed the costs from capital expenditure to operating expenditure, i.e. a
relatively small monthly fee. PP2 and PP5 adopted a renting model for similar
reasons.
The second general commonality that emerged for the plan phase has to do with the
mission of each PP and the evolution of the company over time (see also micro theme
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Keep mission of the company in Figure 9). All PPs believe that they have a mature
product (or products) that can be migrated into the cloud. The way they go about
migrating those software products, however, varies significantly. PP3 and PP4, for
example, used cloud computing as an opportunity to take a fresh look at their
products. PP3 dismantled existing products and combined services from them into
one cloud product. PP4 is currently thinking about offering a light version of their
product in the cloud. PP1, PP2, and PP5, on the other hand, migrated their existing
products into the cloud and only made small changes. Most of these changes were
performance tweaks and none of them added cloud exclusive features.
The steps that would be necessary to migrate products into the cloud were mostly
unclear to all PPs. The reason for this is that all PPs changed the way they develop
and operate in the cloud and that none of the PPs had a clear driver for migrating their
software products into the cloud (e.g. the business model could have been a driver).
PP2 and PP5 had to reinvent their product development lifecycle. Before migrating
their software products into the cloud, they were doing mostly bespoke software
development and reacted to customer requests immediately. In the cloud, they have
more customers and were forced to take a more structured approach (see Guvendiren
et al. 2014 for an extensive discussion of the transition from bespoke to standard
software product development). Now they collect updates and only release new
versions of their products a few times a year. PP3 experienced a similar development,
although from a different perspective. Before the migration of software products into
the cloud their Research & Development (R&D) activities were very much ad-hoc.
For the migration of their software products into the cloud, they developed a roadmap
for feature development. Part of the reason why they had to adopt a more structured
approach was that they moved from a purely project-oriented company, where their
consultants were responsible for most of the revenue, towards a product-oriented
company, where software products are responsible for a larger share of revenue. In
order to develop the roadmap they acquired outside help through knowledge transfer
programs that got them in contact with consultants and academics (the author of this
thesis was not among those academics).
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The third and last general commonality that emerged for the plan phase was that all of
the PPs experienced a steep learning curve (see also micro theme Steep learning curve
in Figure 9). The steep learning curve can, for example, be seen by the cloudoperating model they adopted. None of the PPs adopted a pure cloud computing
approach (at least not during the timeframe of the multi-stage study). All of them
continued to offer alternatives to the cloud version, e.g. on-site installations. The
underlying reason for offering both the cloud and non-cloud version can best be
illustrated by the operating model PP3 adopted. PP3 reported that some of their
customers are concerned about their data being stored in the cloud. PP3 will,
therefore, not only continue to offer the on-site version of their product until
customers have more confidence in the new technology (PP3 is trying to educate their
customers by explaining that cloud providers have more expertise about security than
they, as an SME, could ever have) but they are also offering the option to install the
software in a private cloud (e.g. dedicated servers). In other words, the PPs are trying
to create a smooth transition from the on-site version to the cloud version. PP1 stated
that their customers had similar concerns about their data being stored in the cloud.
Over time, however, these concerns have mostly disappeared. This shows, not only
the PPs have to learn about the new technology (in this case cloud computing) but
their customers have to analyse how the technology will affect them too.
4.1.2

Migrating products into the cloud

When the PPs started to migrate their products into the cloud they had to address
issues concerning the differences in designing and developing a cloud product
compared to an on-site product. The PPs were able to increase the efficiency of their
product development efforts. At the same time, however, some of their tasks became
more complex. The reasons for both are explained in turn.
The PPs were able to increase the efficiency of their product development efforts
mainly because they designed internal operations more efficiently (see also micro
theme Increase efficiency of product development in Figure 9). PP2 and PP5 used the
migration into the cloud to reduce the internal IT and virtualise (or outsource) other
services. PP2, for example, reduced the number of internal servers from 14 to 2 and
virtualised Email, telephone, source code control, help desk, and the company portal.
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They think that the cloud “makes [them] more resilient”, by giving the example, that
their headquarters could burn down and they would still be operable.
Moving to the cloud also changed the work of the software engineers and the PP’s
attitude towards other emerging technologies. PP2, PP3, and PP5 reported that their
software engineers are excited to move into the cloud as it enables them to learn skills
(to increase their attractiveness as an employee). For PP2 the software development in
the cloud is a lot more focused on usability. Part of the reason for this is that PP2
switched from having a mature desktop application interface, which included many
years of customer feedback, towards an immature web interface. PP1 reported that the
work of their software engineers has become more dynamic. They believe this
happened because they are able to give potential customers access to a demo. Before
the customer commits to the product they sometimes request changes to it, of things
they miss or do not like in the demo. The software engineers make temporary changes
to the product demo, to show the customer what it could look like. If the customer
then decides to buy/rent the product, the changes are made permanent. PP3 is
achieving similar objectives from an organisational perspective. By migrating their
software products into the cloud they will appear more professional because they
make the installation of the product more user friendly, they can deliver the product
globally, and update it more easily.
The PPs became more complex after migrating their software products into the cloud
because their responsibilities started to change. For example, they are now responsible
for the dependable operation of the products (see also micro theme More
responsibilities in Figure 9). PP2 and PP4 both explained that they did not know
everything they had to do in order to migrate their products into the cloud
successfully. Both were also aware that there were things they did not know (this
reflects the idea of unknown unknowns). Once the first products were migrated into
the cloud, PP2 discovered that they, as a company, had to transform from mainly
being a technical company towards being technically savvy and well organised (e.g.
in terms of operation and support). PP2 “did not realise that was going to happen” and
had to invest time in order to catch up with the responsibilities quickly so as not lose
customers.
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PP1, PP2, and PP5 also described that once they moved products to the cloud they
discovered performance issues, which needed to be addressed immediately before
customers would complain. PP1, for example, was trying to serve customers on the
east coast of the USA and customers on the west coast of Australia with a cloud data
centre located in California (USA). Customers in Australia, however, were frustrated
with the performance and PP1 realised that it was not feasible. Instead of modifying
the application, they decided to run two instances in the cloud nearer to the two
locations.
PP1 started to alter the roadmap for their main product once they migrated it into the
cloud, from a technical towards a functional focus. For example, they are thinking
about splitting their product according to role-based functions and offer these on
tablets or smartphones. Introducing role-based functions would enable them to tailor
the product to specific roles users fulfil in their organisations (e.g. make a
differentiation between a manager and an Oil platform worker). At the same time, it
would make their product more complex with potential adverse effects. Introducing
new features or fixing bugs, for example, can have wide-scale effects and “introduce
new bugs in different places because of interdependencies and cascading events”, as
PP1 stated.
PP4 summarised the tension between introducing new features more frequently and
increasing the complexity of the product best. PP4 stated that “the company is
becoming more complex but with simpler solutions for the clients”. The PPs are able
to get more out of their resources and can focus on the tasks that matter to them:
developing software. PP2 noted a similar conclusion. PP2’s software engineers want
to focus on mission critical tasks and “not to look after hardware.”
4.1.3

Running products in the cloud

Once the PPs’ software products were migrated into the cloud, they had to think about
how they would continue their path in the cloud. Two issues played a particular role
while making decisions about the future of their products: trust and control
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The PPs had to build trust with their cloud provider and, at the same time, build trust
with their customers (see also micro theme Build trust with provider and customers in
Figure 9). The PPs had to ensure that the cloud provider would provide a secure,
accessible, and reliable service. They also had to ensure that customers would trust
the cloud product in terms of confidentiality and data security. One way to achieve
this is through the SLA with the cloud provider and customers. PP1 invested a lot of
time into the Service Level Agreement (SLA) with their cloud provider. They are
working with a niche provider, which gave them more influence over the SLA than
they would have had with a major provider, like Amazon or Google (PP3, for
example, is working with Amazon and had to accept the standard SLA because as a
SME they had an inferior negotiating position, PP5 reported a similar finding with
Microsoft Azure). For PP1 it was particularly important to clarify issues such as
uptime and penalties in case of SLA violations. They spent 9 months and 20 iterations
negotiating the SLA with their provider (PP2 negotiated the SLA with their cloud
provider in a similar way although with fewer iterations). Afterwards they made sure
they had a “back to back agreement” with their customers so that PP1 would not get
penalised in case the cloud provider is experiencing downtime. PP1 still made a
negative experience with their cloud provider, although for different reasons (see next
section).
PP2 is also aware of the change in responsibilities. They noted, “no matter how much
you outsource, you cannot outsource the final responsibility of the product”. PP2 is
well aware of the fact that the customers will first see them as the source of failure
even if the cloud provider is ultimately responsible.
Despite the challenges of having to negotiate an appropriate SLA and being the first
one to take responsibility if the cloud provider is experiencing downtime, the PPs see
two characteristics in the cloud providers that can help them establish trust with their
customers. First, the cloud providers have more expertise in terms of security because
they are able to employ people that only focus on security. Employing people that
solely focus on security is something the PPs (and probably most of their customers)
would not be able to do. Since many of the PPs’ customers are concerned about data
security and most of the PPs had two groups of customers after their initial migration
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into the cloud (cloud and non-cloud customers), they see it as their responsibility to
educate customers about security issues. Although PP3 was not at the stage of
marketing their product of the time of the interview, they believe having the right
marketing will be a key factor to convince people to migrate to the cloud. Other PPs,
as noted above, see the issue of data security concerns disappearing over time and do
not take any specific actions.
Second, the PPs are gaining back control over their product, although they lose
control over their computing resources (see also micro theme In control of provision
and updates in Figure 9). One of the questions asked during the interviews was, if the
PPs feel they are losing control to the cloud provider because they outsource
computing resources. The question was always negated. In fact, instead of losing
control, the PPs feel they are being more in control (which is in contrast to what
Sultan, 2011, found out for cloud computing, likely because they investigated IT
departments and not software vendors). The PPs feel more in control for two reasons.
First, they are responsible for the dependable operation of their products because the
products run in the data centres of the cloud provider that the PPs administrate.
Controlling the operation of the products enable the PPs also to control the installation
of updates. Before, with the on-site version of their products, the PPs could provide
updates (e.g. bug fixes) but could not ensure that all customers were installing them
properly or at all. The reason for this is that the customer’s IT department was
responsible for the dependable operation of the product. In the cloud, however, the
PPs can release an update and it is instantly available to all customers.
Second, the PPs can track and analyse how their products are being used. Tracking
and analysing product use enables them to see which functions or features are used or
not used. They can then use this information, for example, to develop role-based
versions of their product (as PP1 did, see section 4.1.2). PP2 goes beyond that and has
developed a control panel where they can enable and disable features for certain
customers. In the cloud, PP2 is having more users than before (when they were a
bespoke software development company). It was a difficult task for them to decide
which features should be included in the cloud version, as they only wanted to include
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those features that are being used by the majority of customers. If they would have
included features that are only used by a few customers they believe it would have
“irritated the majority of users”. PP5 is going even further and tries to anticipate
features that customers might want in the future. They develop these features at their
own risk and only get a return on investment if these features are actually
implemented.

4.2 Investigating the effects of cloud computing on internal areas
The previous section investigated how cloud computing affects product development
of the PPs. This section will focus on internal factors by adopting a balanced
scorecard approach (Kaplan & Norton 2007). The four areas of the balanced
scorecard, (1) customers, (2) internal business processes, (3) learning & growth, and
(4) financials, have been used to structure the interview questions. The findings have
revealed, however, that the four areas of the balanced scorecard are not entirely
appropriate to explain the most pressing internal challenges the PPs faced. The
following description of the results from the second stage has been organised around
the following areas, that were identified by analysing, categorising and grouping the
terms and expressions used by the interviewees (Glaser & Strauss 2009): (1) customer
demands, (2) internal processes, (3) human resource management.2
Furthermore, the results from the data collected can be classified into actions and
effects.
Actions have the following characteristics:
•

They follow decisions made by the companies while migrating software
products into the cloud;

•

They are consciously taken by companies to exploit benefits of the cloud;

Effects have the following characteristics:
•

They result from the use of cloud computing and may not exist outside the
cloud;

2

PP5 was unavailable for this stage.
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•

Some are generic and are experienced by all cloud adopters (e.g. different
payment models), others are specific to the PPs (e.g. obstacles to sale
reduced);

Figure 10 - Second round macro and micro themes from the notes and recordings taken during the interviews.
Micro themes that are actions have solid lines, those that are effects have dashed lines.

4.2.1

Customer demands in the cloud

By migrating their software products into the cloud, the PPs gained access to new
ways of selling and distributing their products. To exploit the opportunities presented
by the new sales and marketing channels, the PPs had to take internal actions. Not all
PPs took the same actions and experienced the same effects.
PP1 perceived that the barriers to sales are reduced in the cloud, especially from a
customer perspective (effect, see also Obstacles to sale reduced in Figure 10). In the
cloud, it is easier for customers to adopt the product because infrastructure costs have
been reduced and the customer’s IT department is less involved (i.e. independent
implementation). PP1 stated that “many costs for clients disappear with cloud
computing”. Furthermore, it has also reduced the overall project times because PP1
does not have to wait for the customers IT department anymore. As a result, they are
able to set up new customers in just one day (compared to several weeks before the
cloud). PP2 made a similar experience and is also able to set up new customers in one
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day. In addition, the PPs started to expand their customer base outside of their core
market. PP3, for example, is planning to expand into industries such as mining and
pharmaceuticals. PP3 thinks the cloud makes it easier to expand, as they have better
ways to analyse the use of the product. They can, for instance, analyse how an
engineer uses their product to anticipate which functions a managerial role would
need (similar to what PP1 stated in the first stage).
Migrating products into the cloud enables the PPs to offer trial versions of their
products, further reducing obstacles to sale (effect, see also Offer trials in Figure 10).
PP2 is making extensive use of trials to win new customers globally. As setting up
new customers is easier in the cloud than it was for on-site products, new customers
can sign up for the trial by visiting PP2’s website. A less personal communication
with potential customers has reduced the need to have local offices in the regions of
their customers. When new customers want to migrate to the full version of the
product PP2 can do it “with the flick of a switch”.
Two actions the majority of PPs took to address customer demands stand out. First,
the PPs developed a standard process to set up new customers (action, see also
Standard set up process in Figure 10). As new customers can be set up within one
day, it puts pressure on internal processes. In order to fulfil the promise to customers,
internal business processes need to be efficient and effective (e.g. through a less
personal communication with customers as fewer face-to-face meetings are
necessary). Increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of internal processes also
increased the profitability of the PPs (as they can service a larger number of
customers per employee) and reduced their overhead costs (as they only rent the
resources they really need and release them afterwards).
Second, the PPs had to build more robust backend processes such as support,
negotiating contracts with cloud providers and customers, and leading discussions
about data security concerns (action, see also Robust backend processes in Figure 10).
PP1 invested more time into contracts and SLAs with cloud providers and customers.
The reason was that PP1 made a negative experience when it came to terminating the
contract of one of their customers. The termination rules PP1 had with the customer
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were different from the ones PP1 had with the cloud provider. Although the concerns
about data security in the cloud become fewer, the PPs still see a need to engage in
discussions with some customers. In most of the cases, however, the PPs are able to
convince customers that their data is safe in the cloud. In fact, PP1 and PP2 both
stated that it is sometimes easier to acquire, in particular, larger customers as they are
better able fulfil the list of requirements for data security from the customer’s IT
departments. This finding is in contrast to what Brender & Markov (2013) found.
They concluded that companies that migrate their software products into the cloud
experience a loss in IT Governance which would make it harder to acquire larger
customers, e.g. due to loss of ISO certifications. The reason for differing results might
be that the PPs did not have any means of acquiring ISO certifications before the
migration of their software products into the cloud, due to their limited resources. By
being in the cloud, and their cloud provider having ISO certifications, they are able to
pass the benefits on to their customers.
4.2.2

Internal processes in the cloud

New opportunities to sell and market the PPs’ products influenced the evolution of the
companies. Some of the PPs saw differences in their flexibility or innovation ability.
The majority of PPs ensured that they keep their vision.
PP1 and PP2 both stated that there are no unique problems related to cloud
computing, “it is just general change”, as PP2 stated. A major change after migrating
their software products into the cloud has been for PP2 the ability of employees to
focus on core tasks rather than having to deal with infrastructure issues (effect, see
also Focus on core tasks in Figure 10, and see Buxmann et al., 2013, for similar
findings). The ability to focus on core tasks has had an effect on the flexibility and
innovation ability of PP2. For example, employees can pursue more opportunities if
they want to and it is easier for the PP to explore new environments, such as mobile
computing. The ability to focus on core tasks also had, for PP1, an effect on overall
risks threatening the company. If PP1 were to host the products internally, for
example, they would need to have people and knowledge to maintain the
infrastructure (e.g. ensure backup and recovery). In the cloud, PP1 is paying for these
services, where they are no experts in.
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Migrating their software products into the cloud enabled the PPs to require less
physical space (effect, see also Less physical space in Figure 10). The PPs were, for
example, able to move their development and testing environments to the cloud.
Given that all the PPs are operating in Aberdeen (UK), where renting space is very
expensive, moving infrastructure to the cloud saves the PPs money and enhances their
ability to expand. Both, the focus on core tasks and requiring less physical space,
enable the PPs to use their resources more effectively and in a more targeted way,
which increases the number of slack resources that can be used for adapting
capabilities, for example.
The use of cloud computing to distribute products to customers encouraged in some
cases the internal use of cloud computing (e.g. Office 365, action, see also Internal
use of the cloud in Figure 10). PP2 uses Office 365 and moved their source code, help
desk and phone system to the cloud. Moving secondary processes to the cloud helps
the employees of PP2 focus “on tasks and not the system”. As a result, they
introduced a flexible working at home policy because through cloud computing
everything is accessible everywhere. PP2 stated, however, that they do not know yet
if it makes employees more or less productive. They only know that they appear to be
happier. PP3 also allows their employees to work from home. Furthermore, by
moving other internal processes to the cloud, PP3 was able to achieve an increase in
efficiency, mainly by being able to automate tasks that were done manually before.
4.2.3

Human resource management in the cloud

The above descriptions of how cloud computing affects customer demands and the
general evolution of the company showed that some of the responsibilities of
employees changed. As the PPs try to expand into new industries and continue to
explore other technologies (e.g. mobile computing), employees were required to learn
new skills. Furthermore, moving internal processes to the cloud also affected
everyday tasks of employees (e.g. the ability to work at home). Both have wider
effects on human resource management and the PPs adopted different approaches to
exploit the opportunities presented.
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PP2 noticed that some of their employees are more technologically savvy than others
(effect, see also Technology savvy employees in Figure 10). PP2 stated “some rush to
new technologies, while others stay with the old technology because it works”. PP2
made a conscious decision to create an informal learning environment with a free
movement of information. For example, they gave the responsibility to gain
knowledge in a particular technology to one employee who was then responsible for
permeating the knowledge through the company (e.g. with the help of wikis or
meetings to discuss issues together).
The necessity to create a learning environment becomes important as the PPs have
less control over the platform their customers use the product on (action, see also
Learning Environment in Figure 10). By migrating software products into the cloud,
customers access it via a web browser. PP3 stated that at work most employees use
Internet Explorer. Once they leave work, however, they use all kinds of different
browsers. PP3 and PP1 spent a lot of time and effort making their product compatible
for different browsers. Furthermore, they are planning to offer their products through
different database technologies (e.g. MS SQL and Oracle). Lastly, although
infrastructure tasks have been outsourced to the cloud provider, the PPs still need to
retain some knowledge about infrastructure, as they are responsible for
conceptualising and designing the cloud environment. Offering the products for
different browsers, using a range of database technologies and designing cloud
infrastructures required the developers of the PPs to learn new skills as they moved
from a relatively mature desktop environment (with years of development) towards an
immature web environment.
Moving secondary processes like source code management and help desk to the cloud
allows employees of the PPs to work from anywhere with an Internet connection
(effect, see also Prepare for disruptive events in Figure 10). In addition to providing
employees with more flexibility, it also has an effect on the overall risk mitigation and
the level of resilience of the PPs. In fact, during the course of the multi-stage study
PP2 experienced an outage of their Internet connection. The Internet connection was
down for an entire day, but the majority of employees were unaffected. They went
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home or to a place with Wi-Fi and worked from there. Thus, PP2 suffered neither
damage to the business nor a loss of reputation.

4.3 Identifying the capabilities
With the results from the first and second stage of the multi-stage study, it is possible
to identify the capabilities the software vendors adapted while migrating their
software products into the cloud. In addition to presenting the results in the form of
macro and micro themes, they can also be presented as three tensions and one overall
tension that span through the generic product development lifecycle used to structure
the interviews of the first stage. The three tensions the PPs are likely to experience
during a migration of their software products into the cloud roughly correlate with the
stages of the generic product development (see Figure 5 in section 3.3.1).
The macro and micro themes from the first and second stage have been re-analysed
with a focus on identifying relationships of the micro themes across the first two
stages. Three overall themes emerged (see Figure 11 and Figure 12) that form the
basis of the three tensions (see Figure 13). The first overall theme comprises the
following micro themes: gain competitive advantages, keep mission of the company,
steep learning curve, obstacles to sale removed, offer trials, technology savvy
employees and learning environment (see blue boxes in Figure 11 and Figure 12). All
micro themes aim to advance the companies goals through cloud computing. In other
words, these micro themes deal with decisions around what cloud computing will be
adopted for and what the implications are on the business model (a detailed
explanation for why each micro theme has been grouped into one of the three groups
can be found in Appendix C).
From the above micro themes the first tension the PPs are likely to experience during
a migration of their software products into the cloud can be defined (see Tension 1 in
Figure 13). The first tension correlates with the plan phase of the generic product
development lifecycle and means that the PPs were keen to try the possibilities of
cloud computing, for example exploring new ways to market their products or
delivering it to customers (i.e. progression of business model). At the same time, they
also had to listen to their customers and consider any concerns about the new
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technology or their willingness to adopt a cloud-based product (i.e. progression of
technology).
As the PPs are all SMEs they only have a few products (two PPs essentially have only
one product they sell). Having only a few products means the PPs do not have the
means to experiment with their products. If the revenue of one of their products
should break away because customers are unwilling to use it in the cloud the PPs
would quickly experience financial distress. Thus, they need to be sure that cloud
computing works for their products before committing large resources to the cloud.
This could be one reason why, for the majority of PPs, the first step was migrating
their software products into the cloud without making any significant changes to it.
Moving existing products had two advantages for the PPs. First, it enabled them to
gather data about customer experience before investing more time and money to add
cloud specific functionalities or fully exploit cloud advantages. For example, some
PPs noticed an increase in softer costs (e.g. because they now have more customers
they need better support capabilities). Second, it seems that the PPs and their
customers both need time to understand and appreciate cloud computing. The need for
time can best be seen by the concerns about data security some customers of PP1 and
PP3 had. For PP1’s customers (in a later stage of the cloud adoption than PP3)
concerns about data security started to disappear after having been in the cloud for a
while. It is reasonable to assume that PP3 will make a similar experience once their
products are in the cloud, mainly for the reason that the PPs have convincing
arguments to ensure that the customer’s data is secure in the cloud (see previous
section).
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Figure 11 - Revised micro themes of the first stage (Steep learning curve is both blue and green)

The second overall theme comprises the following micro themes: increase efficiency
of product development, more responsibilities, standard set up process, robust
backend processes, focus on core tasks, and prepare for disruptive events (see red
boxes in Figure 11 and Figure 12). All micro themes deal with the initial internal
implications of the migration of software products into the cloud. In other words, as
cloud computing can be used to extend the customer base and increase the
attractiveness of the business model, the PPs are required to change internal business
processes in order to be able to provide the product, and additional services,
customers require.
From the above micro themes the second tension can be identified (see Tension 2 in
Figure 13). The second tension correlates with the migration phase of the generic
product development lifecycle and means that the PPs are able to be more efficient
and more effective in the cloud by focusing on mission critical tasks (i.e. lean
operations). At the same time, some of their tasks, mainly feature development, are
becoming more difficult due to potential interdependencies and cascading failure
events (i.e. complex operations).
The tension between lean operations and complex operations is likely to exert a
higher pressure on companies during the transition phase (from the on-site product
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towards the cloud-based product) in the way the PPs experienced. During this time
the PPs had to maintain two environments, for the cloud and non-cloud customers, as
not all customers were willing to adopt the cloud-based product right away. The PPs
are also just starting to understand how cloud computing works and how internal
processes need to be changed in order to make the migration into the cloud successful.

Figure 12 - Revised micro themes of the second stage (Learning environment is blue and green, Less physical
space and Internal use of the cloud are excluded because they are not directly related to product development)

The third overall theme comprises the following micro themes: steep learning curve,
build trust with providers and customers, in control of provision and updates, and
learning environment (see green boxes in Figure 11 and Figure 12). All micro themes
reflect the effects the PPs experience once one of their products has been successfully
migrated into the cloud and customers started using it. Cloud computing is still new to
the PPs and their customers. Thus, many of the micro themes illustrate the need to
establish trust between all parties in the cloud environment. The micro themes steep
learning curve and learning environment are part of both the first and third overall
theme. The two micro themes exemplify the importance of the evolution of the PPs
over time and how they use the experiences and findings made to inform future steps,
i.e. for the next iteration of the product development cycle.
From the above micro themes the third tension can be defined (see Tension 3 in
Figure 13). The third tension correlates with the run phase of the generic product
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development lifecycle and means that the PPs and their customers need to establish
trust between each other and with the cloud provider. At the same time, the PPs are
more in control of their products and how updates are installed, despite outsourcing
computing resources and infrastructure to the cloud provider.
The tension between trust in services and control over services requires the PPs to be
aware of the position they are in and the need to balance the relationship between
them and the cloud provider and between them and their customers. During the initial
migration into the cloud, the relationship between the PPs and the cloud provider is
likely to be more important. The PPs main objective is finding the right cloud
provider (e.g. niche or established cloud provider) and negotiating a SLA that suits
them (e.g. do they have special requests in terms of uptime or do they require
additional services). Only if they trust the cloud provider, will they feel more in
control of their products despite having outsourced their infrastructure. Once the PPs
migrated their software products into the cloud and customers start using them, the
relationship between the PP and their customers becomes more important. Now the
PPs needed to establish trust between them and their customers (in particular new
customers that use the cloud version right away). In addition, the PPs needed to
decide on a strategy on how to react to customer requests or changing market
requirements. As PP2 described, they had to adopt a more structured approach
because they were getting more requests from customers simply because they have
more customers. They decided to collect requests first, track which customer
requested which feature and only update the product a few times a year. All the other
PPs adopted a similar approach and were not interested in updating their products
more often just because it is now possible. Part of the reason for this might be the
interdependencies PP1 stated, as updates containing bugs will affect every customer
instantly.
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Figure 13 - Three tensions have been overlaid onto the generic product development lifecycle

4.3.1

Overall tension: Managing cloud services vs. managing service delivery

Investigating the micro themes from a systemic perspective by going a level higher in
the hierarchy reveals that two aspects influence decisions for the majority of micro
themes. First, decisions are influenced by the cloud resources the software vendors
adopt, e.g. if they only adopt computing resources from their cloud provider or
additional services such as support. Second, decisions are influenced by the products
the software vendors develop and additional services they offer, e.g. consulting or
support. Depending on the cloud resources and products, the software vendors pursue
different paths to exploit the micro themes. Hence, an overall tension is revealed as
decisions made regarding the adoption of cloud resources can affect decisions made
for the software vendors’ products: the software vendors open up new technological
possibilities through the migration of their software products into the cloud (as
described with the second tensions); at the same time, they also need to ensure that
they develop the products and services customers actually need (as described with the
first and third tension). Therefore, the overall tension all software vendors faced
during the migration was the acquisition of appropriate cloud resources versus the
delivery of software products.
Investigating the tension in more detail, reveals two capabilities the PPs adapted
during the migration of their products into the cloud: cloud service management and
service delivery management. The cloud service management capability addresses
one side of the tension: the acquisition of appropriate cloud resources. The capability
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is called cloud service management because the majority of software vendors get
more from their cloud providers than raw computing resources such as help with the
migration or technical expertise. The service delivery management capability
addresses the other side of the tension: the delivery of software products. The
capability is called service delivery management because in the cloud the software
vendors aim to offer their products as services (i.e. Software as a Service model) and
some of them offer more than just their product, such as support or consulting.
The two capabilities the PPs adapted to cloud computing provide examples of
capabilities that fit into the definition of dynamic capabilities (see section 2.1). Hence,
the multi-stage study advances findings of Winter (2003) and Eisenhardt & Martin
(2000) by providing examples of dynamic capabilities that were developed based on
change triggered by the adoption of a new technology (not market change as for
Winter and Eisenhardt & Martin). The capabilities of the PPs can be considered as
dynamic capabilities because their responsibilities and relationships, e.g. with the
cloud providers and customers, are not fixed. For the cloud service management
capability, for example, it can be, at one end of the spectrum, that cloud services are
simply used as computing resources on which the software vendors’ products and
services are executed. In other words, the software vendor and their cloud provider
are loosely coupled. At the other end of the spectrum, it can be that the cloud provider
becomes a more integral part of the software vendor to enable new product features.
In other words, the software vendor and their cloud provider are more tightly coupled.
For the service delivery management capability similar ends of the spectrum can be
identified. The customers of the software vendors can choose how much support and
which additional services they want. At the one end of the spectrum, the software
vendors provide the basic version of their product. With some software vendors, the
customers can sign up online and there is no real interaction with the software vendor.
Similar to the above, the software vendor and their customers are loosely coupled. At
the other end of the spectrum, the software vendors offer extended customer support
and user training, and additional services like help with data migration from the onsite product to the cloud product. Some even offer consulting services to tailor the
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product to the customer’s business processes. In this case, the software vendor and
their customers are more tightly coupled.
The cloud service management capability and service delivery management capability
contain tangible elements, like computing resources, and intangible ones, like skills.
As everyone can adopt the tangible elements of cloud computing, software vendors
will only manage to develop competitive advantages if they integrate the computing
resources (and other services provided by the cloud provider) in a way that benefits
them, their products and services, and, ultimately, their customers. Subsequently, the
relationship between the cloud service management capability and service delivery
management capability plays a central role. Both capabilities need to work in sync
and towards the same goal in order to have the right cloud services for the right
product and services offered to the right customer on the right technology.
The above discussion identified two capabilities the software vendors adapted during
the migration of their software products into the cloud. The two capabilities have been
identified as being critical for a successful adoption of cloud computing. There are,
however, potentially other capabilities the software vendors adapted during the
migration of their software products into the cloud, that this study did not identify. In
addition, the software vendors are likely to have capabilities that are important for
being successful as a software vendor regardless of the use of cloud computing.
Hence, the two capabilities described above should be considered a subset of a larger
network of capabilities. The two capabilities are potentially coupled to other
capabilities within the software vendor.

4.4 Conclusions
This chapter presented and discussed the results of the first and second stage of the
multi-stage study with five SME software vendors that migrated their software
products into the cloud. The first stage investigated the effects of cloud computing on
product development processes. The second stage investigated the impact of cloud
computing on internal processes. The findings provide two major conclusions.
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First, the PPs adapted two capabilities to cloud computing that appear to be necessary
in order to migrate their software products into the cloud successfully: (1) cloud
service management capability, and (2) service delivery management capability. The
cloud service management capability is responsible for acquiring and integrating the
right cloud resources from the cloud provider. The service delivery management
capability is responsible for developing and delivering the services the customers
need. Both capabilities need to work in sync in order to have the right cloud resources
for the right services and customers.
Second, with the collected data it is not yet possible to identify the underlying
processes of adapting capabilities to technological discontinuities. However, this
chapter provided a necessary intermediate step towards that goal, as the adapted
capabilities need to be identified first to design subsequent stages in a way that allows
the identification of the underlying processes of adapting capabilities to cloud
computing.
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5 Emergence and relationships of cloud capabilities
This chapter has two major objectives. The first major objective is the presentation
and discussion of the third and fourth round of the multi-stage study that followed
five SME software vendors (PPs) during the migration of their software products into
the cloud. The third stage identified major decisions made during the migration of
their software products into the cloud (see section 5.1). The fourth stage investigated
the relationship of the software vendors with their cloud providers and the effects of
this relationship on customer satisfaction (see section 5.2). Based on the results of the
multi-stage study, the second major objective of this chapter is the introduction of a
framework that captures the underlying processes of adapting capabilities to cloud
computing (see section 5.3). The framework aims to answer RQ1: For SME software
vendors migrating their software products into the cloud, what are the underlying
processes of adapting core capabilities to cloud computing?

5.1 Major decisions during the adoption process of cloud computing
The following section investigates how the PPs adopted cloud computing by
explaining two decision making approaches. The first approach describes an
anticipative approach to cloud computing, where companies see the need to provide
customers with a cloud solution in the (near) future. The second approach describes a
reactive approach to cloud computing, where companies react to changes in their
environment, e.g. new customer demands. Individual decisions that are made during
the adoption are largely consonant with traditional decisions related to change
management issues. The order and implementation of decisions, however, differs.
This can be seen by the fact that the PPs have adopted a hybrid approach that contains
some anticipative decisions, and some reactive decisions that emphasize different foci
of the adaptation of capabilities, as illustrated below.
5.1.1

Anticipating the use of cloud computing

The first type of approach describes the situation where companies look into the
(near) future and anticipate the use of cloud computing (Figure 14 shows the main
decisions involved). Companies anticipate the need to use cloud computing when
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trying to expand into new markets or to optimise internal business processes. At the
time the company develops the new (cloud-based) services and products, however, its
customers may be perfectly happy with the current (non-cloud) services and products
that they use.

Figure 14 – Anticipative approach to cloud computing

5.1.1.1 Establish project boundaries
In order to explore the opportunities that cloud computing presented, the PPs
established project boundaries first (see also Christensen & Overdorf 2000).
Establishing the project boundaries meant creating a cloud project team that could
adapt the capabilities to cloud computing independently. Independence is necessary to
ensure that the new cloud project would not be unduly influenced by existing
capabilities, processes, and values (chapter 1 explained how existing capabilities can
become inappropriate in the cloud).
At PP3, for example, the initial project team consisted of two people who wanted to
change Research & Development from being focused on developing new consulting
services to developing products that could be sold alongside consulting services. They
saw an opportunity in this area: originally they could only grow by employing more
consultants, whereas if they had a product, customers could be more inclined to use
the product first and then make use of consulting services too, when they identified
more general issues. The initial two-man team justified their project to senior
management by calculating the potential return on investment. They quickly realised,
however, that they had neither the necessary expertise internally nor enough time to
develop the idea as it was overshadowed by their normal day-to-day tasks. In the end
they decided to employ an intern to help them out, and applied for external funding
for a knowledge transfer partnership.
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PP4 had a product based on older technology and was exploring cloud computing as a
way to update their product. However, they wanted to minimise the amount of extra
work they had to do, so they too employed an intern to help them understand cloud
computing. Afterwards they hired a developer who was given the responsibility for
transforming the existing product into a cloud-based product.
5.1.1.2 Assess the future environment
Once project boundaries had been established, the PPs had to decide how to assess the
future environment (see also Martin & Ching 1999). Assessing the future
environment involved identifying the technical factors that could accelerate, slow, or
even block the migration of products into the cloud. It also included identifying
internal factors that could have impeded the adaptation of capabilities necessary for
making the most of cloud computing.
Instead of immediately developing a cloud version of their product PP3 decided to
investigate remote desktop as a solution first. Remote hosting appeared reasonable
because one of their existing products is very computing intensive, so they thought it
might underperform as a web application hosted in the cloud. By having a remote
desktop version they could compare the feasibility with a cloud version. Afterwards
they asked the intern to develop a simple web application to demonstrate the potential
of the cloud. Even though the demo version only included one feature it allowed them
to see that cloud computing might indeed not be suitable for their computing intensive
product (PP3 still has not found a solution to that problem and is testing different
options, such as using dedicated servers from the cloud provider).
PP4 also developed a simple product demo to test the feasibility of a cloud computing
solution. Although they decided that the demo version would not be used as a
foundation for any future cloud product, it still allowed them to see the potential of
cloud computing.
5.1.1.3 Articulate capabilities
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Once the PPs had assessed cloud computing they articulated future processes and
values that would form the basis for the adaptation of capabilities (see also
Christensen & Overdorf 2000). Processes refer to the way employees interact,
coordinate, communicate and make decisions and how they turn resources into
products and services of greater worth; values are the standards by which employees
set priorities and decide if an idea is worth pursuing. As the competitive environment
changes through a migration into the cloud, the PPs needed to change existing
processes and values accordingly, otherwise the adaptation of capabilities could have
been impeded.
PP3, for example, focused on creating a SaaS development framework. The
framework will be used to develop a product vision, merge existing products, and
guide developers that join the company. As part of this framework PP3 decided to
integrate three existing tools into one cloud-based product. The company also decided
to have weekly meetings with management to plan future products and track
development. The weekly meetings incorporate workshops to develop new features.
They intend to introduce more products, one at a time, at a later stage.
PP4 offers a product that is not mission critical, so they had to develop their cloud
product in a way that would create the minimum amount of extra work for their
existing customers. To achieve that, they offer the option to rent their software instead
of buying it. PP4 also started to focus on the development of a network of dealers and
partners to distribute their product more efficiently.
5.1.1.4 Foster general acceptance
After the PPs decided how they would adapt their capabilities, they needed to foster
general acceptance for the migration of software products into the cloud (see also
Leonard-Barton & Kraus 1985). Each of groups affected by cloud computing had to
be considered from a different perspective and addressed accordingly. For example,
management is likely to be concerned with return on investment or long-term
objectives, whereas developers are more concerned with their skills and product
vision.
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PP3 decided to build a more sophisticated demo at this point for two reasons. First,
they wanted customers to provide feedback on their demo. Second, they wanted to
address the technical issues associated with the cloud, such as scalability, multitenancy, integrity, and security. Together they provide evidence to convince senior
management and developers that cloud computing can constitute the future of their
company. Senior management, for example, wanted to see a working cloud version of
their product. After that senior management became a part of the project team to
refine and finalise the product vision, develop user stories and plan the development
of features. They realised, however, that it is difficult to identify features that both
have a business value and are important for the future of the product. For this reason
they extended the project team to include 4-5 customers that have agreed to test beta
versions. The beta customers will get a discount on the final product in return.
5.1.1.5 Embed capabilities
The last decision made by the PPs ensured that the adapted capabilities and cultural
changes made by the project team were embedded into the company. Embedding the
capabilities meant transferring the adapted capabilities from people to processes and
finally to organisational culture. Transferring them from people to the organisational
culture was important as it ensured that the use of cloud computing within the
company is independent of individual people.
In order to embed cloud computing into the culture PP3 decided to adopt a SCRUM
approach with 3 monthly development cycles. After the first cycle they will decide if
they do another cycle or if the product is mature enough to be tested with customers.
Once the first product is mature enough they will do other activities for 6 months
before starting another one-year development cycle. After the one-year development
cycle they expect to have a product that is closer to what the user wants and that can
be tested with customers to gather feedback for further refinement before the product
is released. They are starting with products they feel will generate the largest return
on investment.
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5.1.2

Reacting to cloud computing demands

Reacting to demands means that companies migrate their software products into the
cloud after a customer approaches them or after a competitor decided to migrate their
software products into the cloud (see Figure 15 for the decisions involved). When a
customer approaches the company it does not mean that they are demanding a cloud
solution. It is often the case that the current way of distributing the software is not
satisfactory to the customers. PP1, for example, moved to the cloud because it took
too long to install their software on-site as the customers’ IT department had to
approve the process first, which sometimes took too long. In other cases the
customers simply could not install the software because they did not have an IT
department or their policies would not allow it. In both cases, customer demands and
requirements were the primary force for a migration into the cloud.

Figure 15 – Reactive approach to cloud computing

5.1.2.1 Set context for change
When reacting to cloud computing demands the PPs had to set the context for change
because everyone in the company was affected by cloud computing immediately.
They defined the business problem that lay behind their reasons for migrating their
software products into the cloud (see also Duck 1993). They also needed to prepare
their employees, understand what they knew (and did not know) about cloud
computing, give them feedback about the progress, and establish a continuing
dialogue with them.
A customer outside of PP5’s main market approached them to ask if they could offer
a cloud solution similar to that of a competitor. PP5 already had an 85% market share
in their core market and knew that companies in that market prefer to keep data onsite. Together, these lines of reasoning led PP5 to look at other markets they could
expand into.
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PP5’s experience was not unique. PP1’s customers also preferred to keep data on-site
but PP1 needed to find a different way of providing their products because on-site
installation took too long. PP1 was often constrained by their customer’s IT
department which had to approve the installation of the product. The constraint led
the project partner to adopt a hybrid approach, initially remote hosting the product on
their own site, and moving it to the customers’ site once the IT department had
approved the on-site installation. Thus, the customer could use the product
immediately and PP1 was no longer constrained by the customers’ IT department. In
order to establish the hybrid approach, PP1 found that the only changes they had to
make to the software were related to security, performance, and some configuration
parameters. Afterwards they tested the hybrid solution with a local customer for one
year before using it with other customers.
5.1.2.2 Allow short term gains
After defining the business problem and preparing the company, the PPs needed to
decide how they could allow short-term gains. Allowing short-term gains was an
important step affecting customers and employees equally. Making the effects visible
quickly helped them to conclude whether cloud computing works for them (see also
Duck 1993). The customers ended up with a solution that stopped them from moving
to a competitor. With the commitment to produce short-term gains employees were
forced to think analytically and clarify the vision about cloud computing (see also
Kotter 2009). It was also necessary to exploit existing capabilities to the largest
possible extent before the PPs could think about adapting them to make them more
suitable to the cloud.
Two project partners, PP1 and PP2, achieved short-term gains by hosting existing
products internally on their own servers. For the customer it did not really matter
where the product was hosted. For the PPs, however, this decision was important.
From a strategic perspective they were able to test a new distribution channel and how
their customers would react to the cloud without committing and investing too much
time and money. From an operational perspective they were able to see how the
product needs to be changed and how capabilities need to be adapted before going
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further. Both PPs, however, were aware that this could only be a short-term solution
because they could not provide the levels of scalability, performance and resilience of
cloud providers.
PP5 initially tried to develop a private cloud but quickly ran into various constraints,
which forced them to use a public cloud. By migrating their existing software
products into the cloud and changing the pricing model they were able to satisfy
short-term customer requirements. PP1, PP2 and PP5 already had solutions in place
that would allow them to host the products on behalf of their customers, e.g. if they
did not have their own IT department. With the emergence of cloud computing they
started selling this hosted version as a cloud product. In other words, customers who
had previously bought the whole product were now able to rent the software, and pay
using transaction based pricing or a subscription e.g. per month.
5.1.2.3 Align capabilities to new approach
After creating short-term gains and satisfying customer requirements the PPs needed
to monitor existing capabilities and align them to the new approach (see also
Christensen & Overdorf 2000). At this point the majority of PPs reviewed their
approach to the cloud and, if necessary, decided how they would redevelop their
products to make them more suitable for the cloud, how secondary functions such as
customer support would need to evolve and how capabilities would need to be
adapted. As cloud computing can make existing capabilities obsolete, reviewing the
approach to cloud computing was essential at this point.
PP1 and PP2 decided that it made more sense to move their products to an external
hosting provider. PP1 kept running out of internal capacity with every customer they
added. Because they only hosted the product until the customers’ IT department was
ready to install the product on-site it did not make sense to keep buying more
hardware without receiving any return. By acquiring global customers, PP1 requires
24/7 support, which the company did not want to invest in. The external hosting
provider they chose offered to provide the necessary support in addition to other
secondary functions, like technical expertise the company did not have, in areas such
as Citrix.
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PP2 decided to migrate their software products into the cloud for similar technical
reasons. Initially they were hosting the products in their own data centre. With an
increasing number of customers they realised that internal hosting could not be the
long-term solution for two reasons. First, they felt the need to increase the resilience
of the products so that they could provide the service the customers were expecting
(e.g. high availability). Second, PP2’s developers wanted to concentrate on solving
business problems rather than looking after physical hardware.
PP5 decided at this stage to redevelop their product to make it, as the Managing
Director expressed it, a “true cloud product” with transaction based billing. In order to
find out how they would need to change their products, they did a gap analysis of
their core market with potential markets to expand into. The results allowed them to
make three decisions. First, they decided to build a series of native tablet and
smartphone applications. Second, they decided how to commercialise their products
in other markets. Third, they decided that they had to redevelop their database
structure. The redevelopment of their product is an on-going continuous process,
although the product is mature enough to be sold.
5.1.2.4 Institutionalise new approaches
The fourth decision the PPs had to make was about how to institutionalise the new
approaches (see also Kotter 2009). Before this decision, many PPs explored a wide
range of possibilities for using the cloud. PP2 and PP5, for example, considered
developing a private cloud and PP1 tried migrating existing databases to the cloud.
Over time, the PPs developed a better understanding of how the cloud works, and
used their experiences to develop a strategy that they believe will be successful.
PP2 developed a scalable architecture in 2001 that allowed them to gradually scale up
bandwidth and capacity as they needed to. They separated their design into three parts
(load balancer, application servers, and databases) and they could scale up any part.
They had had to develop a scalable architecture themselves because they were
procuring their own hardware and placing it with an external hosting provider at a
data centre (in 2001 cloud computing and virtual machines were not commercially
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available yet). PP2 used this approach until recently; they are now using virtual
machines because the physical servers were getting old. If they had to go through the
same development process again, however, they would adopt a virtual environment
right away and move to a cloud provider.
PP5 tested their redesigned cloud products with one customer. Testing the new
product helped them to revise their pricing models. They found out that the existing
pricing model was too complicated and that two different models would be sufficient.
The new pricing models are both transaction based but one includes additional
services such as an upfront analysis of the customers’ environment, support for the
implementation, and training for employees. When PP5 started to migrate their
product into the cloud, however, they anticipated that customers would only demand
the pricing model without the additional services. One reason for having these pricing
models was the need to be different to competitors.
5.1.2.5 Embed capabilities
The last decision the PPs had to make while migrating their software products into the
cloud was how they would embed the capabilities and cultural changes that arose out
of using cloud computing. At this point in time companies had to decide how they
would transfer the adapted capabilities from people to processes and finally to culture
to make cloud computing independent of individual people (similar to the anticipative
approach described above).
PP5 initiated cultural changes by creating manuals and user guides for the cloud
version. More extensive hands-off guidance is necessary as the relationships with
customers change. In a cloud environment face-to-face meetings with customers are
no longer necessary. Instead companies engage in a continuous dialogue with
customers. The changes in the relationship with customers also affect the way new
features are developed. Whereas before the cloud they were trying to sell existing
products and features, in the cloud they try to anticipate features customers will
demand in the future. The aim to anticipate feature requests required an internal
cultural shift because the work of developers would not immediately provide a return
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on investment. The changes at other PPs were similar, although not always to such a
large extent.
5.1.3

Switching between anticipating and reacting

In reality none of the PPs rigorously followed either of the two approaches described
above. Instead, companies combined various elements of the approaches. For
example, a company might start off taking an anticipatory approach but then
gradually move to a more reactive approach. In other words, the two approaches are
more like the ends of a continuum (see Figure 16). The five PPs have been plotted on
this decision continuum to give some indication of the approaches they have
followed, and how far they have proceeded. In the following, it will be illustrated how
PP3, PP5, and PP2 fit into the decision making continuum.

Figure 16 - Decision continuum between the two decision making approaches

PP3 is mostly aligned with the anticipative approach. They have proceeded through
all the decisions until Foster general acceptance, which is where they are right now.
They established a project team that initially consisted of two people and gradually
grew as the company followed the steps in this approach. PP3 created software demos
to assess the future environment and foster general acceptance. In addition, they
developed a software development framework to articulate processes and values and
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guide product development in the cloud. Currently, they are planning how to embed
cultural changes, such as using SCRUM for product development.
PP5 are not very strongly aligned with either particular approach. For example, they
decided to completely redevelop their products and create native smartphone and
tablet apps very early in the adoption of cloud computing; a decision more common
among companies that follow the anticipatory approach. On the other hand, PP5
allowed short-term gains by migrating their existing software products into the cloud
before redeveloping them; a decision more common among companies that follow the
reactive approach.
PP2 are most strongly aligned with the reactive approach. They mobilised the entire
company to move into the cloud and allowed short-term gains by migrating their
existing software products into the cloud. PP2 offered remotely hosted products to
their customers before virtual machines or cloud computing were commercially
available. They had to develop their own scalable architecture in order to align tasks
to the new approach and institutionalise them. PP2 used this scalable architecture for
more than 10 years. Currently they are moving from a physical infrastructure to a
virtual one in order to respond to cultural factors because developers want to focus on
solving business problems instead of looking after hardware.
Figure 16 shows that the decisions during the adoption of cloud computing can differ
between companies. The data suggests that the PPs follow a flexible approach, which
allows them to switch between elements of the anticipative and reactive approach.
After adoption—when at least one product has been successfully migrated into the
cloud—both approaches consider how to embed the adapted capabilities into an
organisational culture that facilitates and supports the use of cloud computing. How
long this post-adoption step will take depends on the company and the number of
products that are migrated to the cloud. PP2, for example, has several products of
which only a few are in the cloud. Still having on-site products means PP2 has to
retain organisational processes that existed before the migration into the cloud. PP5
has only one product, which was successfully migrated to the cloud. They can
optimise all their processes for the cloud.
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5.1.4

Different priorities for the adaptation of capabilities

The third stage, by investigating major decisions made during the migration into the
cloud, reveals different priorities in the adaptation of the two capabilities: cloud
service management and service delivery management. The different priorities stem
from previous capabilities and knowledge the PPs possess, as explained in the
following.
When following an anticipative approach, the software vendors place greater
emphasis on adapting the cloud service management capability first, before adapting
the service delivery management capability. They want to explore the technical
capabilities of cloud computing and how that can affect the development of new
products and services. As the software vendors had no prior experience in hosting a
product remotely, they had to focus on understanding the technology first. The
adaptation of technical capabilities had to be informed through a Greenfield approach
(Hopkins & Jenkins 2008), as any existing technical capabilities were rendered
obsolete by cloud computing. The software vendors achieved this by developing
demos that tested the technology, not the product. PP3, for example, first developed a
simple demo to test the basic elements of cloud computing, e.g. database
performance. Gradually they expanded that demo to see the effects of security in the
cloud, multi-tenancy, automation etc. In addition, PP3 received outside help from
consultants, and corporations with knowledge transfer networks and universities.
Once the software vendors understood how the technology worked, they could focus
on adapting the other capability necessary to be successful in the cloud: service
delivery management. To adapt this capability, the PPs made extensive use of demos
to collect customer feedback, i.e. demos to test the product. PP3, for example, worked
closely with three of their customers. The customers were also part of review
meetings at PP3’s offices. They will receive discounts on the final version of the
cloud product to compensate for their efforts. Developing the necessary technical
knowledge and evaluating the impact cloud computing can have on customers takes a
long time. All software vendors that followed the anticipative approach required
much more time to migrate their software products into the cloud than the ones that
followed the reactive approach. In some cases, it took them three times as long (PP1
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required 9 months to complete the migration, PP3 is in the migration process for 3
years). The anticipative software vendors were much more cautious in the migration
of their software products into the cloud and started very small, 1-2 people in the
project team, and gradually expanded the project team (to include managers) and the
features of the cloud-based version of their product.
When following a reactive approach, the software vendors placed greater emphasis on
adapting the service delivery management capability. The reactive software vendors
had prior experiences in remote hosting their product. Although neither of the
software vendors had prior knowledge of cloud computing, they were able to adapt
their existing capabilities in a way that suited cloud computing. Furthermore, the
software vendors committed to cloud computing faster than the ones that followed the
anticipative approach. The faster commitment was another reason for them to exploit
existing capabilities to the greatest possible extent, as everyone in the organisation
was immediately affected by cloud computing. Yet, the software vendors also had to
extend their capabilities, as seen by the sudden need to increase support, which
surprised all software vendors. The software vendors were able to focus more time
and effort on extending their capabilities required by cloud computing by migrating
their existing software products into the cloud without changing them significantly. In
contrast, the software vendors that followed the anticipative approach redeveloped
their products to make them more suitable for the cloud. Although the software
vendors that followed the reactive approach are, therefore, not able to immediately
benefit from all the technical advantages of cloud computing, it gives them more
slack resources to focus on adapting their capabilities. Furthermore, in order to adapt
necessary capabilities to cloud computing, the software vendors were supported by
their cloud providers. All software vendors that followed the reactive approach used
niche providers (except PP5), which were able to tailor their services to the particular
needs of the individual software vendor. For PP1, for example, the cloud provider has
taken over customer support because they are able to offer 24/7 support, for which the
software vendor has not the resources.

5.2 Influence of the cloud provider on customer satisfaction
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The fourth stage of the multi-stage study was designed to capture the various factors
that influenced the decisions around the PPs’ cloud providers, and how this has
changed over time. The results of the analyses below are shown using influence
diagrams3. The influence diagram is a method used to investigate situations where
many different bodies, groups, and individuals influence the outcome of a situation.
Influence diagrams consist of blobs and arrows. Blobs represent entities that influence
each other. Arrows show the flow of influence between the blobs.
Blobs in influence diagrams can represent any component of a system such as groups
or individuals but also things like culture, mood, or salary levels. Influence diagrams
represent a snapshot of a situation at a point in time. They do not show how situations
change over time nor do they show the sequence of events or processes.
Figure 17 shows an example of a simple influence diagram. It has two blobs (Working
Conditions and Staff Morale) and one arrow of influence: working conditions
influence staff morale.

Figure 17 - Simple influence diagram to show that working conditions influence staff morale

With the collected data three aspects associated with choosing a cloud provider could
be identified. First was the choice of the type of cloud provider to use. Second was the
achievement and maintenance of customer satisfaction once the products were being
used in the cloud. Third was the consideration whether to use multiple cloud
providers to expand the customer base. They are described in the following.
5.2.1

3

Choosing the type of cloud provider to use

PP5 was unavailable for this stage
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Figure 18 shows the influence diagram for the initial migration into the cloud. At this
point in time it was most important for the PPs to choose an appropriate cloud
provider that could help them migrate their products to the cloud.
The PPs developed a shopping list of requirements that candidate cloud providers had
to satisfy (CP Technical Functionality and CP Reputation in Figure 18). Most of the
PPs had a very specific idea of what they needed from their potential cloud provider.
These PPs only evaluated 2-3 cloud providers. The cloud providers were a mix of
niche and major providers (CP Type in Figure 18). In general, the PPs preferred
flexible cloud providers that could satisfy their own particular needs and sometimes
offer services over and above the standard computing resources (virtual machines,
storage, databases and network capabilities).
The following requirements were most commonly mentioned by the PPs (in no
particular order):
•

Uptime, although the majority of PPs expressed that their applications are not
mission critical and customers would not suffer any losses if the applications
would be down for a few minutes or hours

•

Monitoring capabilities, e.g. measure performance or costs

•

Transparent cost structure, with no hidden costs

•

Confidence that their data is secure with the cloud provider

•

Single point of contact that can take care of any special needs
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Figure 18 - Influence diagram showing how the project partners chose the type of cloud provider to use (CP
stands for cloud provider).

None of the PPs had detailed knowledge of cloud computing when they first looked at
choosing a cloud provider. They had to evaluate candidate cloud providers by asking
questions (e.g. about availability), and trust that the information given was correct.
Some of the PPs assessed the dependability of the candidate cloud providers using
free and demo services. The section below explains how trust and confidence in the
cloud provider (CP Reputation) and the technical functionality (CP Technical
Functionality) influenced the type of cloud provider (CP Type) to use.
PP2 considered a local cloud provider, as well as Amazon and Microsoft. One of their
major aims was to move their IT infrastructure into the cloud without fundamentally
changing the commercial aspects of their products. They already had a long standing
relationship with a local cloud provider who also acted as their ISP (Internet Service
Provider). PP2 felt that the local provider’s cloud offering was easy to understand
with a transparent cost structure. In contrast, Amazon could not provide accurate
answers to the technical questions that emerged when testing the Amazon cloud.
Because of the long relationship with the local provider PP2 already had an
established single point of contact and physical access to the provider’s facilities. PP2
felt that the local provider was more flexible which gave them “more confidence that
they were the one”. PP2 is currently using the local provider as their main cloud
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provider and Amazon for one small project to see how Amazon continues to develop
their cloud services.
PP3 is still in the process of choosing a cloud provider and currently considering a
local provider and Amazon. Their main reason for using Amazon is that they provide
data centres in those geographical areas where PP3 operates. For PP3’s customers it is
important that the data remains within their country. PP3 feels that the backend
services Amazon currently offers are not sufficient to meet their needs, so they are
considering a hybrid approach to compensate for this, using Amazon to deploy their
products and other (local) providers for data storage, archive and other services like
support.
PP4 expressed that they did not want to rely solely on the information given to them
by the cloud providers. In order for them to seriously consider a particular cloud
provider they would have to “come with good recommendations”, e.g. from business
partners. PP4 wants to get more from the cloud provider than just computing
resources. They see the relationship as being more like a partnership where the cloud
provider helps them, but they can also help the cloud provider.
Only PP1 evaluated a large number of cloud providers. They interviewed six different
cloud providers of which only one suitably met their needs. Although the chosen
provider did not provide everything they needed at the time, they were sufficiently
flexible to work with PP1 to develop the missing features in the long term. PP1 stated,
“no one else was flexible enough”.
Once companies start to migrate some of their products into the cloud the influence
CP Type has on Product Support gains importance. Some PPs required more than just
computing resources from their provider. Niche providers often helped the PPs to
migrate their products into the cloud or provided other services like first line support
for customers or managing the cloud environment for the PPs (similar to what
Brender & Markov 2013 found out for Swiss companies, although in their context the
niche providers helped with cloud security questions). The PPs also have a single
point of contact with the cloud provider, which means that end-user problems or
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requests can be passed on from the end-user to the PP and finally to the cloud
provider quicker. With major cloud providers, like Amazon or Microsoft, the PPs do
not believe that they would get the same level of personalised attention from the cloud
provider because the PPs are comparatively small customers.
The majority of PPs do not offer an off-the-shelf product solution. They have to bid
for new projects. Some of the new customers may require additional functionality
over and above that offered by the PP’s products. Niche providers can help the PPs to
develop and provide additional end-user requirements. PP1, for example, was about to
acquire a new customer who mandated the use of Citrix, an area in which the PP
lacked expertise. Their cloud provider was able to provide the necessary expertise so
that they were able to acquire the new customer. Now PP1 offers Citrix as part of its
package to all customers.
5.2.2

Achieving and maintaining customer satisfaction

As the PPs migrated their products into the cloud and customers started using them,
the cloud-related requirements of the PPs have evolved to reflect their experiences
(see Figure 19). Once the PPs gained confidence in the new technology their focus
shifted to how cloud computing can help them achieve higher levels of customer
satisfaction. Based on the data collected, two areas have a significant influence on
customer satisfaction: data location and product functionality. Each of these are
considered, in turn, below.
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Figure 19 - Influence diagram showing how the project partners achieved and maintained customer satisfaction in
the cloud (CP stands for cloud provider).

The decision about where data should be stored is sometimes influenced by the choice
of provider (see relationship between CP Type and Data Location in Figure 19).
When PPs prefer to work with a niche provider they know where the provider is
located and that their data centres are co-located. The decision about where data is
stored is then linked to the choice of niche provider. When PPs decide to work with a
major cloud provider the decision about data storage can often be made separately as
all of the major cloud providers operate data centres in several countries across the
world.
Whilst it is generally not important for the PPs where data is stored, it is important for
some of their customers (see relationship between Customer Data Requirements and
Data Location in Figure 19). In general, the larger the customer, the more important it
is for them where data is stored, and the more questions they ask about the cloud
provider. This finding is similar to what Alshamaila et al. (2013) found out for cloud
computing and customer data.
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PP1 explained that most of their customers (and potential customers) only ask
questions related to security, uptime, and disaster recovery. Some are more interested
in the provider’s reputation and make comments such as, “we never heard of these
guys” or ask questions like “Why are you using these guys?” as PP1 stated, however,
their customers cannot really object “as their contract is with us”. From PP1s
experiences, their customers are given a list of requirements and constraints from their
own IT department and their main issue is that “we as a software vendor tick all the
boxes they are concerned about”.
PP2 reported a similar experience. Their customers also asked only in very general
terms about the encryption of the data, security audits, etc. PP2, however, was
“surprised about how little they care about the cloud provider”. If a new customer
asked for their data to be stored in a country outside the UK, where PP2’s current
cloud provider is not located, they would simply use an additional provider outside
the UK.
PP3 explained that their products contain sensitive customer data that customers want
to remain in their own country. As a result they might have to work with multiple
providers in different countries increasing the overhead costs, as it is more difficult to
manage such an environment. Instead of working with multiple cloud providers, the
PP is considering three alternatives.
First, they are thinking about a hybrid approach where they run the application with
Amazon, for example, but store the customer data with local cloud providers. PP3
would then have one version of the product that needs to be maintained. In addition,
they are considering a push-approach for customer data which means that the
customer makes sure that the cloud application gets the information it needs (the
alternative would be a pull-approach where the cloud application accesses the
customers’ network to collect the data).
Second, PP3 might follow a remote hosting approach rather than a pure cloud
computing approach. Their sister company followed a remote hosting approach by
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renting a dedicated server from a cloud provider. PP3 would ensure that only they as a
software vendor have access to those servers and that they are not shared among
customers (i.e. avoiding multi-tenancy).
The third approach is to avoid offering the cloud version to some customers, such as
those in emerging markets where there are no local cloud providers available. PP3 is
currently evaluating all of these options. First, they will develop strategies on how to
approach customers about the cloud version and see how two companies, which
agreed to test their demo, react to the different approaches. They believe it is more
important to approach customers directly instead of spending money on advertising,
because it gives them “the chance to remove fears of the cloud” at the earliest
opportunity.
The approaches taken by the PPs to increase product functionality to maintain and
achieve customer satisfaction differ significantly (see relationship between Product
Functionality and Customer Satisfaction in Figure 19). PP2 developed a control panel
where they can enable and disable features of their cloud products. The control panel
allows them to develop and enable features that have been requested by only a few
customers (Buxmann et al., 2013, make a similar suggestion). If a new feature is
deemed to be successful they can potentially enable it for all users. PP1 takes a
similar approach. Their customers can pay for the development of new features. In the
initial stage only the customer who requested the feature are able to use it. After a
while it is potentially rolled out to every customer in the next release of the product.
5.2.3

Expanding the customer base

The data suggests that the PPs are considering and, in some cases, already use more
than one cloud provider, as this offers a way of broadening their customer base. It
allows them to offer a wider range of services, possibly at a lower price (see Figure
20). It also enables the customers to have a say in where data should be physically
stored.
All PPs initially intended to work with one cloud provider. Over time, however, three
of the four PPs interviewed decided to consider using multiple providers. PP1 and
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PP2 started working with a niche provider and are now thinking about adding
Amazon as a major provider to their portfolio. They say Amazon is becoming more
flexible and offers a competitive price. PP1 and PP2 are not planning to replace their
current provider. They are thinking about using Amazon alongside them.

Figure 20 - Influence diagram showing how some project partners use multiple cloud providers to expand their
customer base.

PP2 evaluated Amazon as a potential cloud provider when initially planning the
migration of their software products into the cloud but concluded that they could not
offer what they needed at the time. As the cloud computing market is very dynamic
and fast moving they decided to keep evaluating Amazon as an option for the future.
They currently use Amazon for a small project, “partly out of curiosity to see how
Amazon works”. PP2 is concerned about the fact that their current cloud provider has
only one data centre. The cloud provider has decided to build another data centre but
it could take several years until it is in operation. PP2 is therefore thinking about
using Amazon as a backup cloud provider until the second data centre is ready. They
are also considering the option of storing some servers in their own company in case
the cloud provider breaks down.
PP1 also evaluated Amazon and Google when they planned the migration of their
software products into the cloud but concluded that the one size fits all approach of
these providers would not have been suitable enough for them. They too chose a local
provider and are currently thinking about using Amazon because of the increased
flexibility in the services they offer and their competitive pricing. They plan to carry
out an evaluation soon by moving some of their instances into Amazon’s cloud. The
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aim is not to replace their current cloud provider but to have alternatives. If Amazon
proves to be a good alternative they might put new customers on Amazon and use
both cloud providers, at least in the short term.
For PP3 the situation appears to be different. They are still in the stage of migrating
their software products into the cloud and do not have any customers productively
using their products in the cloud. They expect that customers will care where the data
is physically stored, which databases they use and that these are not shared among
customers (see relationship between Data Location and Multiple CPs in Figure 20).
For a global company, with customers across the world, this can make the migration
of software products into the cloud particularly challenging (see first stage results for
approaches PP3 considers to resolves these issues).
5.2.4

Capabilities in a network

The fourth stage investigated the relationship of the software vendors with their cloud
provider(s) and the wider impacts of this relationship on the PPs’ customers. The
following section explains how the two capabilities, cloud service management and
service delivery management, are coupled with the cloud provider and the PPs’
customers. It shows how the capabilities behave in a network, not only during times
of technological change but also in everyday activities. Afuah (2000) and Spedale
(2003) concluded that, in times of technological change, capabilities are affected by
co-opetitors (suppliers, customers, competitors, etc.). The following discussion
extends the findings of Afuah and Spedale by explaining how the capabilities of
software vendors that migrate their software products into the cloud are affected by
the software vendors’ cloud providers and their own customers. This section
identified three issues as being of fundamental importance to the relationships with
cloud providers and customers:
1. The additional service functionality enabled by the cloud service provider.
2. The development of product functionality based on customer preferences.
3. The location of customer data.
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Figure 21 – Model to illustrate the tight coupling of the capabilities with each other and the cloud provider and
customer

The provision of additional service functionality (to the customer) depends first on the
services the cloud provider is providing to the cloud service management capability
(AF 1 in Figure 21); second on how the cloud service management capability
integrates the additional functionality into their products (AF 2 in Figure 21); and,
finally on how the additional functionality is perceived by the customers (AF 3 in
Figure 21).
The development of product functionality depends first on the demands the service
user is putting on the service delivery management capability (PF 1 in Figure 21);
and, second on how the service delivery management capability is able to use existing
cloud services provided by the cloud service management capability or on how the
two capabilities are able to work in sync to acquire appropriate new services and
integrate them accordingly (PF 2 in Figure 21).
The location of customer data depends first on the preferences the service user is
formulating to the service delivery management capability (LD 1 in Figure 21);
second on the communication between the service delivery management capability
and the cloud service management capability so that the cloud service management
capability knows which cloud services to acquire (LD 2 in Figure 21); and, third on
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the relationship between the cloud service management capability and the cloud
service provider to acquire the right services and resources from the right cloud
service provider (LD 3 in Figure 21).
The PPs have to consider the cloud provider and their own customers when adapting
their capabilities to cloud computing as exemplified above. Furthermore, the cloud
provider and customers can also actively influence the adaptation of capabilities. For
example, PP1 started developing a tablet version of their product until a potential
customer requested a specific feature. PP1 had to suspend the development of the
tablet version in order to concentrate their resources on acquiring the new customer.
The above discussion proves that actions taken by cloud providers and customers can
have effects on software vendors. Software vendors are then required to react to or
anticipate the actions by cloud providers and customers. The software vendor, cloud
provider, and customer are, however, tightly coupled as the provision of additional
functionality in Figure 21 shows: AF1, AF2, and AF3 span through the entire model.
Thus, if the cloud provider and customer should take opposing actions at the same
time, the software vendor needs to decide which party to satisfy. In some cases,
however, the software vendor might be forced to satisfy the cloud provider, for
example, if the cloud provider discontinues a service the software vendor has been
relying on (e.g. a type of database). Hence, software vendors should have decision
making procedures in place, in case they are not able to satisfy both, the cloud
provider and their own customers. To develop decision making procedures it is
necessary to carry out further studies, to understand how software vendors behave in
these kinds of situations.

5.3 The underlying processes of adapting capabilities
The goal of the multi-stage study was the identification of the underlying processes of
adapting capabilities to cloud computing. As the term ‘underlying processes’ is very
broad, chapter 1 defined it more specifically as: identifying the technical and
organisational challenges that influence the adaptation of capabilities, identifying the
steps companies take to adapt capabilities and in what order they take these steps, and
identifying the reasons for taking these steps. The four stages of the multi-stage study
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addressed all three aspects that make up the term ‘underlying processes’. In the
following, the results from all four stages will be incorporated into a framework that
captures the underlying processes of adapting capabilities to cloud computing.
5.3.1

Four viewpoints influence the adaptation of capabilities to cloud
computing

The multi-stage study has shown that software vendors that want to adopt cloud
computing have to deal with change that is emerging from four areas. The first area
regards the culture of the software vendor that adopts cloud computing and the culture
of those that are affected by the adoption of cloud computing, e.g. the software
vendor’s customers. The second area regards the impact of cloud computing on
existing business processes as cloud computing might render some obsolete or require
different ones. The third area regards the application the software vendor develops
and distributes as cloud computing may affect features or the distribution process. The
fourth area regards laws, regulations and corporate policies that might prescribe or
constrain what changes the software vendor can make during the adoption, in
particular when the software vendor has international customers or works with
international cloud providers.
From these areas, four viewpoints have been defined that capture how the areas
influence the adaptation of a company’s capabilities to cloud computing (cultural,
management, application, and governance, see also Figure 22). The four viewpoints
build on and extend the works of Rasmussen (1997), Sommerville & Sawyer (1997),
and Sommerville et al. (1998) by making their findings more appropriate for adaptive
STSs and complex systems (see Table 1 in section 1.1). Rasmussen (1997) explains
how complex systems, similar to cloud computing, need to be interpreted at different
levels of organisation in order to deal with technological change, e.g. government,
company, staff, etc. His main argument is that, traditionally, each level was
interpreted individually but that complex systems make it necessary to adopt a
systemic perspective “based on functional abstraction rather than structural
decomposition”. Although the focus of his work was risk management, parts of it also
apply to adapting capabilities, e.g. for the adoption of new technologies. Sommerville
& Sawyer (1997) and Sommerville et al. (1998) introduced the concept of viewpoints
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for the requirements engineering process of software development to provide a way of
capturing the needs of different types of users. In contrast to Sommerville & Sawyer
(1997) and Sommerville et al. (1998) the aim of the framework developed below is
not the capturing of viewpoints from users of software products, but the capturing of
viewpoints that influence the adaptation of capabilities to cloud computing. By being
aware of the viewpoints, software vendors are better able to accommodate the
different factors that influence the adaptation of their capabilities to cloud computing.
The framework, by combining the existing work with the results of the multi-stage
study, aims to:
•

Consider organisational and technical issues during the adoption of cloud
computing in a systemic manner, which is why the four viewpoints in Figure
22 are connected and influence each other;

•

At different stages of the adoption, e.g. planning, migration, post-migration;

•

On different levels of organisation, e.g. software product, software vendor,
industry wide, etc. to make software vendors aware of the fact that they are
part of a wider network with the cloud provider and end-users and that it is
important to be aware of differing boundaries when making decisions;

The four viewpoints represent a way of capturing the diverse issues software vendors
encounter during the adoption of cloud computing. At the same time, the viewpoints
do not restrict how software vendors may adapt their capabilities. Hence, the four
viewpoints provide the right balance between a structured yet flexible and adaptable
framework (this is in line with the original goal of the viewpoints developed by
Sommerville & Sawyer 1997).
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Figure 22 - Four viewpoints to inform the adaptation of capabilities

In the following, each of the viewpoints will be described in more detail. After each
description, the viewpoints are applied to data collected during the multi-stage study
to illustrate how they influence the adaptation of capabilities to cloud computing in
practice.
5.3.1.1 Cultural viewpoint
The cultural viewpoint refers to the effects of new technologies on the way employees
and customers work. Employees can be directly affected by new technologies, for
example, if current business processes are changed to support the use of a new
technology. Customers can be indirectly affected, for example, if the new technology
leads to the company altering the products they develop or manufacture. In the case of
cloud computing, customers are affected because their data will be stored outside of
their direct control.
In more general terms, the cultural viewpoint captures the internalised rules and
norms of behaviour that employees follow. The internalised rules and norms are not
necessarily written down and employees learn over time and from interactions with
other employees what actions are right and wrong. In times of change, the cultural
viewpoint ensures that employees can act quickly and without consulting superiors or
policy documents. At the same time, employees might need to adapt their behaviour
because of changes in the environment and existing procedures might become
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inappropriate. To develop and sell software products, the software vendor also needs
to be familiar with the customer’s culture.
The cultural viewpoint was defined as described above because the multi-stage study
has shown that cloud computing affects employees and customers. The effect on both
employees and customers is particularly well exemplified by the following micro
themes from the first and second stage: Build trust with providers and customers,
Steep learning curve, and Technology savvy employees. The third stage with the
anticipative and reactive approach to cloud computing reflects similar cultural issues
that emerged through the use of cloud computing. Particularly with the steps Foster
general acceptance and Embed cultural changes of the anticipative approach and the
steps Allow short term gains, Institutionalise new approach and Embed cultural
changes of the reactive approach. The fourth stage that showed influence diagrams for
the software vendors in different situations also reflects cultural elements. CP Type
and CP Reputation are mostly reflecting cultural elements because the decision of
what cloud provider to use depends on what the software vendor has done before,
what knowledge they have and what experiences they have made prior to the cloud.
When investigating the data from the multi-stage study through the lens of the cultural
viewpoint it becomes clear that in the cloud the PPs had to adapt their culture to
accommodate a fast changing environment. The accommodation to a fast changing
environment led to two changes in the responsibilities of employees. First, employees
had to think differently about customers as some PPs shifted from bespoke software
development or consultancy towards a product-oriented company. PP2, for example,
reported that they “bumped into support issues” because they were growing their
customer base rapidly. Developers were asked to support customers before they
created a support function with dedicated support employees and tools. For PP1 24/7
support became essential as they acquired customers from different time zones.
Second, it is not easy for the PPs to predict which new product features will be
successful. PP5 explained how they transferred developers away from their day-today jobs so they could work on developing new features. PP5 said that this went
against everything they had previously been doing. The advantage of this approach is
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that PP5 is able to react to new customer demands quicker. The disadvantage is that
the work on the new features is self-funded, and some of the new features may never
be used.
Overall, to adapt the culture to a fast changing environment, software vendors need to
pay more attention to the preferences and behaviours of customers and users.
Additionally, software vendors need to monitor the market situation and the
behaviour of competitors more extensively.
5.3.1.2 Management viewpoint
The management viewpoint relates to the lifecycle of a technology. Companies need
to develop a plan to adopt a new technology. They need to evaluate how employees
will react to the new technology and how they can be convinced to accept it.
Sometimes employees feel threatened by new technologies, e.g. because they feel it
replaces their job or they have to learn new skills. Companies also need to investigate
how internal business processes and other areas such as sales and marketing, human
resources, or financial planning are affected by new technologies. More specifically,
the management viewpoint also relates to issues around coordinating everyday tasks.
Everyday tasks can be internal, e.g. coordinating feature development or creating a
roadmap for product development, but they can also be external, e.g. supporting the
customer in using the product or increasing customer satisfaction.
The management viewpoint has been defined as described above because cloud
computing needs to be integrated into the business processes of the software vendors
and, afterwards, needs to be continually managed. The need for integration and
continuous management is exemplified by the following micro themes of the first and
second stage: In control of provision and updates, Standard set up process, Focus on
core tasks, and Robust backend processes. The third stage reflects the need for
integration and continuous management similarly well. Particularly the steps
Establish project boundaries and Articulate processes and values of the anticipative
approach and Set context for change and Align capabilities to new approach of the
reactive approach show that. The fourth stage, with its influence diagrams, also shows
the need for managing the cloud environment. Particularly the following blobs require
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the software vendors to manage their products in the cloud and the cloud
environment: CP Technical Functionality, Customer Satisfaction, and Using multiple
CP’s.
Several PPs explained that the migration of their software product into the cloud
created a positive attitude amongst employees towards new technologies (see also
Alshamaila et al. 2013 who made similar findings when investigating the adoption of
a new technology). Since having moved to the cloud, PP5 has developed a
smartphone and tablet version of their product. PP1 is currently developing a tablet
version. PP2 now supports smart pens. The smart pens write like normal pens but
have a memory. After writing on a special sheet of paper users can connect the pen to
a computer where the handwritten text is converted and tasks like the sending of an
email are executed automatically.
The management viewpoint is further relevant for all PPs as in the cloud they are
required to adopt a more structured approach to product development. In the cloud,
the PPs release updates on a regular basis, in contrast to ad-hoc updates before the
cloud. The ability to deliver updates on a regular basis requires the PPs to adapt
internal business processes to ensure that updates are feasible and developers acquire
the right skills. Furthermore, it requires the PPs to have appropriate software
development environments.
A last factor that is part of the management viewpoint closely relates to the cultural
viewpoint. The cultural viewpoint stated above that the PPs have to adapt their culture
due to a larger number of customers that increase the number of support requests.
Some PPs, PP2 in particular, acquired software to manage their support requests and
feature development. The software only provides an advantage, however, if it is
appropriately managed. Connected systems, e.g. email, also need to be managed
appropriately.
5.3.1.3 Application viewpoint
The application viewpoint relates to the development and distribution of software
applications. Companies have to be aware of the dependencies that can enhance or
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stifle the development of their product (e.g. APIs) and have to avoid unnecessary risks
and cascading failure events. The application viewpoint also captures issues affecting
the daily work of software developers, e.g. what skills they need or have to develop,
and what programming languages the software vendor uses. It can also exist in
relation to the software vendor’s mission, in order to decide what features will be
developed or how customer feature requests will be handled. As the application
viewpoint is also concerned with the distribution of software applications, the set up
of a software vendor’s product at the customer site can influence decisions made with
regard to this viewpoint.
The application viewpoint has been defined as above because cloud computing affects
the way the software vendors develop and distribute their products. The need to
change the way software vendors develop and distribute products in the cloud is
exemplified by the following micro themes of the first and second stage: Increase
efficiency of product development and More responsibilities. The need is also
exemplified by the step Assess future environment of the anticipative approach to
cloud computing. The following blobs described for the influence diagrams of the
fourth stage suggest similar conclusions: Product functionality and Customer software
requirements.
When investigating the data from the multi-stage study through the lens of the
application viewpoint it becomes clear how the PPs adapted their software
development approaches to accommodate cloud computing. PP3 combined several,
previously independent products into one cloud product. They also decided to develop
their products for the cloud using Java because a sister company had previously
moved one of their products to the cloud and used Java. Senior management hopes to
build on the experiences of the sister company.
PP1 was able to offer additional features to customers. PP1 had a customer who
required the use of Citrix, for example. Whilst PP1 did not have Citrix experience,
their cloud provider offered support to help develop new features for that customer.
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The above examples illustrate how closely the application viewpoint is coupled with
the cultural and management viewpoints. Decisions around the distribution of a
software vendor’s product are influenced by the culture of the software vendor’s
customers. The influence of customer’s culture on the distribution processes can be
seen, for example, by the fact that all PPs continued to offer their non-cloud product
alongside the cloud product in case customers were concerned about data being stored
in the cloud. Decisions around the development of product features or the product
roadmap, as part of the management viewpoint, are influenced by the application
viewpoint as developers need to develop the right skills, dependencies that can
enhance or stifle product development need to be investigated, and the approaches to
product development need to be managed, e.g. SCRUM.
5.3.1.4 Governance viewpoint
Technologies and software applications need to comply with various governmental
and institutional requirements and laws as well as corporate policies. Companies
might also have to be aware of potential customer requirements and policies.
Governmental and institutional requirements and laws can be particularly important
for industries that are highly regulated, e.g. air traffic management, oil and gas, or
health care. In contrast to the cultural viewpoint, the governance viewpoint relates to
the formal rules and norms of behaviour. Governance is important for cloud
computing because it becomes easier for software vendors to enter new markets
abroad, where different laws and regulations might exist (e.g. data protection laws and
security policies).
The governance viewpoint has been defined as above because in the cloud software
vendors have the opportunity to operate more internationally and rely on cloud
providers that are not necessarily co-located. Hence, customers and cloud providers
might have to adhere to different laws and regulations that can affect the way
software vendors operate. The opportunities to expand into new markets are
particularly well exemplified by the following micro themes of the first and second
stage: Gain competitive advantages and Obstacles to sale reduced. The need to be
aware of differing laws and regulations is exemplified by the following blobs that
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have been described for the fourth stage: Data Location and Customer Data
Requirements.
Investigating the data from the multi-stage study through the lens of the governance
viewpoint reveals to what extent governance constraints the options of the PPs. PP1
reported a negative experience relating to the contracts with a customer, and with
their own cloud provider. The customer terminated the contract early and as a result
PP1 wanted to terminate the related contract with their cloud provider, but could not
do so. The customer stopped paying for the product but PP1 still had to pay for the
resources in the cloud for the remainder of the contract.
PP3 explained the challenge they face with customer data. Many of PP3’s customers
want their data to remain in their own country. The problem for PP3 is that in some
countries where they have customers there are no cloud providers, e.g. in some
African countries. One reason for customers wanting their data to remain in their
country are, as PP3 stated, the local laws and regulations.
The governance viewpoint can also act as a constraint on the decision-making
continuum for any of the three other viewpoints (i.e. cultural, management, and
application). Corporate policies, e.g. the informal learning environment of PP2, can
affect decisions made for applications (i.e. application viewpoint) with regard to the
development of new skills of software developers. Handbooks or product
documentations, e.g. those of PP5, can influence cultural or management decisions
with regard to the handling of customer support requests (i.e. cultural and
management viewpoint).
5.3.2

Advantages of four viewpoints over other frameworks

Chapters 1 and 2 explained that there are no frameworks that capture the underlying
processes for adapting capabilities to technological discontinuities adequately. The
viewpoints introduced above represent an attempt to develop such a framework. It is
worth comparing the viewpoints to the frameworks introduced in section 2.1 to draw
out advantages and disadvantages.
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Section 2.1 introduced several frameworks for adapting capabilities and classified
these into structural and gradual change frameworks. It was concluded that the
existing structural change frameworks are inappropriate for SMEs, mainly due to the
limited resources of SMEs. Gradual change frameworks, with their focus on dynamic
capabilities, appeared to be the more promising candidates. However, gradual change
frameworks lacked specific examples of dynamic capabilities and how these were
developed. Section 4.3 identified and described the capabilities the PPs adapted to
cloud computing. It was concluded that these are specific examples of dynamic
capabilities. Therefore, section 4.3 advanced the theory of dynamic capabilities.
However, section 2.1 identified more substantial drawbacks of gradual change
frameworks other than the lack of specific examples. Two drawbacks were most
notable. First, neglecting interdependencies between different parts of companies,
whereas it was argued that interdependencies could influence the adaptation of
capabilities due to the nature of today’s complex systems (see Table 1 section 1.1).
Second, focusing on one-time adaptation of capabilities, whereas it was argued that it
is necessary to assist companies in continually adapting their capabilities as the
internal and external environment changes due to the nature of complex systems like
cloud computing.
The framework with the four viewpoints introduced in the previous section was
developed on the background of the drawbacks identified in section 2.1. By
identifying the four viewpoints that influence the adaptation of capabilities when
migrating software products into the cloud, companies are made aware of the
interdependencies that play a role during the migration. The interdependencies are
present in the framework on three levels. The first level regards interdependencies
between the software vendor and their external environment. The cultural viewpoint
captures developments in the market and customer behaviour that can influence the
cloud migration. The governance viewpoint captures the fact that the software vendor
is subject to laws and regulations that might exist in different markets or countries
they operate in and that can influence the decision making continuum available. The
second level regards internal dependencies that can influence the migration steps into
the cloud. The cultural and management viewpoint capture the internal culture of the
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software vendor and its business processes. Both can influence the efficiency and
effectiveness of the cloud migration. The application viewpoint captures the work of
software developers, which can influence how products are migrated into the cloud.
The third level of interdependencies regards the different stages of the adoption, e.g.
planning, migration, and post-migration. By focusing on viewpoints that influence
decisions rather than plotting the processes of adapting capabilities, the framework
provides an appropriate balance between a structured yet flexible approach. This
balance allows the application of the framework not only during the migration of
software products into the cloud but also to prepare the migration and to continue to
investigate the impact of cloud computing after the migration. Hence, the framework
allows software vendors to continually adapt their capabilities as the internal and
external environment changes.
5.3.3

Limitations of the multi-stage study

The multi-stage study achieved its goal of identifying the underlying processes of
adapting capabilities to cloud computing by investigating the software vendors from a
systemic perspective. However, there are limitations to the multi-stage study that are
discussed in the following.
In hindsight, stage 3 of the multi-stage study revealed many insights about the PPs
and their approach to cloud computing. If this stage would have been carried out first,
instead of investigating the impact of cloud computing on product development, it
might have been possible to structure subsequent stages in a more targeted way, i.e.
get to the issues that are important to the interviewees faster during interviews.
However, there was a reason to design the first stage of the multi-stage study around
the impact of cloud computing on product development (see section 3.3). The
participants of the multi-stage study were all SME software vendors, thus, it was
important for them to address the impact of cloud computing on product development
first so that they could make sure their products succeed in the cloud.
Focusing on general issues (like product development and internal impact) allowed
the study to take a high level perspective. However, when taking a high level
perspective, it is possible to miss minor actions that can have a large impact. In other
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words, the results of the minor actions are represented in the results but the action
itself has not been identified. The way the study was set up tried to address this by (1)
sending the high level interview questions to the interviewees in advance and (2)
staying flexible during the interviews to address issues that appear important to the
interviewee (e.g. asking the interviewees which questions are important to them).
Asking questions about the migration of software products into the cloud after it
happened often lets the interviewees only reflect the positive experiences while
neglecting any setbacks. The way the study was set up tried to address this by asking
the same questions from different angles and following the PPs over a long period.
Round 3 in particular addressed this issue by going through the decisions of the
adoption process. While asking the questions it was always pointed out that the
interviewees should not only recount positive experiences or the option they took but
also explain why they dismissed options.
For some of the results of the study it is not possible to state with absolute certainty if
they are due to a migration of products into the cloud. They can also be the result of
general product development, e.g. the development of a feature many customers have
been waiting for. While analysing the results, an attempt was made to account for this
by looking for similarities between the PPs. It is highly unlikely that two PPs develop
a feature that is requested by many customers at the same time. It is not, however,
possible to eliminate the factor entirely.
The interviews were done with Managing Directors or leaders of product
development. Due to the high-level perspective that was taken for the study it was
desirable to interview people that have a birds-eye view on the company.
Furthermore, for the investigation of capabilities a high-level perspective is
advantageous. For some questions, however, it could have been helpful to interview
people lower in the hierarchy, e.g. developers. In some cases, the interviewee
confirmed information they provided by checking with colleagues lower in the
hierarchy or by providing internal documents (e.g. presentations).

5.4 Conclusions
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This chapter presented and discussed the results of the third and fourth round of the
multi-stage study with five SME software vendors that migrated their software
products into the cloud. The third round identified major decisions the PPs made
during the adoption and categorised these into an anticipatory approach and a reactive
approach to cloud computing. The fourth round investigated the relationship of the
software vendors with their cloud providers to understand the effects of that
relationship on the software vendors’ customers. The findings provide two major
conclusions.
First, a framework in the form of four viewpoints has been developed that captures
the underlying processes of adapting capabilities to cloud computing. The framework
provides the answer to RQ1: For SME software vendors migrating their software
products into the cloud, what are the underlying processes of adapting core
capabilities to cloud computing? The software vendors adapt their capabilities to
cloud computing by investigating how the four viewpoints (cultural, management,
application, and governance) influence their existing capabilities in the cloud.
Investigating the influences on existing capabilities enables software vendors to adapt
their capabilities to cloud computing appropriately.
Second, the framework should be extended to allow other software vendors to follow
the underlying processes of the PPs in a similar way. The extension should also allow
a more focused investigation of resilience. The multi-stage study highlighted
throughout how actions the PPs took increased their resilience. Thus, the four
viewpoints already reflect some aspects of resilience. It would be desirable, however,
to relate both concepts, adapting capabilities and increasing resilience, more closely to
allow aspects of resilience actively influence the adaptation of capabilities.
Influencing the adaptation of capabilities through resilience (i.e. create processes that
are robust yet flexible enough to succeed under varying conditions, see section 2.2)
would also be a step towards answering RQ2. The next chapter tests the Functional
Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) as a first step towards answering RQ2 and
relating the concepts of capabilities and resilience more closely.
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6 Increasing resilience by migrating software products into
the cloud
The objective of this chapter is testing the Functional Resonance Analysis Method
(FRAM) as a method that can inform steps to increase and measure the resilience of
software vendors that migrate their software products into the cloud. Thus, FRAM is
tested as the answer to RQ2: How can SME software vendors that plan to migrate
their software products into the cloud increase their resilience with the adaptation of
capabilities affected by cloud computing and how can the increase be measured? In
this chapter FRAM has been applied with PP1 from the multi-stage study to find out
(1) if they became more resilient by migrating their software product into the cloud
and (2) if FRAM can explain why they became more resilient.
This chapter is structured as follows. The next section decomposes the above goals to
explain how they can be achieved (see section 6.1). The motivations for using FRAM
to investigate the resilience of software vendors were laid out in section 2.4.2. Section
6.2 goes into more detail by explaining the elements and steps of a FRAM analysis.
Afterwards the methodology for the FRAM analysis is described and the reasons for
carrying out the FRAM analysis with PP1 are explained (see section 6.3). The last
two sections of this chapter analyse and discuss the results of the FRAM analysis with
PP1 (see sections 6.4 and 6.5).

6.1 Goals of the FRAM analysis
The multi-stage study illustrated what effects cloud computing had on the software
vendors and what actions they took to exploit the opportunities presented by cloud
computing while avoiding adverse effects. This chapter will build on the classification
of effects and actions by carrying out a FRAM analysis to identify in what areas of
the company PP1 took actions first, if these actions had an effect on the resilience of
PP1 and how the actions were gradually rolled out to the entire company. Thus, it will
be possible to conclude if FRAM can inform steps that are necessary to increase
system resilience.
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The goals of the FRAM analysis with PP1 will be achieved by creating two separate
FRAM models. The first FRAM model will show PP1’s functions before the
migration of their product into the cloud, i.e. the traditional way of doing business.
The second FRAM model will show the functions after the migration of their software
product into the cloud. With two FRAM models it is possible to understand how and
why individual functions have changed and what the impact on the company as a
whole was. Furthermore, it is possible to conclude what actions PP1 took to exploit
opportunities presented by cloud computing while avoiding adverse effects.

6.2 Elements and steps of a FRAM analysis
Section 2.4.2 briefly introduced FRAM (Hollnagel 2012b), which consists of
functions that are connected with each other through aspects. Functions are
abstractions to capture work routines and related resources, tangible and intangible
ones. The six aspects are Input, Output, Time, Control, Precondition, and Resources.
Figure 23 shows an example of a FRAM model.

Figure 23 - Example of a single FRAM function and its six aspects responsible for marketing

It is possible to define functions on different levels of organisation. The level of detail
and the number of functions depend on the purpose for which FRAM is being used.
<Market products>, for example, could be a function, like in Figure 23, but it is also
possible to go into more detail by decomposing <Market products>, as shown in
Figure 24 at the end of this section (page 122). The first step in a FRAM analysis
should therefore always be the identification of functions that are necessary to
succeed in everyday situations. It is possible and sometimes advantageous to
concentrate on high-level functions at first and go into more detail in later stages of
the analysis. It is not important which function is identified first. In a FRAM analysis
there are not always clear start and end functions. Furthermore, the aspects of the
functions ensure that all necessary functions are identified.
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Once an initial set of functions has been identified, the functions need to be described
in more detail by defining (some of) their aspects:

•

Input: is used or transformed by the function to produce the Output. Input can
be anything like material, information, etc. The Input starts a function.

•

Output: the result of what the function does. The Output can be anything like
material, information, etc. When the Output has been produced, the function is
completed.

•

Precondition: has to be true or verified in order for a function to start. It does
not in itself, however, constitute a signal to start a function. The Input starts a
function. This distinction can be used to decide whether something should be
an Input or a Precondition.

•

Control: regulates or supervises a function so that the desired (or planned)
Output is produced. Control can be a plan, a set of guidelines or rules, a
schedule, etc. Control can also be social expectations, e.g. those by
management or supervisors.

•

Resource: is consumed when the function is executed. A Resource can be
anything like matter, information, a machine, a software tool, etc.

•

Time: captures the different ways in which time can affect a function. Time
can be considered another form of Control. For example, a function may need
to be carried out before, after, or in parallel to another function. Time can also
relate to a single function that needs to start at a certain point in time.

Functions need to have at least an Input or Output. Only the Output of a function can
be connected to other aspects of other functions, i.e. connecting Precondition to
Control is not allowed. It is often useful not to describe all aspects of a function at
first, as this can make the analysis complex and it is easy to loose sight of the bigger
picture. It is recommended to describe only those aspects that are deemed appropriate
for the analysis and for which information is available. For all other cases background
functions can be defined. Background functions only have an Input or Output and are
assumed to be stable during the execution of the function (background functions are
grey in FRAM models).
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FRAM allows the analysis of resilience (see section 2.4.2 for a description of the
underlying principles of FRAM). As software vendors that migrate their software
products into the cloud take over responsibilities from the customer and, at the same
time, outsource responsibilities to the cloud provider, understanding the resilience of
the software vendor and how it can be increased enables them to react to and
anticipate changing circumstances faster. In addition, a higher level of resilience will
also help the software vendor bounce back to normal performance after a major
negative event, e.g. if the cloud provider has an outage.
Section 2.4.2 introduced the concept of performance variabilities, as it was the main
reason for choosing FRAM as a method to investigate resilience. The concept of
performance variabilities captures how the variability of individual functions in
FRAM models can sometimes reinforce each other, causing the variability of one
function to exceed its limits. The consequences can be negative as well as positive
(Hollnagel 2012b). The identification of performance variabilities in FRAM requires
the instantiation of a FRAM model. As the aim of a FRAM model is to capture
functions and their couplings for everyday situations, a FRAM model always shows
potential couplings between functions until the model has been instantiated.
Instantiating a model means investigating the functions and couplings in/for a specific
situation in a specific context. For the purpose of this chapter it is the migration of
software products into the cloud. By knowing how functions behave in this situation
and context, it is possible to identify performance variabilities. Three types of
performance variabilities can be distinguished.
First, the function itself can experience performance variabilities, so called internal
performance variability. In this case a function can fail due to organisational
pressures that affect human performance or because equipment has not been
maintained properly (wear and tear). Second, the function can fail due to a change in
the working environment, so called external performance variability. In this case, a
function fails because it operates outside its designed parameters, e.g. extreme
weather conditions. Third, the output from other functions can affect downstream
functions. Downstream functions are those functions that use the Output of other
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functions as Input, Precondition, etc. If an upstream function varies in performance
(or fails) and the Output is not as it should be (or not available at all) it can affect
downstream functions. For example, if the Output of an upstream function is the
Precondition for a downstream function, the downstream function will not start as not
all conditions are fulfilled (similar to the example in Figure 24 at the end of this
section).
The Output of functions can be affected by the internal, external, and downstream
performance variability in terms of time and precision. Performance variability can
cause functions to produce Output (1) too early, (2) on time, (3) too late, or (4) not at
all. With regard to precision, performance variability can cause functions to produce
Output that is (1) precise, (2) acceptable, or (3) imprecise. Investigating performance
variabilities only with regard to time and precision represents a simplified version of
performance variabilities. There is also a more elaborate way, which includes the
identification of performance variabilities through common conditions (CCs). CCs
are, for example, the availability of procedures and plans, conditions of work,
circadian rhythm and stress, etc. (a complete list can be found in Hollnagel 2012a).
The more elaborate way has been deemed inappropriate for the adoption of cloud
computing because the majority of CCs deal with accidents where people’s lives are
at risk (and thus the CCs cover factors related to relevant causes). The reason for this
is that FRAM has originally been developed for accident investigations (retrospective
analysis) and safety assessments (prospective analysis). Although in today’s
environment all software vendors rely on technologies such as cloud computing, they
are business critical but do not necessarily cause the loss of life in case of disruptions.
When using the more elaborate way to identify performance variabilities it is
necessary to categorise each function:
•

Human (M-functions): functions that are carried out mainly by people, thus,
performance variabilities depend on the performance of people;

•

Technology (T-functions): functions that depend on technology to perform
appropriately, thus, performance variabilities depend on the performance of
the technology, such as automated functions;
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•

Organisation (O-functions): functions that are carried out by a group of people
with additional means, e.g. a technology, thus, performance variabilities
depend on the performance of the whole group;

When investigating the performance variabilities of a software vendor that plans to
migrate their software product into the cloud, the classification of functions into the
three categories will not be done. This study aims to investigate how PP1 has
migrated their software products into the cloud from a technical and organisational
perspective. Hence, the study will only capture those functions that contain both
perspectives, i.e. O-functions.
The FRAM model from Figure 23 has been extended to show <Market products> in
more detail in Figure 24. To connect the first three functions only their Input and
Output aspects have been described. The description of the aspects is shown as text
boxes on the lines between the hexagons. <Provide advertising budget> is different
from the rest as its Output is a Resource aspect for <Develop under 20s commercial>
(it is a Resource aspect because budget is consumed during the execution and needs to
be available throughout the execution of the function). <Develop under 20s
commercial> can only start (and be continued) when budget is available. The
functions in Figure 24 have also been analysed for performance variabilities.
<Develop under 20s commercial> is likely to experience performance variabilities
(shown by the wave symbol in the hexagon) due to the Resource aspect of <Provide
advertising budget>. If the budget is not sufficient, <Develop under 20s commercial>
is likely to produce an Output that is imprecise. Thus, the performance of an upstream
function affects the performance of a downstream function.
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Figure 24 – Same FRAM as in Figure 4 to show performance variabilities (as a wave symbol in the hexagon).
Background functions are shown in grey.

6.3 Methodology of the FRAM analysis with PP1
To conclude if FRAM is a suitable method to increase and measure the resilience of
software vendors when migrating their software products into the cloud, it is
necessary to apply it with a software vendor in practice, i.e. a case-study approach
was chosen for the reasons elaborated in section 3.2. The following section will
explain the methodology for testing FRAM. PP1 from the multi-stage study was
chosen due to their operating model (see next section) and because sufficient trust had
been established between PP1 and the researcher during the multi-stage study. As
FRAM aims to identify functions necessary for everyday situations, a FRAM analysis
might reveal competitive advantages of the participant’s company. The participant
will only feel comfortable enough to discuss functions in the required level of detail if
trust has been established between the participant and the researcher.
6.3.1

Motivation for doing a FRAM analysis with PP1

PP1, from the original sample of companies from the multi-stage study, was chosen
for the FRAM analysis as they continue to sell the on-site and cloud version of their
product at the same time. In fact, PP1 is a software vendor that offers five different
sales models to customers:
1. On-site installation with perpetual license
2. PP1 hosts the solution in the short term until the customer is ready (with
perpetual license)
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3. Solution is hosted in the cloud in the short term until the customer is ready
(with perpetual license)
4. Solution is permanently hosted in the cloud (with perpetual license)
5. Solution is permanently hosted in the cloud (with subscription)
Three of these five sales models, however, can be neglected. In general, there are no
differences in the services customers receive regardless of whether they bought a
perpetual license or use the subscription model. This means sales models 4 and 5 can
be considered as being the same. PP1 recently discontinued to offer sales model 2 and
offers sales model 3 instead. Since sales model 3 requires functionality from both
sales models 1 and 5, this sales model is sufficiently represented by models 1 and 5.
This leaves PP1 with only two different sales models that are worth investigating in
more detail:
1. On-site installation
2. Solution is permanently hosted in the cloud
The FRAM analysis with PP1 was carried out during a 2-hour interview with the
Managing Director of PP1. Data collected during the multi-stage study (see chapters 4
and 5) was used to prepare the FRAM analysis (see below). The FRAM analysis was
carried out in four steps:
1. Identify functions and aspects that show PP1 before the migration to the cloud,
i.e. on-site installation
2. Identify performance variabilities in the functions for the on-site installation
3. Identify functions and aspects that show PP1 after the migration to the cloud
4. Analyse the effects of cloud computing on the performance variabilities by
comparing the before and after cloud migration FRAM models
6.3.2

A generic customer lifecycle to guide the data collection

A generic customer lifecycle has been developed to guide the data collection with PP1
(see Figure 25). The lifecycle will assist in identifying functions and describing their
aspects. It has been developed based on data collected during the multi-stage study
and was considered as a model to guide the analysis and not one to prescribe it. Other
software vendors might find that the generic customer lifecycle does not apply to
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them, depending on their business model and the kind of products or services they
distribute. In addition to presenting and explaining the generic customer lifecycle to
PP1, a similar lifecycle that takes a product focus was presented (see Appendix D).
PP1 deemed the customer lifecycle as more appropriate for their business model.

Figure 25 - Visualisation of the FRAM functions. Please note that the I (for Input) and O (for Output) in the
Acquire customer and Increase customer satisfaction functions respectively are circled red because the aspects do
not lead to another function.

To keep an open mind for the subsequent analysis, only high-level functions and
aspects have been defined in the generic customer lifecycle. In the following, the
generic customer lifecycle will be explained using the FRAM model notion.
The customer lifecycle has four functions: (1) <Acquire customer>, (2) <Set up
customer>, (3) <Service customer>, and (4) <Increase customer satisfaction>.
<Acquire customer> contains everything that is necessary to acquire
new customers. This can, for example, include elements of Sales &
Marketing such as advertisement, or calling potential customers.
The function Acquire customer has two Inputs that can start the
function: (1) [Project bid] where the software vendor bids on a
publicly advertised project of a potential customer, (2) [Customer
request] where a customer contacts the software vendor directly, e.g.
because they came across an ad or searched for the product on the
Internet. Within the function Acquire customer, a potential customer
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is converted to a customer. The Output of the function is, therefore
[Contract and SLA (Service Level Agreement) signed] between the
customer and the software vendor.
<Set up customer> contains everything necessary to enable
customers to use the product or service the software vendor
provides. This can include, for example, installing the product in the
customers data centre, train the customer’s employees, etc. The
Output of the function is [Customer is set up] at which point they
are able to use the product or service distributed by the software
vendor.
< Service customer> deals with everyday problems customers might
have. In other words, it contains everything necessary to support the
users of the software vendor’s product. This can mean responding to
technical questions users might have, e.g. if something is not
working, assisting the customer in updating the products, or
capturing feature requests. The Output of this function is [Request
for product alteration], because only the development of new
product features is not covered by <Service customer>. That is the
purpose of the last function in the lifecycle.
<Increase customer satisfaction> contains everything necessary to
retain customers as long as possible. In other words, this function
deals with long-term customer issues, such as developing product
features, whereas the previous function deals with short-term user
issues, such as bugs or technical difficulties. The Output is
<Enhanced product functionality>. With this function, the lifecycle
comes back to the start as a new customer has been acquired and
their long-term satisfaction is ensured. It would be possible to
connect <Increase customer satisfaction> to <Acquire customer>, as
the Output [Enhanced product functionality] can function as a
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Control aspect for <Acquire customer> (because new features can
make it easier to expand the customer base).
During a FRAM analysis, a graphical presentation of the FRAM model can be
produced by using the software tool FRAM Model Visualiser. The result for the
functions described above is shown in Figure 25. A table presentation for one
function is shown in Table 4. They can be useful to provide additional information,
e.g. description of the function (the FRAM Model Visualiser provides the option to
produce a report that contains the graphical presentation and tables). Depending on
the number and couplings of the functions, the visualisation of the FRAM model can
become complicated and referring to the tables might be more practical.
Table 4 - Table presentation of the second function of the customer lifecycle FRAM

6.3.3

Name
of
function
Description

Set up customer

Aspect
Input
Output
Precondition
Resources
Control
Time

Description of aspect
Contract and SLA signed with customer
Customer is set up

Containing all actions and tasks to enable the customer
to use the software vendor’s products and services.

Avoiding drawbacks from similar FRAM studies

Studies that applied FRAM in practice are very limited. Those studies that did apply
FRAM in practice had major drawbacks that this study aims to avoid. The majority of
FRAM studies identified a large number of functions. Having too many functions can
stifle the ability to understand situations clearly and to identify measures that can
dampen performance variabilities. Herrera & Woltjer (2010), for example, identified
19 functions and Frost & Mo (2014) identified 24 functions. With a large number of
functions people, who are unfamiliar with the situation, will struggle to understand
the FRAM model due to cognitive limits. While creating a FRAM model, it is
important to focus on functions that are necessary for the situation that is being
investigated.
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Other FRAM studies mix work-as-imagined and work-as-done (e.g. Frost & Mo
2014). Work-as-imagined shows how managers and decision makers imagine work is
being carried out. Thus, work-as-imagined often closely resembles formal process and
flow charts. Work-as-done shows how work is carried out in practice. Workers often
have to adjust their behaviour to react to new information and they create
workarounds that differ from formal process and flow charts. Thus, work-as-imagined
often differs from work-as-done and their FRAM models can look very different. Two
studies (Belmonte et al. 2011; de Carvalho 2011) have used FRAM without
accounting for differences between work-as-imagined and work-as-done. They built
their FRAM models based on existing reports and official documents, e.g. failure
reports and process charts, and used FRAM only to validate the results of these
reports without interviewing workers, i.e. only showing work-as-imagined.
Furthermore, when building FRAM models based on the results of other reports, one
has to account for differences in the underlying models and assumptions of each
method. As every method represents an abstraction from reality they exclude certain
aspects. If, however, method A excludes aspects that are important for method B,
method B will not show the situation accurately and can even provide a false sense of
security. Hence, it is important to describe functions and their aspects with raw data
or, at least, use compatible methods, i.e. those that rely on similar underlying models
and assumptions.

6.4 Results
6.4.1

Before cloud migration FRAM model

The functions from the customer lifecycle of the previous section were explained to
the Managing Director of PP1 and their applicability discussed. With the information
gathered it was possible to provide a much more detailed description of the functions
and their aspects in comparison to the generic customer lifecycle (see Figure 26). In
the following, each function of the before cloud migration FRAM model will be
explained in more detail to show work-as-done for the on-site installation of PP1’s
software product.
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Figure 26 - Before cloud migration FRAM
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<Create customer profile> is a background function that starts the
FRAM model. PP1 is working together with another company that
creates profiles of potential customers that PP1 uses to contact them.
[Customer profile] is therefore the Input for <Acquire customer>.
<Acquire customer> converts potential customers into actual
customers. At the end of this function, the customer has accepted
the proposal from PP1 and receives the product requirements. The
product requirements describe what kind of hardware and access to
databases PP1 needs from the customer so that the product can be
installed in the customer’s data centre.
<Customer sets up product environment> represents the tasks
related to setting up the hardware and access to databases. This
function is outside of PP1’s control. PP1 can provide guidance to
the customer but the customer retains the final responsibility. Only
when this function is completed and the Output [Customer’s data
centre is ready] has been produced can <Consult customer> start.
Therefore, the Output of <Customer sets up product environment>
is a Control aspect of <Consult customer> (since the data centre
needs to remain ready during the execution of <Consult customer>,
otherwise it would have been a Precondition).
<Consult customer> collects information necessary for tailoring the
initial installation of PP1’s product to the specific needs of the
customer, e.g. reflecting the customer’s business processes. The
function produces two Outputs that are necessary towards enabling
the customer to start using the product. The first Output is
[Consultants understand customer situation] that is the Input for
<Define product variables>. The second Output is [SLA between
PP1 and customer] that is a Control aspect for <Service customer>.
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<Define product variables> uses the information collected in
<Consult customer> to tailor the product to the customer’s needs.
The generic solution that is installed initially contains variables,
such as the number of items on a report, which have been defined
very broadly. The consultants can define the range of these variables
more strictly to represent the customer’s situation accurately.
Therefore, the Output is [Solution is altered to customer’s needs]. At
this point, the customer can start using the product, which is shown
by the fact that the Output is the Input for <Service customer> and
<Increase customer satisfaction>. If, however, the product is not
able to capture the customer’s situation appropriately the
background function <Alter product> becomes important.
<Alter product> is a background function that captures the event if a
software developer from PP1 has to alter the backend of the solution
to satisfy customer requirements. Because this function is not
relevant to every customer, its Output [Product features changed] is
a Control aspect of <Define product variables>.
<Service customer> is carried out by PP1’s support staff and deals
with everyday problems users might encounter, e.g. a report is not
being produced as expected. Customers have a phone number and
FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) sheets they can consult in these
cases.
<Increase customer satisfaction> is handled by the sales department.
The sales people who carry out this function are, however, different
from those carrying out <Acquire customer>. The function’s goal is
to retain customers by convincing them to buy upgrades or new
products. To achieve this goal, the function uses [Customer history]
that is the Output of <Service customer> to know what kinds of
issues the customer’s users struggle with.
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<Customer extends contract> is a background function that ends the
FRAM model. <Increase customer satisfaction> produces the
Output [New customer requirements addressed] which is the Input
for <Customer extends contract> and is used as a means to show
that customers will extend the contract if their requirements are
addressed.
6.4.2

Identifying performance variabilities

Together with the Managing Director the researcher discussed in which functions PP1
either sees potential performance variability or has experienced performance
variabilities in the past (in terms of time and precision). Potential performance
variabilities in functions are represented through a wave symbol in the hexagon. For
three out of the six foreground functions potential performance variabilities could be
identified. They are elaborated in the following.
•

<Acquire customer>: Customers sometimes have trouble signing off on
buying the software as the sales price is high which requires people higher
in the hierarchy of the customer to sign off on the investment. This means
the process takes longer and there are more people that can potentially
veto the purchase.

•

<Customer sets up product environment>: The customer often fails to
accomplish this task on time as the customer’s IT department needs a lot
of time to buy new hardware and install it. In some cases this task takes
longer than the time the customer needs PP1’s product.

•

<Service customer>: The customer sometimes fails to install updates
properly or at all. More specifically, customers try to save time by
installing updates directly to their live environment, without testing them
first.

6.4.3

After cloud migration FRAM

Cloud computing changes the responsibilities of PP1. PP1 takes over responsibilities
previously held by the customer and, at the same time, passes on responsibilities over
the infrastructure to the cloud provider. PP1 is required to reflect these changes in the
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FRAM model. A FRAM model showing the functions after the migration into the
cloud reveals how PP1 reacted to the changes in responsibilities (see Figure 27). They
are explained in detail below.
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Figure 27 - After cloud migration FRAM (changed functions are highlighted by a blue frame)
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<Customer sets up product environment> needs to adapt as it
becomes obsolete through cloud computing. <Initiate cloud
environment> has been introduced to replace <Customer sets up
product

environment>.

<Initiate

cloud

environment>

is

responsible for renting the cloud resources from the cloud
provider on which the customer’s solution will be installed.
Similar to the other two functions that are introduced below, this
new function also takes over responsibilities from the customer.
<Service customer> needs to adapt, as it will take over
responsibilities from the customer. Next to supporting the
customer in their everyday use of the product, in the cloud this
function is also responsible for maintaining the product and
installing updates. PP1 introduced two new functions: <Maintain
solution> to ensure that the product is running as is expected by
the customer; <Upgrade customer solution> to fix bugs and
install new features.
All remaining functions of PP1 do not need to adapt, as they are not immediately
affected by the migration of PP1’s software products into the cloud. Furthermore, PP1
decided that other functions could adapt but should not, at least at first, to make the
migration into the cloud efficient.
6.4.4

The impact of cloud computing on performance variabilities

Three functions had performance variabilities before PP1 migrated their software
product into the cloud. They were <Acquire customer>, <Customer sets up product
environment>, and <Service customer>. The migration of PP1’s software product
enabled them to address some of the performance variabilities, as elaborated below.
PP1 was able to dampen the performance variability in <Acquire
customer> by changing their payment models. The reason for the
performance variability was that PP1’s product is high-priced,
which required people high in the hierarchy of the customer to
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approve the buy. In the cloud, it is possible to offer a subscription
model, which spreads the initial price over a longer time (e.g. 12
months). By requiring customers to rent the product for a
minimum of 12 months PP1 can ensure that they still get the
same amount of money as before the cloud. Hence, the
performance variability in <Acquire customer> can be dampened
by a move to the cloud.
The performance variability in <Customer sets up product
environment> existed because customers often needed too long
to install necessary hardware in their data centres. Through a
move to the cloud, this performance variability can be eliminated
because the function became obsolete. The function is replaced
by <Initiate cloud environment>. It is responsible for renting the
cloud resources form the cloud provider on which the customer’s
solution will be installed. Therefore, PP1 is now in control of
acquiring necessary computing resources
The performance variability in <Service customer> can be
dampened but is replaced by a new performance variability. The
reason for the performance variability was that customers
sometimes failed to install updates correctly and made PP1
responsible for a faulty product. In the cloud, PP1 is responsible
for installing updates. They can ensure that these are installed
properly and in a timely manner. However, they have to rely on
the cloud provider for their computing resources. If the cloud
provider has an outage PP1’s product is unavailable. Therefore,
the performance variability in <Service customer> continues to
exist, albeit it has a different nature.

6.5 Discussion
The FRAM analysis with PP1 provides two major findings. First, it shows how
FRAM informs steps to increase and measure a company’s resilience during the
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migration of software products into the cloud. Second, it shows how FRAM can
inform organisational changes necessary to increase resilience, i.e. how it is used
outside of its original domain of incident investigations and safety assessments. The
two major findings are explained in more detail in turn.
6.5.1

Actions taken by PP1 during the migration

The Managing Director of PP1 stated during the study that the goals for adopting
cloud computing were clear from the start. How to change the organisation to achieve
the goals, however, was not clear from the start. Hence, PP1 adopted an ad-hoc
approach in which they took necessary immediate actions to deal with the effects of
cloud computing while leaving other actions for the future. PP1 managed to increase
their resilience not only by dampening performance variabilities, as explained in
section 6.4.4, but also by making complementary organisational changes cloud
computing requires, as explained in the following.
By comparing the before and after cloud migration FRAM models, it is possible to
understand what immediate actions PP1 took, that were necessary to adopt cloud
computing. They took these actions to exploit the advantages of cloud computing, i.e.
offer the product to customers faster and increase customer satisfaction by managing
the product for them. To exploit the advantages of cloud computing the five functions
highlighted in blue in Figure 27 had to change. PP1 also wanted to make the
migration of their software products into the cloud as efficient as possible to save time
and resources. Furthermore, they wanted to be able to retreat from cloud computing in
case of adverse effects emerging. Being able to retreat in case of adverse effects was
necessary for PP1 as they have only one core product from which they generate the
majority of their revenue. If that product would fail in the cloud or customers would
stop buying it, PP1 would quickly experience financial distress. Efficiency and the
ability to retreat are the main reasons why the software vendor kept two core
functions unchanged: <Consult customer> and <Increase customer satisfaction>. By
keeping these two core functions unchanged during the initial migration into the
cloud, PP1 reduced the uncertainty employees and customers experienced during the
migration, to enhance the chances of adopting the new technology successfully. In
addition, no immediate actions were necessary for these functions in order to be able
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to adopt cloud computing. PP1 might change these functions in the long-term to make
them more appropriate for cloud computing and exploit additional opportunities, i.e.
anticipate product features customers might desire (similar to what PP5 from the
multi-stage study is doing in the cloud).
By using PP1’s available resources in a targeted way, i.e. choosing carefully which
functions to change, PP1 was able to dampen the impact of use and technology
uncertainty (see section 2.3). In the cloud, PP1 can monitor more closely how their
products are being used. Monitoring product use allows them to dampen the impact of
use uncertainty, by reacting to and anticipating customer expectations and market
demands quicker. PP1 is able to see what functions of their products are being used
and by whom, e.g. a manager or a technician. Thus, PP1 can customise the product
for different user roles. In order to dampen the impact of technology uncertainty, the
software vendor had to find ways to work around the loss of control to the cloud
provider. PP1 reported that this can sometimes be an issue with customers as they are
concerned with their data now being stored outside of their immediate control. PP1,
however, managed to turn the implications of technology uncertainty into an
advantage. In the cloud, it is easier to provide the product to customers and keep it up
to date, enabling PP1 to increase overall customer satisfaction (despite the fact that
customers give away control over their infrastructure). Customers get the latest
version of the product without having to do anything themselves. To further deal with
the implications of technology uncertainty, PP1 is working with a niche cloud
provider, who is located close by and to whom they have direct contact (see section
5.2). PP1 knows, if something goes wrong, they can go directly to the provider and
work with them (in contrast to bigger providers, like Amazon or Microsoft, where
SMEs are more anonymous).
6.5.2

Applying FRAM to inform organisational changes

As this work presents one of the first applications of FRAM to inform organisational
changes necessary to increase resilience, it is worth discussing the approach taken
with PP1 in detail. Overall, the approach that has been taken for this study provided
useful results. However, further studies are necessary to prove that FRAM is indeed
useful to inform organisational changes (a point chapter 8 will address). By creating
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two separate FRAM models it was possible to investigate how and why individual
functions changed. Investigating changes to individual functions while considering
the bigger picture, i.e. the FRAM model as a whole, appears to be necessary in order
to inform discussions around organisational changes. When incidents are being
investigated, for example, it can be sufficient to create only one FRAM model that
shows the functions necessary for everyday activities, in the way previous FRAM
studies did (see section 6.3.3). Thus, by changing the steps of a FRAM analysis, this
study increases the understanding of FRAM and widens its scope.
The two FRAM models were created together with the Managing Director of PP1.
The description of the functions and their aspects was supplemented by data collected
during the multi-stage study. Combining the FRAM analysis with existing data
collected over an extended period enabled a more detailed FRAM analysis that could
not have been achieved by limiting the data collection to the 2-hour interview of this
study. Indeed, the FRAM analysis proved to be useful as a way of summarising the
results from the multi-stage study.
The generic FRAM customer lifecycle, that has been created to structure the 2-hour
interview with the Managing Director of PP1, appeared to be applicable to the
pressing needs of a software vendor. The Managing Director was shown a similar
lifecycle from a product development perspective with <Instantiate product
environment>, <Set up product>, <Service product>, and <Enhance product
functionality> (see Appendix D for a full description of the product development
lifecycle). The Managing Director dismissed the product development lifecycle as
they think about the impact on customers before making decisions. During the
interview each function of the customer lifecycle was discussed and, if necessary,
changed or decomposed to go into more detail. By doing this, it was possible to save
time during the interview, compared to creating FRAM models on a blank piece of
paper.
The FRAM analysis showed that migrating PP1’s software product into the cloud
does not solve all problems for PP1. Although they were able to dampen and even
eliminate previously experienced performance variabilities, cloud computing exposes
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PP1 to a new performance variability in <Service customer>. Currently, PP1 is using
only one cloud provider to host their product for all customers. Thus, the cloud
provider has become a single point of failure. If the cloud provider has an outage,
PP1’s product will be unavailable to all their cloud customers. PP1 is aware of this
fact, however, they did not express great concern about it. The reason for this might
be that their cloud provider never experienced an outage. PP1 is currently planning to
use Amazon as an additional cloud provider. The exact setup is not clear yet, thus, it
cannot be concluded if this will have an influence on the resilience of PP1. Chapter 2
explained that technology uncertainty makes risk management more difficult because
technologies like cloud computing take away control from companies that adopt it.
The above discussion shows that PP1 has difficulties reacting to the loss of control
and finding appropriate measures to deal with it. Section 2.3.3 suggested a change in
the mind-set of companies from mean time between failures towards mean time to
recovery. Although, in theory, this change in mind-set could help PP1 in dealing with
the loss of control, PP1 does not seem to apply it. Becoming more resilient, as section
2.4 explained, is a continuous process and a company can never be truly resilient
(only more or less resilient). Therefore, using an additional cloud provider could be an
appropriate step towards a mean time to recovery mind-set, thus, increasing the
resilience of PP1 further.
Section 6.2 described two ways for identifying performance variabilities: a simple
way where the Output of a function is affected in terms of time and precision; and a
more elaborate way where performance variability are identified with the help of
common conditions (CCs). The study with PP1 practiced the simple understanding of
performance variabilities, which provided insights for PP1 on how to deal with
performance variabilities, enabling them to increase the resilience of their company.
The investigation of performance variabilities within the IT industry, however,
requires further studies. The cloud FRAM model of PP1 shows, for example, that the
performance variability in <Service customer> is not due to the function itself but due
to its dependabilities, as the function relies on the cloud provider to produce its
Output. The dependabilities are not obvious by looking at the description of the
function, which states that the function assists customers in their daily use of the
product. Hence, performance variabilities within the IT industry need to capture the
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interdependencies between technological and organisational elements of companies
(by collecting additional data chapter 8 will discuss this point in more detail). The
relationship between technological and organisational elements is likely to be more
complex for IT organisations than for the health care or air traffic industry. The health
care industry, for example, relies on technologies for individual tasks and the
technology carries out this task more independently, i.e. it does not change its
behaviour based on how other technologies work, e.g. a medicine pump. Within the
IT industry, however, if one technology fails it can have implications on other
technologies and organisational processes, e.g. if the cloud provider has an outage
customers of the software vendor cannot use its product. For future studies it could be
helpful to create a list of CCs that apply to the IT industry or even software vendors
(an attempt at creating CCs for the IT industry is provided in chapter 8).
While creating the two FRAM models with the Managing Director of PP1 it was
difficult to decide when the two FRAM models would be complete and all
performance variabilities identified. FRAM does not contain a stop signal that tells
the applicant that the FRAM model is complete. This is, however, not due to FRAM
but more due to the fact that FRAM is a qualitative method. Qualitative methods rely
on the interpretation abilities of the applicant. Thus, FRAM will always only be as
useful as the data that is provided by the users and the thoroughness of their analysis.
In other words, depending on the role and responsibilities of the applicant, the FRAM
models of PP1 can look very different, e.g. if a software engineer creates the FRAM
models instead of the Managing Director. As this thesis aims to take a high level
perspective, it was appropriate to create the FRAM models with the Managing
Director and focus on those functions that they deemed appropriate. For future
studies, however, it could be useful to validate the FRAM models with other people in
the organisation (this was requested but not approved by PP1) or create the FRAM
models with people in different roles from the start, i.e. in the form of a group
discussion.
The Time aspect was the only aspect that has not been described for any of the
functions in the two FRAM models. From previous studies that have used FRAM (see
section 6.3.3) it is apparent that the Time aspect is being used and thus does have a
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role to play. One possible explanation for the obsolescence of the Time aspect could
be the domain in which FRAM is being used. In the health care or air traffic industry,
two industries in which FRAM has been applied frequently, it can be important that a
particular function starts at exactly 2pm or parallel to another function (e.g. when
medicine pumps need to work in sync to infuse the right amount of medicine). Within
the IT industry temporal aspects do not appear to be that important. For PP1, for
example, it is not business critical if <Acquire customer> is carried out at 2pm or
2:01pm. For future studies in the IT industry it is dissuaded to eliminate the Time
aspect from functions for two reasons. First, if FRAM is modified in such a way it is
not possible to build on the existing documentation of FRAM, which is extensive
compared to the documentation of similar methods, e.g. STAMP. Second, in the
above study FRAM has been applied to one company in a very particular situation.
Thus, the Time aspect might yet be important for the IT industry, e.g. in other
situations or for different technologies.
6.5.3

Limitations of the FRAM study with PP1

The findings from the FRAM analysis with PP1 need to be considered in the light of
three drawbacks. First, some of the reasons why PP1 became more resilient are due to
the nature of cloud computing and have less to do with the way PP1 migrated their
software product into the cloud, i.e. they are an effect of cloud computing experienced
by all companies that adopt cloud computing. However, in order to increase the
resilience of PP1 in the long term it is important to understand how PP1 integrates the
effects of cloud computing into their daily activities. The FRAM models showed in
detail how PP1 integrated the effects provided by cloud computing to become more
resilient.
Second, the FRAM analysis with PP1 was carried out retrospectively. In other words,
by the time of the FRAM analysis PP1 had already migrated their software products
into the cloud successfully. The FRAM analysis was still useful as it showed how
FRAM needs to be adapted in order to be applied for migrating software products into
the cloud. Furthermore, PP1 appreciated FRAM for enabling them to understand
where their strengths and weaknesses are in terms of resilience. For future studies it
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would be desirable to apply a FRAM analysis prior to the migration. Chapter 8 will
address this point.
Third, the FRAM analysis was carried out only with PP1 from the multi-stage study.
The other participants of the multi-stage study were unavailable due to time
constraints. However, based on the data collected during the multi-stage study it can
be concluded that the high-level functions, especially those in the customer lifecycle
around which the FRAM analysis was organised, also apply to the other PPs and
therefore their FRAM models are likely to show similar increases in resilience.

6.6 Conclusions
This chapter tested FRAM as a method to inform steps to increase and measure the
resilience of software vendors migrating their software products into the cloud. The
findings provide two major conclusions.
First, when FRAM is appropriately adapted, by creating a before and after cloud
migration FRAM model to compare how functions change, FRAM is a suitable
method to inform steps to increase and measure the resilience of software vendors
migrating their software products into the cloud. The results of the FRAM analysis
with PP1 show that they were able to dampen or even eliminate all of their
performance variabilities they experienced before the migration of their software
products into the cloud. However, the FRAM analysis also showed that cloud
computing exposes PP1 to at least one new performance variability. Therefore,
increasing system resilience is a continuous process. This study was very limited in its
scope by applying FRAM to one software vendor. Chapter 8 will test FRAM (in a
modified form, see chapter 7) with more companies to collect further evidence that
confirm and validate the conclusions of this chapter.
Second, this chapter concludes that FRAM is the answer to RQ2: How can SME
software vendors that plan to migrate their software products into the cloud increase
their resilience with the adaptation of capabilities affected by cloud computing and
how can the increase be measured? Software vendors planning to migrate their
software products into the cloud need to adapt their functions to dampen existing
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performance variabilities during the migration and to avoid the emergence of new
performance variabilities. Adapting functions to address performance variabilities can
ripple through coupled functions, as this chapter showed, requiring them to adapt as
well, so that additional performance variabilities are avoided. Hence, adapting
functions to dampen performance variabilities can have a significant influence on
existing capabilities. If, for example, a function that has been adapted to dampen
performance variabilities was part of a capability, the capability needs to adapt as its
means have changed. Thus, companies need to reflect the changes they make to
dampen performance variabilities in their capabilities. The next section introduces
cFRAM to allow companies to inform the adaptation of capabilities based on the
changes they make to functions. cFRAM will allow them to adapt their capabilities in
a way that increases the company’s resilience.
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7 cFRAM – Planning the migration of software products
into the cloud
The objective of this chapter is the development of a method, to be used in practice,
that allows software vendors to adapt their capabilities to cloud computing in a way
that increases the company’s resilience. The method will be called cFRAM (c for
capabilities) and extends FRAM through the four viewpoints that capture the
underlying processes of adapting capabilities (see chapter 5). By combining the
answers to RQ1 and RQ2 cFRAM provides the answer to the overarching research
question: How can companies adapt their capabilities to technological discontinuities
to increase the company’s resilience?
cFRAM has four steps. In the first step data is collected to identify functions and
describe aspects that represent the current way of doing business (i.e. creation of a
before cloud migration FRAM model). In the second step, more data is collected to
describe functions and aspects in more detail. Furthermore, performance variabilities
of functions are identified. In the third step the existing capabilities of the company
are identified and described by analysing functions and their resources with the four
viewpoints. In the fourth step, the move to the cloud is planned by adapting the
functions from the before cloud migration FRAM model to accommodate cloud
computing and, if possible, dampen performance variabilities (i.e. creation of an after
cloud migration FRAM model). Furthermore, the impact of the after cloud migration
FRAM model on existing capabilities is analysed to inform their adaptation or the
development of new capabilities.
This chapter is structured as follows. After laying out the motivations for relating
FRAM to capabilities (see section 7.1) the intended users of cFRAM are described to
identify requirements cFRAM needs to satisfy (see section 7.2). Afterwards the
theoretical model and assumptions of cFRAM are explained (see section 7.3). The
second half of this chapter explains the steps of a cFRAM analysis in detail and
illustrates them through examples (see section 7.4). This chapter concludes by
introducing a handbook in which cFRAM is explained to allow the application
without an expert being present (see section 7.5).
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7.1 Motivation for relating the FRAM to capabilities
FRAM was used as the basic method to investigate capabilities when migrating
software products into the cloud for four reasons. First, functions in FRAM are
similar to capabilities. Functions within FRAM contain everything necessary to carry
out a task. Similar to capabilities, functions can contain tangible and intangible
elements, such as machines, documents, personnel, etc. In other words, both capture
organisational routines. The only difference between functions and capabilities is that
one function can contain several capabilities and one capability can reside in several
functions, i.e. n-to-n relationship.
Second, both FRAM and capabilities focus on what a system does rather than how it
is structured. By focusing on what a system does, tangible and intangible
organisational elements can be captured. Furthermore, emergent behaviour can also
be captured and investigated (Hollnagel 2012b). In order for companies to become
more resilient necessary activities have to be made an inherent part of everyone’s
daily activities. Thus, a higher level of resilience can only be achieved by what people
do (where the structure of the system supports them in doing it, Roberts 1990).
Third, with the analysis of functional resonance the concept of resilience is already
built into FRAM. Chapter 6 successfully tested FRAM for its ability to inform steps
to increase and measure resilience. Through the identification of performance
variabilities that exist in functions, software vendors can analyse how they might want
to adapt functions during the migration into the cloud in order to eliminate or dampen
them. To increase their resilience in the long-term, however, software vendors have to
reflect the adaptations to functions in their capabilities.
Fourth, FRAM is flexible and easy to use. Hence, it does not require a lot of training
and allows software vendors to focus only on the organisational challenges that are
relevant to their circumstances. Through the identification and description of
functions, software vendors can concentrate on investigating those functions in more
detail that they deem important. For all remaining functions, background functions
can be described that can be investigated in more detail at a later stage of the
adoption.
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7.2 Intended research users and their requirements
cFRAM builds on the definition of the research users and requirements of the original
FRAM but defines these more specifically so that they are applicable to software
vendors that want to migrate their software products into the cloud. cFRAM targets
Managing Directors or leaders of Product Development of SME software vendors that
want to explore the possibility of distributing their software products via the cloud.
From this goal, the following research users can be defined.
In the cloud, capabilities reside in a network rather than a single organisation (see
chapters 4 and 5). cFRAM takes that into account by enabling the analysis of complex
systems where dependencies between different actors of a system exist (similar to that
of the original FRAM). Software vendors that migrate their software products into the
cloud need to be aware of the dependencies between them, the cloud provider, and the
end-customers. Otherwise, they might offer features to customers that are not
supported by the cloud provider. cFRAM shows which functions of the software
vendor have a connection with the cloud provider and which with the customer.
The following requirements for cFRAM emerge. To understand the complementary
organisational changes cloud computing requires it is important to consider the
viewpoints of different departments. Hence, the method needs to be applicable during
group discussions with people from different departments where the Managing
Director or leader of product development would take over the role as moderator and
navigate through the steps of a cFRAM analysis. cFRAM should assist software
vendors in answering organisational questions about the adoption of cloud computing.
Technical difficulties of migrating software products into the cloud, e.g. the partition
of databases, might be outside the scope of cFRAM.

7.3 Theoretical model and underlying assumptions
Developing a method that assists software vendors in adapting their capabilities to
cloud computing in a way that makes their company more resilient requires the
definition of an underlying model and its assumptions. The model and assumptions
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encapsulate a simplified version of the way software vendors deal with cloud
computing. It is important for users of the method to understand the model and its
assumptions as they describe what the method can do and what its limitations are
(Hollnagel 2012b).
The ability to adapt capabilities to cloud computing is not built into FRAM. In order
to extend FRAM to inform the adaptation capabilities, the steps of a FRAM analysis
will be changed while retaining the original elements of a FRAM model, i.e. functions
and aspects. Only changing the steps of a FRAM analysis lets users of the method
build on the extensive documentation of the original FRAM.
Although functions and capabilities are abstractions to capture organisational
routines, functions are abstractions on a lower level than capabilities. Because there is
a difference in the layer of abstraction functions and capabilities have an n-to-n
relationship, i.e. one capability can reside in many functions and one function can
contain many capabilities. When planning the migration into the cloud, software
vendors will want to aim to adapt those capabilities that are going to be affected by a
migration into the cloud (positively or negatively) and that reside in more than one
function, i.e. core capabilities.
Using cFRAM to adapt capabilities to cloud computing makes it necessary to add
steps to a FRAM analysis after the functions and performance variabilities for the
current way of doing business have been identified (i.e. after the creation of the before
cloud migration FRAM model). The steps that are added assist software vendors in
abstracting from individual functions and their resources to tasks that several
functions, together, aim to achieve. cFRAM abstracts from functions and their
resources through the framework with the four viewpoints (cultural, management,
application, and governance).
The four viewpoints are the result of the multi-stage study that investigated software
vendors during the migration of their software products into the cloud from a systemic
perspective (see chapters 4 & 5). They capture the underlying processes of adapting
capabilities to cloud computing. Thus, by being aware of the viewpoints, software
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vendors are better able to accommodate the different factors that influence the
adaptation of their capabilities to cloud computing.
By incorporating the four viewpoints into cFRAM they are adapted so that they can
be used to inform the adaptation of capabilities to cloud computing. Informing the
adaptation of capabilities is done in two steps. First, the viewpoints are used to
identify existing capabilities within a software vendor. Second, the viewpoints are
used to inform the adaptation of existing capabilities to cloud computing by allowing
software vendors to react to and anticipate the critical success factors of cloud
computing that the four viewpoints capture.
To identify the existing capabilities of a software vendor, i.e. step 3 of cFRAM, the
resources of functions that show the current way of going business (before cloud
migration FRAM model) need to be listed. The focus is on resources of functions as,
according to the definition of capabilities, capabilities combine different resources in
a structured way to achieve a specific task (see section 2.1). The resources can either
come from other functions that are connected through the Resource aspect of a
function, or they can be internal resources such as people, documents, machines, etc.
After listing the resources of a function, they are assigned to one of the four
viewpoints depending on the factors that influence or constrain the use of the
resource. The use of a resource called ‘customer history of support issues’ is, for
example, influenced by the management viewpoint, as the resource needs to be
managed in order to inform the development of features (support issues between
customers need to be compared, the feasibility of new product features needs to be
discussed, etc.). In order words, just having the resource is not sufficient. Identifying
the influences and constraints across resources of functions will reveal the capabilities
that are going to be affected by cloud computing (section 7.4.3 below will go into
more detail with additional examples).
To inform the adaptation of existing capabilities when planning the migration into the
cloud, i.e. step 4 of cFRAM, it is necessary to repeat step 3 of cFRAM. Instead of
using the functions and resources of the before cloud migration FRAM model,
software vendors use the after cloud migration FRAM model that shows how they
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plan to adapt functions and resources to accommodate cloud computing. After having
listed the resources available in the cloud and having assigned them to one of the four
viewpoints, software vendors can compare the resources and viewpoints with those of
the before cloud migration FRAM model. The differences between both lists inform
the adaptation of capabilities. In very general terms, the higher the number of
differences between both lists, the more likely it is that existing capabilities are
inappropriate for cloud computing. Thus, they require adaptation or entirely new
capabilities need to be developed.
The following list suggests what kind of resources are often related to what viewpoint
•

Cultural: Often plays a role for resources where people are involved. People
can be the resource (or part of the resource) or people can be affected by the
use of a resource.

•

Management: Often plays a role when the use of software needs to be
coordinated with other resources, e.g. people or business processes.

•

Application: Is likely to play a role for resources that are part of product
development or distribution.

•

Governance: Often plays a role where documents are involved, which describe
how a task needs to be carried out.

7.4 Steps of a cFRAM analysis
A cFRAM analysis has four steps. Step 3 and 4 of cFRAM contain several sub-steps
as the following listing shows:
1. Collecting data to identify functions
2. Describing the main functions and identifying performance variabilities
3. Identifying existing capabilities
3.1. Identify the three most important functions
3.2. Define the resources of the functions and assign them to one of the four
viewpoints
3.3. Identify capability (or capabilities)
3.4. Extrapolate capabilities to other functions (or identify additional capabilities)
4. Planning the move to the cloud
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4.1. Adapt functions to the cloud
4.2. Investigate impact of adaptations on performance variabilities
4.3. Investigate impact of adaptations on existing capabilities and inform
development of new capabilities
In the following, each step of a cFRAM analysis will be explained in more detail.
7.4.1

Step 1: Collecting data to identify functions

The data collection of a cFRAM analysis was designed to be flexible. The guidance
proposed in this step has been informed by the findings from chapters 4, 5, and 6, and
the original FRAM handbook (Hollnagel et al. 2014). As this step is very similar to
what has been done in section 6.4.1 with PP1, the focus will be on explaining how
software vendors can apply step 1 without an expert of FRAM being present. It
should be regarded as a suggestion as some software vendors might find that it does
not apply to them, depending on their business model and products.
Within SME software vendors, everyone is part of product-development, distribution, or -support. Therefore, a group discussion is suggested to start the data
collection. Although group discussions can be more difficult to organise for
companies and one person might overshadow others’ opinions, the advantages
outweigh the drawbacks (Cabrerizo et al. 2010). In a group discussion people from
various departments can take part and offer their views (Chosokabe et al. 2015).
Different views are necessary to identify the organisational changes cloud computing
requires, e.g. in the areas of HR, Sales & Marketing or Finances. It is recommended
that the form of a group discussion be maintained for all stages of a cFRAM analysis.
The following list is only a suggestion of departments that could offer valuable input
for the data collection:

•
•
•
•

Sales & Marketing
Software development
Technical infrastructure
Support
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•

Other roles or departments depending on the kind of software product or
services being sold

There should be a moderator to guide the discussion and to ask opening questions.
The job of the moderator is also to encourage everyone to speak openly, not only
about successes but also failures. The moderator should ideally be someone in a highlevel position who has a good overview of the different departments and product
areas. It could be, for example, the Managing Director or the leader of product
development.
The following high-level questions are suggested to start a discussion to identify the
functions of the FRAM model that represents the current way of doing business (i.e.
before cloud migration FRAM). The questions are based on the generic customer
lifecycle that has been successfully tested in chapter 6:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How do we acquire new customers?
How are new customers set up to use our products?
How are users supported in their everyday use of our products?
How do we achieve long-term customer satisfaction?

While the proposed questions are being discussed, it is important to focus on the
identification of functions that are necessary for everyday activities, and order all
other information around these functions. At this stage, the group should agree on the
name of functions (should be a verb or verb phrase), their descriptions (which should
also include the organisational role performing the function), and the definition of
Input and/or Output aspects.
7.4.2

Step 2: Describing the main functions and identifying performance
variabilities

The following questions aim to go into more detail than the high-level questions of
the previous section, to define aspects of the main functions, identify background
functions and identify potential performance variabilities:
Regarding question 1: How do we acquire new customers?
i.

How do we advertise our products? How do we find potential customers?
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ii.
iii.
iv.

How do we contact potential customers?
How do we demonstrate our products?
How long does the process take until a potential customer becomes an actual
customer?

Regarding question 2: How are new customers set up to use our products?
i.
ii.
iii.

Who is involved on our side?
Who is involved on the customer’s side?
How long does it take to set up a new customer?

Regarding question 3: How are users supported in their everyday use of our products?
i.
ii.
iii.

Who in our company is responsible for user support?
How are bugs reported and fixed?
How are our product(s) updated? Are they updated on a regular basis?

Regarding question 4: How do we achieve long-term customer satisfaction?
i.
ii.
iii.

How are new customer requirements implemented?
How do we develop new features/products?
Who in our company is responsible for long-term customer satisfaction?

The above listed questions are not exhaustive and users of cFRAM are encouraged to
think about additional questions that might be appropriate for their particular
circumstances or products.
When all functions and aspects have been identified and described, potential
performance variabilities can be identified. The underlying theoretical model of
performance variabilities has been explained in section 2.4.2 and the steps to identify
performance variabilities have been explained in section 6.2 and illustrated through
examples in section 6.4.2. As part of the group discussion, it should be discussed, for
each function, if there is potential performance variability in the production of the
Output (in terms of time and precision) and how this might affect downstream
functions. Not only those performance variabilities that occurred in the past should be
identified but also potential ones. The performance variabilities will be important for
the fourth step of cFRAM (Planning the move to the cloud). The aim is to dampen the
identified performance variabilities through the migration of software products into
the cloud, to increase the overall resilience of the software vendor.
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7.4.3

Step 3: Identifying existing capabilities

Existing capabilities of a software vendor are identified on the basis of the before
cloud migration FRAM model and the four viewpoints (see section 7.3). The four
viewpoints (cultural, management, application, and governance) will assist software
vendors in understanding how the resources of functions are influenced or
constrained. Table 5 provides a short overview of the sub-steps carried out in the third
step of a cFRAM analysis.
Table 5 - Overview of the sub-steps to identify existing capabilities

Sub-step
1. Identify the three most important functions

2. Define the resources of the functions and
assign them to one of the four viewpoints

3. Identify capability (or capabilities)

4. Extrapolate capabilities to other functions
(or identify additional capabilities)

Purpose
cFRAM is interested in core capabilities from
which the company derives competitive
advantages. Core capabilities reside within
several functions.
Define the purpose of the three most
important functions and list their resources.
Then investigate how the resources are
influenced or constrained by assigning them
to one of the four viewpoints.
Identify the influences and constraints across
resources of the three most important
functions to reveal the capabilities that are
going to be affected by cloud computing.
Investigate if identified capabilities are
appropriate for other functions in the FRAM
model. Otherwise, repeat the above steps.

The three most important functions of the FRAM model need to be identified in order
to start the identification of capabilities. The reason for focusing on three functions is
that a cFRAM analysis is about adapting core capabilities and not all capabilities that
might exist. Furthermore, it is important to investigate the impact of cloud computing
on those capabilities from which the software vendor derives competitive advantages.
Trying to identify the capabilities of all functions can become complicated depending
on the number of functions in a FRAM model. The capabilities of other functions, i.e.
those not part of the three most important ones, can be identified in later stages by
repeating the sub-steps explained in this section. When identifying the three most
important functions, background functions should be excluded. They should be
excluded because they generally do not have a large impact on the FRAM model as a
whole and thus are unlikely to contain core capabilities.
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After identifying the three most important functions, the resources for these functions
need to be listed and assigned to one of the four viewpoints depending on the factors
that influence or constrain the resources (Table 6 is included in the cFRAM handbook
to help software vendors with the viewpoints). By identifying the influences and
constraints that span across resources and functions, software vendors reveal their
capabilities by summarising how they exploit resources and minimise their
constraints. The identification of capabilities is best illustrated by an example. Step 3
of cFRAM has been applied to PP1 based on the data collected in chapter 6 and the
multi-stage study. The results of the application of step 3 (and step 4, see further
below) have also been shared with PP1 for feedback.
Table 6 - Description of the four viewpoints

Viewpoint
Cultural

Management

Governance

Description of viewpoint and how to identify it
Captures resources that either deal with soft issues of the software vendor’s
customers or their own employees.
The two groups are often affected by organisational changes, such as adopting
a new technology, as business processes might change and they might have to
learn new skills.
The cultural viewpoint is also about the internalised rules and norms of
behaviour that employees (and customers) follow. These are not necessarily
written down and employees learn over time and from interactions with other
employees what actions are right and wrong.
To develop and sell software products, the software vendor also needs to be
familiar with the customer’s culture.
Often plays a role for resources where people are involved. People can be the
resource (or part of the resource) or people are affected by the use of a
resource.
Captures resources around coordinating everyday tasks. These tasks can be
internal, e.g. coordinating feature development or creating a roadmap for
product development, but they can also be external, e.g. supporting the
customer in using the product or increasing customer satisfaction.
The management viewpoint also plays a particular role when it comes to
adopting a new technology, like cloud computing. In this case, the
management viewpoint captures issues around the adoption process of the
technology, e.g. which decisions need to be made during the adoption, and the
lifecycle of the technology.
Often plays a role when the use of software needs to be coordinated with other
resources, e.g. people or business processes. It is about finding the right
balance between exploiting what the software can offer and retaining elements
other resources require.
Shows how the software vendor has to adhere to governmental or institutional
laws and regulations and corporate policies. The software vendor needs to
make sure whether what they would like to do satisfies these laws and
corporate policies.
They might also have to be aware of potential customer requirements and
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Application

policies. This can be particularly important for certain industries that are
highly regulated, e.g. air traffic management, Oil & Gas, or health care.
In contrast to the cultural viewpoint, which captures the informal rules and
norms of behaviour, the governance viewpoint captures the formal rules and
norms of behaviour.
Difficult to deal with as it cannot be easily changed and some of it might be
out of the control of the software vendor or the customer. That is why The
governance viewpoint, in contrast to the other viewpoints, often only
constrains what can and cannot be done.
Captures resources around developing and distributing software. Companies
have to be aware of the dependencies that can enhance or stifle the
development of their own product and to avoid unnecessary risks and
cascading failure events. The application viewpoint also captures issues
around the daily work of the software developers, e.g. what skills they need or
have to develop and what tools to use for product development.
The application viewpoint can also exist in relation to the software vendor’s
mission in order to decide what features will be developed or how customer
feature requests will be handled.
Is likely to be at the centre of many resource constraints. It is likely to be
found in connection with resources of the products the software vendor
develops or the use of them.

7.4.3.1 Example of applying step 3 of cFRAM
The three most important functions from the before cloud migration FRAM model
shown in Figure 26 (see section 6.4.2) are (sub-step 1):
•

Consult customer

•

Service customer

•

Increase customer satisfaction
<Consult customer> is one of the most important functions as PP1
makes a large share of their revenue from consulting services that
go together with the sale of their software product. When customers
buy PP1’s product, it comes in a very generic form and needs to be
tailored to the customers’ needs. Consultants from PP1 tailor the
installation by going to the customer and examining their business
processes and other information.
<Service customer> is one of the most important functions as it is
responsible for supporting the users of the customer during
everyday activities. In other words, this function is responsible for
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ensuring that customers can use the product in the way they need to.
If customers are unhappy with the support, bugs are not being fixed
fast enough, or requested features are not introduced, the customer
might acquire a different product.
<Increase customer satisfaction> is one of the most important
functions as it is responsible for ensuring long-term customer
satisfaction. This function works in tandem with <Service
customer>. Whereas <Service customer> is more about short-term
satisfaction of users, <Increase customer satisfaction> is responsible
for renewals of licenses and the sale of new products or upgrades,
for example. Thus, this function tries to ensure on-going revenue
from customers.
From the description of the three most important functions, it becomes clear that all of
them work towards the same overall goal. The overall goal is enabling the users of a
customer to use the software product in the way they require to on a daily basis.
To further understand the overall goal, the resources of these functions have been
listed and assigned to one of the four viewpoints depending on how the resources are
influenced or constrained (sub-step 2). Table 7 shows a listing of the functions, their
resources, and to which viewpoint they have been assigned.
All four viewpoints are represented in Table 7. Application (6 resources) and Cultural
(3 resources), however, appear more often than Management (2 resources) and
Governance (2 resources). Indeed, if considering the overall goal the three functions
aim to achieve, the number of resources for each viewpoint seems plausible.
Application is by far the most represented viewpoint as PP1 aims to enable customers
to use their product. Hence, Application influences the offer to customers in terms of
functionality and product usage. Cultural is the second most represented viewpoint, as
PP1 might have to adapt to the customer’s needs and behaviour. That will influence
the actions and behaviour of PP1. Management is less often represented but still of
importance as the three functions need to be managed and coordinated (since they are
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all working towards the same goal and <Service customer> and <Increase customer
satisfaction> can only start if <Consult customer> has produced its Output).
Governance, as the final viewpoint, is of importance as a control instrument since the
functions (and employees of PP1) are constrained by the product of PP1 in terms of
what they can offer customers.
With the categorisation of the resources into viewpoints it is possible to identify a
core capability PP1 possesses: service delivery management (sub-step 3). PP1 has to
deal with three overall issues that make up the core capability. First, all three
functions’ objective is the provision of the product the customer needs. Initially one
might therefore call the capability product delivery management. The description of
the functions and their resources show, however, that PP1 provides more than the
software product, i.e. consulting services and support—service delivery management
capability. Second, all three functions are organised around delivering and enabling
the customer to use the product. Furthermore, the functions customise the software
product for the customer and continually update it—service delivery management
capability. Third, all three functions have to be managed as they need to be
coordinated and procedures need to be followed. Furthermore, the continued
communication with the customer needs to be managed—service delivery
management.
The identified core capability has some applicability to other functions in the before
cloud migration FRAM model, e.g. <Collect requirements> and <Define product
variables> (sub-step 4). The other two functions are not appropriately covered by the
capability. The function <Customer sets up product environment> contains no
capability, as the customer carries out this function and PP1 has only a very limited
amount of control over it. The function <Acquire customer> is a sales function and
some of it is outsourced to a third party that creates potential customer profiles (see
description of function in chapter 6). As it is the only function for sales it is more
appropriate to keep the function instead of identifying a capability on top of it.
Table 7 - Showing the functions with their resources and related viewpoints

Function

Resource

Viewpoint

Explanation
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<Consult
customer>

<Service
customer>

See Procedure documentation

Cultural

Application

See Consultants
Help desk software is influenced by
Management, as it depends on how the
help desk software was chosen, how it is
integrated into the company, and how it is
being used.
Software developers are mainly
influenced by Application as it depends
on how the software has been developed
in the past, how it utilises other software
products, e.g. through API’s, and what
skills the developers have.

Application

See above

Application

See The software product and Software
developer

Cultural

See Consultants and Support personnel

Application

See above

Application

See above
Customer history describes issues
customers had to deal with in the past, e.g.
support requests they had. Therefore, it
informs <Increase customer satisfaction>
about what customers like and do not like.

Cultural

The software
product

Application

Procedure
documentation
Product
documentation
Support
personnel

Software
developer
The software
product
Software
product
updates

Sales people
Software
developer
The software
product

Customer
history

7.4.4

Governance

Consultants

Help desk
software

<Increase
customer
satisfaction
>

Governance

Consultants are confronted with the
culture of the customer, which influences
their proposed solutions. Furthermore,
they are also influenced by the unwritten
rules of PP1.
The product is influenced by Application
as it determines what the product can and
cannot do and thus what the consultants
can offer the customer. It might also not
be technically feasible or desirable to
develop every feature a customer
requests.
Procedure documentation is influenced by
Governance as the documents inform
about corporate policies and formal rules
of behaviour that must be followed.

Management

Management

Step 4: Planning the move to the cloud
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The previous section investigated the functions and resources of the before cloud
migration FRAM model to identify existing capabilities. At this point, the software
vendor should have a good understanding about what they can and cannot do. In this
section, this knowledge is used to plan the move to the cloud. It is investigated how
the functions in the before cloud migration FRAM model need to adapt to
accommodate cloud computing. Furthermore, it will be concluded what steps need to
be taken to dampen performance variabilities, if the existing capabilities are likely to
enhance or stifle the changes to the functions and, if necessary, what new capabilities
need to be developed. Table 8 provides an overview of the sub-steps carried out in
this section.
Table 8 - Overview of the steps for planning the move to the cloud

Sub-step
1. Adapt functions to the cloud

2. Investigate impact of adaptations on
performance variabilities
3. Investigate impact of adaptations on
existing capabilities and inform development
of new capabilities

Purpose
Go through every function of the FRAM
model and investigate the impact of cloud
computing by discussing changes in
responsibilities. If necessary, introduce new
functions to respond.
Conclude if the performance variabilities can
be dampened through the adaptations of substep 1 or if further adaptations are necessary.
List resources of functions in the cloud and
assign to one of the four viewpoints.
Afterwards compare the list with the list of
step 3 of cFRAM to inform the adaptation of
capabilities.

To adapt functions to the cloud and create the after cloud migration FRAM model,
software vendors need to investigate how functions in the before cloud migration
FRAM model need to adapt to accommodate cloud computing (sub-step 1). When
investigating if functions have to change, can change or do not need to change, the
resources of functions can assist. If, for example, a resource becomes unavailable in
the cloud or resources are added, the related function(s) have to change. If resources
are not affected, but software vendors see a potential to exploit existing resources
differently, the function could change (now or at a later stage) to enhance the
capabilities in the cloud. Otherwise, there is no immediate need to change a function
for moving to the cloud.
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The software vendors should also investigate how the adaptations will affect the
performance variabilities that were identified in the before cloud migration FRAM
(sub-step 2). Cloud computing can be used as an opportunity to eliminate or dampen
performance variabilities. The options that software vendors have in doing so depend
on the nature of the performance variability. Further adaptations of functions might be
necessary to eliminate or dampen performance variabilities or to avoid new
performance variabilities. When carrying out sub-step 2, it is important to consider
that adapting a function to dampen performance variabilities can have an impact on
coupled functions. Thus, adaptations can ripple through the FRAM model. When
adapting functions, whether it is necessary or deemed appropriate to dampen
performance variabilities, software vendors need to investigate the wider
consequences. Otherwise they risk decreasing their resilience, instead of increasing it.
When all functions have been adapted to the cloud, software vendors need to
investigate how the adaptations will enhance or stifle existing capabilities (sub-step
3). Software vendors should ask themselves if the capability is able to work without
the functions and resources that are being eliminated through a migration into the
cloud or if the capability is able to integrate any new functions and resources.
Furthermore, software vendors are encouraged to ask themselves how capabilities
need to be adapted in order to dampen performance variabilities further. To answer
these questions, it is necessary to list the resources of the functions in the after cloud
migration FRAM model and assign these to the four viewpoints in the same way as in
step 3 of cFRAM. Software vendors can start with the three most important functions
identified in step 3 of cFRAM. If one of the three most important functions becomes
obsolete through the cloud, then it is sufficient to start the analysis of capabilities with
the two remaining functions. By comparing this list with the list that was created in
step 3 of cFRAM for the before cloud migration FRAM model software vendors can
inform the adaptation of their capabilities (see below). Afterwards, the step should be
repeated for other functions that changed (or functions that are new) by investigating
if the adapted capability is appropriate for them or if new capabilities need to be
developed. It is, therefore, ensured that all functions in the cloud FRAM model are
investigated to inform the adaptation of capabilities.
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To guide the adaptation of capabilities, software vendors moving to the cloud should
investigate in particular changes to responsibilities. Does the software vendor
outsource any responsibilities to the cloud provider? If yes, related resources are
likely to be outsourced too, which can make existing functions and capabilities
obsolete. Furthermore, does the software vendor take over responsibilities from the
customer? If yes, new resources are likely to be introduced which may require the
company to introduce new functions and develop new capabilities. Existing
capabilities might need to be adapted for either of (or all) of the following three
reasons:
1. Functions have been adapted that included the introduction of new resources
or elimination of existing resources.
2. New functions have been introduced or existing ones have been eliminated.
3. The viewpoint of a resource changes, i.e. other factors influence or constrain
the use of a resource in the cloud, e.g. from cultural to management.
7.4.4.1 Example of applying step 4 of cFRAM
To illustrate step 4 it has been applied to PP1 in a similar way as step 3 (see above).
For step 4 the after cloud migration FRAM model that is shown and explained in
section 6.4.3 forms the basis. With the after cloud migration FRAM model it is
possible to investigate if the capability of PP1 (service delivery management) needs to
adapt to be appropriate for cloud computing or if it is necessary to develop new
capabilities. The focus of the section below is on sub-step 3 (Investigate impact of
adaptations on existing capabilities and inform development of new capabilities) as
sub-step 1 (Adapt functions to the cloud) and sub-step 2 (Investigate impact of
adaptations on performance variabilities) have already been explained in sections
6.4.3 and 6.4.4.
To understand the impact of the changes on the service delivery management
capability, PP1 needs to investigate if the capability is likely to enhance or stifle the
adaptations of functions in the after cloud migration FRAM model. Section 6.4.3
showed that of the functions in which service delivery management resides (<Consult
customer>, <Service customer>, and <Increase customer satisfaction>) only <Service
customer> has to change for a move to the cloud. In the cloud, <Service customer>
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takes over responsibilities from the customer to maintain their solution and install
updates, etc. The existing capability, service delivery management, however, is only
responsible for customising and delivering the product to the customer’s needs and
supporting the customer during everyday activities. In other words, the capability is
more about soft than technical skills. The two new functions that have been
introduced, <Maintain solution> and <Upgrade customer solution>, require more
technical than soft skills. PP1 developed a new capability that resides in <Service
customer>, <Maintain solution>, and <Upgrade customer solution> and is responsible
for managing the cloud environment. Table 9 lists the resources of the three functions
and their assignment to the viewpoints to inform the development of the new
capability. According to Table 9 the new capability needs to be responsible for
acquiring and integrating cloud resources and other cloud-based services into the
company. It is also responsible for releasing the resources and services when they are
no longer needed. Therefore, the new capability will be called cloud service
management (sub-step 3).
The service delivery management and cloud service management capability have a
close relationship (as both reside in <Service customer>). The service delivery
management capability needs to inform the cloud service management capability
about the requirements for new cloud resources and services, and the cloud service
management capability is then responsible for acquiring these. Only if both
capabilities work in sync can the software vendor provide the products and services
customers need.
Table 9 - Summary of changes that have an impact on capabilities

Adapted
functions

<Service
customer>

Changes to
resources

Viewpoint

Explanation

Support
personnel

Changes from
Cultural to
Management

Personnel has to take over
responsibilities from customer to
manage the product installation

The software
product

Application

Back-end of the product changes which
impacts the responsibilities the function
has to fulfil

Software
product
updates

Changes from
Application to
Management

Instead of the customer the PP is now
responsible for installing updates
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Cloud
environment
<Maintain
solution>

The software
product
Procedure
documents

<Upgrade
customer
solution>

7.4.5

Management

PP1 is responsible for managing the
computing resources on which the
product is executed

Management

PP1 is responsible for managing the
installation of every customer and offer
a reliable operation

Governance

Documents should describe how the
tasks of managing the cloud
environment are to be carried out

Software
product
updates

Management

Procedure
documents

Governance

PP1 is responsible for updating every
customer solution properly and in a
timely manner
Documents should describe when and
how updates are installed for a customer
so that every customer gets the same
service

Using the cFRAM as a long-term planning method

Applying cFRAM throughout the migration allows software vendors to track their
progress of the migration and react to or anticipate changes faster. The advantage of
applying cFRAM continuously during the migration is that it makes software vendors
aware of systemic changes that cloud computing might require. In other words, if we
change customer acquisition, does customer support need to change in a similar way
to provide customers with a coherent experience?
To use cFRAM throughout the migration two steps are recommended. First, software
vendors will need to go through the questions proposed in the first two steps to collect
the data to create a FRAM model several times, to show the latest functions and
performance variabilities during the migration process. Some of the questions may
need to be changed in order to accommodate organisational changes that have been
carried out successfully. After having created the FRAM model that shows the
functions and performance variabilities in the current stage of the migration, software
vendors should compare the FRAM model to the FRAM model from step 4, i.e.
compare status quo with the desired state. Then the software vendor can track the
progress of the functions they have already adapted and those they still need to adapt.
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The results from this comparison can inform the next steps of the migration, e.g.
which function to adapt next.
How often cFRAM should be applied throughout the migration and in what intervals
depends on the software vendor and their products. The multi-stage study has shown
that for some software vendors it takes a few months to move to the cloud, whereas
for others it takes several years. Software vendors may want to apply some of the
steps of cFRAM before and after a major organisational change. By applying it before
an organisational change, they can understand what functions and couplings they have
at the moment, to work out how they need to be changed to accomplish the
organisational change. By applying it afterwards, they can use cFRAM as a control
instrument to check if the organisational changes have been carried out as planned.

7.5 cFRAM handbook
In order to allow companies and academics to apply cFRAM and to allow for a
dissemination of cFRAM, a handbook has been written that explains the steps of a
cFRAM analysis and illustrates every step with examples. Allowing an autonomous
application of cFRAM is important as people can learn the method alone and thus
apply it alone. This is likely to increase the usefulness of cFRAM as, after learning it
once, they can apply it again and again.
The examples in the handbook are based on the FRAM analysis with PP1 (see chapter
6). The handbook is structured as follows. The introduction chapter lays out the
motivation for developing cFRAM and makes the reader aware of the organisational
changes cloud computing requires to adopt it successfully (similar to the introduction
page of this thesis). The second chapter introduces and explains FRAM (in its original
form). The third chapter lays out important preliminary information about cFRAM
such as an overview of the steps, a description of the generic customer lifecycle that
was developed and tested in chapter 6, and a description of PP1 as they were used for
the examples. The following four chapters explain every step and how they should be
carried out in detail (similar to sections 7.4.1 - 7.4.4). Every chapter ends with an
application of the step to PP1 to illustrate it. The handbook concludes with a chapter
that lays out how cFRAM can be used in the long-term (similar to section 7.4.5).
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7.6 Conclusions
This chapter introduced cFRAM to allow software vendors to plan the migration of
their software products into the cloud by investigating the impact of cloud computing
on their resilience and capabilities. The goal, by applying cFRAM during the
migration process into the cloud, is to inform the adaptation of capabilities in a way
that increases the company’s resilience.
A cFRAM analysis provides the answer to the overarching research question of this
thesis (How can companies adapt their capabilities to technological discontinuities to
increase the company’s resilience?) through four steps software vendors that plan to
migrate their software products into the cloud need to carry out. In the first and
second step functions are identified, described, and connected through the six aspects
and performance variabilities are identified to create a FRAM model showing the
current state of doing business, i.e. before cloud migration FRAM. In the third step,
core capabilities that reside within the company are identified. The identification of
core capabilities is done through the four viewpoints that reveal how resources of
functions are influenced or constrained. In the last step the move to the cloud is
planned by adapting the functions in the before cloud migration FRAM model to
make them suitable for cloud computing. At the same time, the implications of the
adaptations are analysed in terms of performance variabilities and capabilities, i.e. to
suggest how performance variabilities can be dampened and how capabilities need to
be adapted to increase the company’s resilience.
A handbook has been written that explains the steps of a cFRAM analysis similar to
the explanations provided in this chapter. The handbook has been designed
specifically for the industry to allow companies to use cFRAM without an expert
being present. cFRAM and its handbook require evaluation in order to identify its
strengths and weaknesses. The evaluation is carried out in the next chapter.
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8 Evaluation of cFRAM
The objective of this chapter is the evaluation and improvement of cFRAM and its
handbook with 14 companies. An evaluation study of cFRAM is necessary to prove
that cFRAM achieves its goal of enabling companies to adapt their capabilities to
cloud computing in a way that increases the company’s resilience. Furthermore, the
evaluation study aims to identify the strength and weaknesses of cFRAM, validate the
results it produces and understand if there is a need for such a method in the industry.
This chapter is structured as follows. First, the methodology of the cFRAM evaluation
is explained (see section 8.1). Afterwards the results of the evaluation are presented
and discussed (see section 8.2). This chapter concludes by describing how cFRAM
and its handbook have been improved based on the findings of the evaluation study
(see section 8.3 and Appendix E for the final version of the cFRAM handbook).

8.1 Methodology
The evaluation study applies a cFRAM analysis to two types of companies: (1)
software vendors that plan to migrate their software products into the cloud and (2)
companies that plan to use cloud-based software products. A case study approach was
chosen to evaluate cFRAM and its handbook (Eisenhardt 1989; Pan & Tan 2011). A
case study approach allows the application of a cFRAM analysis with each participant
individually to understand if cFRAM is applicable in different situations and
environments. Understanding the applicability of cFRAM in different situations and
environments is a key objective as the multi-stage study showed that all companies
are different and that there is no rigid approach that can be followed to adopt cloud
computing. Thus, companies need to be provided with a method that they can adapt to
their situation and individual challenges. Furthermore, a case study approach allows
the interviewer to engage in deeper discussions with the participants to evaluate the
individual steps and elements of a cFRAM analysis. Other types of studies, e.g.
surveys, are inappropriate to test cFRAM, as it does not allow the application of a
cFRAM analysis in different situations and environments. It would only allow the
hypothetical questioning of how useful participants think cFRAM might be. Thus, a
survey would neither produce strong results nor suggest areas for improvement. An
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ethnographic study, in principal, would have been desirable, as it would allow the
researcher to embed with a company to apply a cFRAM analysis over a longer period
of time (instead of applying it once during the interview). Thus, it would have been
possible to collect more in-depth data and understand how cFRAM can inform
individual adoption steps of cloud computing. In reality, however, an ethnographic
study is infeasible due to reasons already stated for the multi-stage study (see section
3.2). Ethnographic studies are very time and resource intensive. Furthermore, it
requires a strong commitment from the participating companies. It is also not possible
at the outset of the study to estimate how long it will take a company to move to the
cloud, and therefore how long cFRAM needs to be used. Overall, a case study
approach provides the best compromise between collecting data for different
situations and environments and getting an in-depth understanding of the strength and
weaknesses of each step of a cFRAM analysis to conclude if cFRAM achieves its
goal. For the future, however, an evaluation of cFRAM in the form of ethnographic
studies is desirable.
Between May 2015 and August 2015 cFRAM and its handbook were evaluated with
14 companies (in the following referred to as Evaluation Partners, or EPs,) which are
introduced in Table 10.
Table 10 - Description of participants that were part of evaluating cFRAM

Partici
-pant

Description

Function of
participant

EP1

PP1 from the multi-stage study (the cFRAM has been
developed in part with their help and examples of PP1
are used in the handbook to illustrate the steps of the
cFRAM).
PP3 from the multi-stage study, as at the time of the
evaluation they were still in the process of migrating
software products into the cloud. Therefore, the
company was deemed appropriate, as they would be
able to use the results produced by the cFRAM
immediately.
The same company with which some of the questions
of the multi-stage study were validated (see chapter
3). This company was chosen again because the
participant went through the entire process of cloud
adoption and was thus able to judge retrospectively
how useful the cFRAM might have been, what issues
would not have been covered by the cFRAM, etc.
A software vendor start-up that develops products to
analyse sports matches. As a start-up, they are a

Managing
Director

EP2

EP3

EP4

Already
in the
cloud?
Yes

Role in
the
cloud
Software
vendor

Leader of
product
development

No

Software
vendor

Leader of
product
development

Yes

Software
vendor

Managing
Director

Yes

Software
vendor
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EP5

EP6

EP7

EP8

EP9

EP10

EP11

EP12

EP13

EP14

rapidly developing company and might be able to use
the results of the cFRAM to plan future steps.
The IT department of a faculty of a University that is
already offering virtual machines to researchers on
request. They are, however, thinking about expanding
this service by building their own private cloud to
enable the use of experimental software products
more easily.
The IT department of a medium sized company that is
currently planning to introduce Office 365 and
replace the client based installations of various Office
versions.
A consulting company that has specialised on IT
outsourcing, private clouds, and IT project
management. The company currently migrates their
email services into the cloud.
A software vendor that has specialised on developing
accounting products. They are thinking about
migrating some of their software products into the
cloud but are concerned about data security.
A software vendor that has specialised on developing
ERP solutions and other IT related services. They are
currently investigating how they can migrate their
ERP solution into the cloud.
A consulting company that has specialised on IT
infrastructure management and virtualisation. The
company is currently developing a private cloud to
host software applications on behalf of customers.
A medium sized manufacturing company that is in an
early stage of planning to migrate their ERP solution
into the cloud.
The IT department of a medium sized company that is
currently planning to migrate their data warehouse
and analytics software into the cloud.
The IT department of a medium sized company that is
in the process of supporting their sales process
through a cloud-based application that runs on tablets
so that sales people always have up to date
information.
A software vendor that has specialised in the
development of HR (Human Resources) management
applications. The company is an early stage of
planning to migrate their software application into the
cloud.

Head of IT

No

Cloud
provider

Head of IT

No

Endcustomer

Managing
Director

Yes

Endcustomer

Deputy
leader of
product
development
Head of IT

No

Software
vendor

No

Software
vendor

System
engineer

No

Cloud
provider

Head of IT

No

Endcustomer

Managing
Director

No

Endcustomer

Application
manager

No

Software
vendor

Several
people from
different
departments

No

Software
vendor

(Please note, EP4-EP14 were selected randomly and were outside of the Oil & Gas
industry.)
cFRAM and the handbook were evaluated with every EP in a two to four hour
interview. Each interview had three steps. Before the interview, the handbook was
sent to the EP with the request to read it. In the second step, the interviewer visited the
EP to carry out a cFRAM analysis with the participant by going through the handbook
step by step. By doing that, some of the steps could not be applied to their full extent,
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e.g. the group discussion in step 1. However, this was necessary as group discussions
would have been difficult to organise and would likely have resulted in fewer
companies willing to participate. The steps were applied with pen and paper and not
with the FRAM Model Visualiser. Pen and paper were used for two reasons. First, it
saved time during the interview. Second, it was easier to include the participant in
creating the different FRAM models as they themselves could draw the functions,
aspects, etc. In the third and last step, the collected data was processed by the
interviewer, entered into the FRAM Model Visualiser, and sent to the participant for
verification and further feedback.
To conclude the interview, the EPs were asked a series of questions to discuss the
strengths and weaknesses of cFRAM and to identify areas for improvement. In
addition to discussing the strength and weaknesses of every step of cFRAM, the
following high-level questions were asked to engage in deeper discussions with the
EPs:
•

Do you see a need for cFRAM to address organisational changes cloud
computing require?

•

How useful is cFRAM in addressing organisational challenges you face with
cloud computing? How useful is the analysis of capabilities within cFRAM to
structure organisational and technical challenges?

•

Does categorising the resources with the four viewpoints help in identifying
core capabilities? Are the viewpoints the right ones?

•

Does cFRAM help you with thinking about resilience and how to increase it?

•

How do you think can the method be improved to increase its validity?

•

Is the handbook written in a concise and understandable way?

•

Are the examples used in the handbook understandable and sufficient?

•

How do you think can the handbook be improved to increase its usefulness?

•

Do you think you would have been able to carry out a cFRAM analysis on
your own only by reading the handbook, without an expert being present?
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8.2 Results and discussion
Overall, the results of the evaluation study are unequivocal and lead to the conclusion
that cFRAM enables companies to adapt their capabilities to cloud computing in a
way that increases the company’s resilience. By presenting the results of the
evaluation study in detail, the following sections provide the evidence that lead to the
conclusion. After presenting the EPs answers to the questions asked after every
interview, the results are structured similar to the steps of a cFRAM analysis. Every
section will explain the ease with which the steps could be applied by the EPs and
highlight EPs that provided noteworthy results.
Every EP of the evaluation study stated that they see a need for a method like cFRAM
to address and plan organisational changes required by cloud computing. EP12
summarised the strengths of cFRAM by stating that cFRAM helps in relating the
technical and organisational challenges of cloud computing. EP5 and EP12 noted that
cFRAM is a good method to show developers and technicians what functions in a
FRAM model they are responsible for and how these functions are connected to other
functions. EP12 believes that it will make it easier for developers and technicians to
understand dependabilities. Understanding dependabilities is necessary in order to
increase resilience by moving to the cloud (see section 2.3)
Every EP stated that they find cFRAM helpful in addressing the organisational
challenges of cloud computing on different levels of organisation. The strength of
cFRAM is that it allows the definition of functions on different levels of detail. EP14
stated that in the first instance they would create a high level FRAM model with the
most important functions of their company. Afterwards they would use the high level
FRAM model to dive deeper into single functions by creating a separate FRAM
model. FRAM models on different levels of detail would allow them to address
specific organisational challenges without loosing sight of the bigger picture.
Further proving the strengths of cFRAM in addressing the organisational challenges
of cloud computing on different levels of organisation to increase resilience is the fact
that throughout the analysis the EPs were often reminded of tasks they still have to do
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or colleagues they have to contact. This indicates that a cFRAM analysis is addressing
the right kind of organisational areas necessary to adopt cloud computing.
Every EP (except EP6) stated that categorising the resources with the four viewpoints
(cultural, management, application, and governance) helped them in understanding
how their resources are influenced and constrained. Assigning viewpoints to the
resources also enabled them to identify capabilities that they think might be affected
by a move to the cloud. Thus, the EPs appreciated that cFRAM enables them to focus
their resources on capabilities that need to adapt in order to move to the cloud
successfully (resources in a general sense, not necessarily those of functions).
EP4 pointed out that the results of their cFRAM analysis could be useful in presenting
their company to potential investors. As EP4 is a start-up, investors will be able to get
a good overview of the company and its strength and weaknesses. By making
investors aware of the capabilities, they will be able to decide how competitive these
capabilities are and if it is worth investing in the company. Although using cFRAM as
an investment decision tool was not a goal at the outset, it fits into the general scope
of the method.
Although not all EPs were familiar with the term ‘resilience’ or ‘Resilience
Engineering’, they were familiar with the concepts that form the basis of resilience,
i.e. creating processes that are robust yet flexible enough to succeed under varying
conditions (see section 2.2). All EPs stated that increasing resilience is becoming
more important within their company. They appreciated cFRAM for helping them to
get more familiar with the concept of resilience. Some EPs explicitly stated that they
appreciated cFRAM for allowing them to visualise resilience and their company’s
weaknesses, and suggesting ways to increase resilience.
All EPs stated that the cFRAM handbook is written in a concise and understandable
way (a point also appreciated by Erik Hollnagel, the lead developer of FRAM, who
read the handbook too). Although some EPs alluded to the fact that they did not read
the complete handbook before the interview, all except EP13 read at least the first few
sections in which the basic elements of cFRAM are explained. Thus it allowed the
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interviews to go through the steps of the cFRAM analysis together right away,
without elaborate explanations of the method. Applying the steps of a cFRAM
analysis together then showed how well the EPs understood the method and its goals
only by reading the handbook.
The opinions about the examples described in the handbook were mixed. All EPs
appreciated that the handbook used examples to illustrate a cFRAM analysis in
practice. They stated that the examples made it easier to understand the reasons for
carrying out the steps. Some EPs (in particular EP2, EP8 and EP11), however, would
like to see more examples, in particular, for different kinds of situations. They believe
more examples will further enable them to carry out a cFRAM analysis without an
expert being present. EP8 stated that the examples used in the handbook are too
generic. At the same time EP8 admitted that examples for such methods are often
generic. Indeed, it was discussed with EP8 that the examples have to be generic (to
some extent) so that people with different backgrounds and different reasons for using
cFRAM can understand them.
The majority of EPs admitted that they think they would not have been able to carry
out a cFRAM analysis on their own only by reading the handbook or that it would
have taken them a long time. Despite all EPs stating that the handbook is a step in the
right direction, they believe more examples would significantly help them carry out a
cFRAM analysis on their own. After having used cFRAM once with an expert being
present, all EPs stated that they think they would be able to carry out a cFRAM
analysis again in the future on their own.
Overall, the feedback from the EPs has been very consistent. In other words, they
identified the same strengths and weaknesses of cFRAM and had similar suggestions
for improvement.
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8.2.1

Collecting data to identify functions and describing them

8.2.1.1 Subject of analysis of the cFRAM evaluation
The subject of analysis with each EP for the cFRAM evaluation has been very
diverse. The overall focus was on software vendors and the migration of their
software products into the cloud. The focus was on software vendors as the focus of
this thesis has been on software vendors. That is also why the cFRAM handbook has
been written specifically for software vendors.
At the same time, however, the goal was to understand if cFRAM has a wider
applicability. In other words, the evaluation study was designed to find out if cFRAM
can be applied to companies that use/plan to use cloud-based software products. A
wider applicability would significantly increase the usefulness of cFRAM as
companies could use it for different purposes. In other words, after learning the
method once they can use it regularly. Thus, the return on investment is higher. Table
11 shows the subject of the cFRAM analysis for all 14 EPs.
Table 11 - Subject of cFRAM analysis

Participant

Company type

Subject of cFRAM analysis

EP1

Software vendor

Migration of software product into the cloud

EP2

Software vendor

Migration of software product into the cloud

EP3

Software vendor

Migration of software product into the cloud

EP4

Software vendor

Development of new software application in the cloud

EP5

IT department

Development of private cloud

EP6

IT department

Adoption of Office 365

EP7

IT consulting company

Migration of email system into the cloud

EP8

Software vendor

Migration of software product into the cloud

EP9

Software vendor

Migration of software product into the cloud

EP10

IT consulting company

Development of private cloud

EP11

IT department

Migration of ERP system into the cloud

EP12

IT department

Integration of cloud-based data analysis services

EP13

Software vendor

Development of new software application in the cloud

EP14

Software vendor

Migration of software product into the cloud
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8.2.1.2 Usefulness of the generic customer lifecycle
The handbook proposes a generic customer lifecycle to guide the data collection that
is necessary to identify functions and describe aspects (see section 6.3.2). The generic
customer lifecycle has already been successfully tested in chapter 6. The evaluation
study of cFRAM aimed at further validating the usefulness of the generic customer
lifecycle.
The generic customer lifecycle was appropriate for all software vendors that were part
of the evaluation study. It has been useful to introduce and explain cFRAM as a
method, as it allowed explaining the nature of functions and aspects through
examples. In all cases, the functions in the generic customer lifecycle could be
adapted or extended (by introducing additional functions) to represent the situation of
each individual software vendor accurately.
For all non-software vendors that were part of the evaluation study the generic
customer lifecycle could be easily adapted. More specifically, it was useful to explain
cFRAM and illustrate the level of detail the identification of functions should aim for
(some EPs were not sure at first what level of detail would be appropriate for the goal
of the analysis and the scope of the interview).
8.2.1.3 Usefulness of the proposed questions
Due to the generic customer lifecycle and the accompanying questions the
identification of functions and the description of their aspects was straightforward and
efficient for all EPs (the efficiency is particularly noteworthy as it allowed an
effective cFRAM analysis in a limited time interview).
The ease with which cFRAM and its handbook allow the identification of functions
became particularly apparent with EP13, who was not able to read the handbook
before the interview. With the help of the generic customer lifecycle and the questions
it was still possible to identify functions and go through the other steps of a cFRAM
analysis in the same amount of time it took for other interviews (for some functions it
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was not possible to go into as much detail as would have been desirable, but it was
still possible to successfully test cFRAM with EP13).
The handbook proposes the form of a group discussion with employees from different
departments for a cFRAM analysis. The form of a group discussion was only possible
with EP14. It provided noteworthy results. Three employees were part of the
evaluation: the leader of product development, the leader of software development,
and the head of IT. The discussions between the employees during the cFRAM
analysis revealed that cFRAM is an excellent method to be applied in groups. Every
employee of EP14 was able to explain their understanding of how things work within
the software vendor to agree on functions that are important. Throughout the latter
parts of the cFRAM analysis, in particular for step 4 (Planning the move to the cloud),
the form of a group discussion enabled every employee to offer their ideas.
Furthermore, the employees were able to comment on each other’s ideas to derive at
the best plan for moving to the cloud.
8.2.1.4 Relevance of aspects
The aspects of functions (Input, Output, Time, Control, Precondition, and Resource)
were of different importance for the cFRAM analyses. Chapter 6 argued that Time
was not important for PP1 and that this might be due to the IT industry (where it is
often not critical if a function starts at 14:00 or 14:01). Although Time was by far not
as relevant as the other aspects (3 descriptions across the EPs for the before cloud
FRAM model, compared with Control, 25 descriptions, Precondition, 11 descriptions,
and Resource, 10 descriptions), it was important for EP8 and EP13. Time was
important for EP8 and EP13 as they have functions that should be carried out in
parallel to save time. If, however, these functions are not carried out in parallel, no
other function will fail. They would only start later. EP8, for example, has to create
new user accounts for their software product in different places. They have to create a
user account in their database and Active Directory. Ideally, these two functions
should be carried out in parallel so as to save time. EP13 used the Time aspect for
similar reasons.
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When leaving Input and Output aside (as they are essentially part of every function)
Control was the most dominant aspect. The reason for the dominance of Control
could be that when the EPs move to the cloud they bring functions previously held by
customers or users into the EP where the EP is responsible for them. Thus, they need
to pay more attention to control aspects, as they need to ensure that the products or
services run as expected by the customer and user, and that they run in a dependable
manner. This finding is very similar to findings from the multi-stage study (see
chapters 4 & 5).
The analysis of aspects should, however, be treated carefully as every interview was
limited in time. Thus, the focus was on identifying and describing the most important
functions and aspects (not all aspects possible). If cFRAM would be used in more
extensive interviews with the EPs (e.g. a day instead of 2-4 hours) the numbers above
would probably change.
8.2.2

Identifying performance variabilities

After identifying, describing and connecting functions every EP was asked to identify
performance variabilities. While explaining the theory of performance variabilities it
was pointed out that performance variabilities have effects on the Output of functions
in terms of time and precision. In the majority of cases this explanation has been
sufficient in order to allow the EPs to identify performance variabilities. The EPs
went through every function to think about negative events that happened in the past
or almost happened but could be avoided. In addition, based on the knowledge gained
about performance variabilities in previous interviews, the interviewer asked
hypothetical questions about what could go wrong for functions skipped by the
interviewee. Often these hypothetical questions enabled the EPs to identify further
performance variabilities.
8.2.2.1 Ease of identifying performance variabilities
Chapters 2 and 6 suggested that it could be helpful to develop common conditions
(CCs) specifically for the IT industry, similar to those that already exist for the health
care industry. The evaluation study has shown that the development of CCs is not a
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pressing issue but can enable companies to be more thorough. The CCs could replace
the hypothetical questions the interviewer asked during the evaluation study, further
strengthening cFRAM when applied without an expert being present. Table 12
presents a list of CCs that have been specifically designed for the IT industry. The
CCs have been identified by comparing performance variabilities across the EPs, to
derive at the underlying conditions of performance variabilities that appear most
often. In order to be included in Table 12 the condition for a performance variability
needs to appear across at least three EPs, in order to eliminate those performance
variabilities that appear more than once by coincidence. Although this list is not
exhaustive it provides a start and can be extended by future research.
Table 12 - Common Conditions for the IT industry to identify performance variabilities

CC/name

Explanation

CC1: No user support
available

Users have problems using the provided IT services but IT support is not
available, e.g. because its the weekend or night or IT support is tailored
to UK times.

CC2: Request from user to
IT department or software
developer is opaque

Users request a new product feature or IT service but do not express the
requirements clearly enough, which can lead to the development of
product features users were not requesting. That requires the developers
to invest more time as might be necessary to fix the developed features.

CC3: Set up of
Users cannot start working as the IT department or software vendor has
software/hardware takes too insufficient manpower to install the requested software/hardware. This
long due to insufficient
CC is often closely related to CC4.
manpower
CC4: Request for
software/hardware reaches
IT department or software
vendor too late

The IT department or software vendor is put under pressure because
users request software/hardware at short notice and expect the IT
department or software vendor to react instantly.

CC5: User has problems
using provided IT services

Users might put the wrong types of data into the provided IT services
causing the IT service to fail, or they do not understand how to use an IT
service which results in a support call.

CC6: No capacity to develop Users request new IT services or product features but the IT department
requested product
or software vendor has insufficient manpower or monetary resources to
features/IT services
develop the requested IT service or product feature. This can result in
users taking their own actions or moving to a competitor.

The findings of chapter 2 and the multi-stage study (chapters 4 & 5) have to be kept in
mind when using the CCs in Table 12. Chapter 2 and the multi-stage study suggested
that companies are too different from each other as to all experience similar
performance variabilities so that there could be a general list of principles companies
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have to follow in order to become more resilient. Therefore, the CCs are kept abstract
to give companies an idea what areas they should investigate for potential
performance variabilities. Companies are encouraged, however, to identify additional
areas that might be relevant to them.
It is noteworthy that some of the CCs in Table 12 feature elements of use and
technology uncertainty (see section 2.3). CC2, for example, captures the case when
users or customers do not express their requests clearly enough. Use uncertainty
explains what happens when the IT or software vendor does not answer requests from
users or customers promptly: users and customers take their own actions. IT
departments and software vendors cannot answer requests promptly, however, if these
requests are opaque. Thus, it might not only be a responsibility of the IT department
or software vendors to deal with use and technology uncertainty. Instead it might be a
wider problem that requires better education of users about how IT works. CC4
provides further evidence for the need to educate users better. CC4 captures the case
when requests reach the IT department or software vendor too late. Users and
customers then expect the IT department or software vendor to deal with the request
immediately, without considering that they have other tasks to do. Further studies are
necessary to investigate the effects of use and technology in different situations and
for different technologies (see section 9.5).
8.2.2.2 Number of performance variabilities
Table 13 shows the number of performance variabilities that were identified for each
EP. Although the EPs are from different industries, produce different products and
move to the cloud for different reasons, it is noteworthy that the majority of EPs
experience 2 or 3 performance variabilities. There is no explanation why the majority
of EPs experience 2 or 3 performance variabilities.
Table 13 - Number of performance variabilities before the move to the cloud

Partici-

# of Performance variabilities

pant

before the cloud

EP1

4

EP2

5
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EP3

/ (No data because cFRAM was
only discussed)

EP4

/ (No data because EP only has a
cloud product)

EP5

2

EP6

4

EP7

3

EP8

3

EP9

2

EP10

3

EP11

3

EP12

1

EP13

2

EP14

3

The most common performance variability experienced, in some form, across the EPs
was best described by EP8. EP8 is responsible for developing and distributing
software products that are being used by the company’s employees. If an employee
has the need for one of EP8’s software products, the leader of the department of the
employee has to send EP8 an official request. This should happen well in advance of
the time the employee needs the software product. Too often, however, the
department leaders send those requests too late or incomplete. Late or incomplete
requests put pressure on EP8, as they need to suspend other tasks in order to enable
the employee to use the software product immediately. EP5, EP6, EP11, and EP13
make similar experiences on a regular basis.
The number of performance variabilities presented in Table 13 should be treated with
care, as the significance or severity of performance variabilities can vary between
companies. In other words, a performance variability of company A could do more
damage than two performance variabilities of company B. The following examples of
EP9 and EP13 illustrate the differences in the severity of performance variabilities
best.
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EP9 develops ERP solutions. As part of their sales pitch consultants of EP9 visit the
potential customer to present the product. If the customer chooses to buy the product
the same consultant visits the customer to analyse the customer’s business processes
in order to tailor the product to them. For both functions EP9 sees performance
variabilities. Both functions produce their Output too late if EP9 acquires too many
customers in a short period of time. In that case, the consultants are too busy to visit
new customers. In the majority of cases, EP9 stated that the performance variabilities
lead to the customer buying or starting to use the product a few days later than
planned.
EP13 is an SME fashion company and towards the end of every season EP13 has leftover stock that they sell for a discount to wholesale customers. Sales people of EP13
visit those customers personally to sell the left-over stock. EP13 is developing a
software solution to support the sales people in the process. Currently, however, the
sales people receive a paper-based list at the beginning of each week with the number
of items left per model, size, colour, etc. The form of a paper-based list has led to
many problems. Most noteworthy is the fact that the paper-based lists are quickly out
of date as EP13 has many sales people that visit customers. It occurred regularly that
sales people sold stock to a customer only to find out later, when the buy was handed
over to the finance department for completion, that the stock was not actually
available anymore because it was sold to another customer. Over time the sales
people adapted to that situation and now call headquarters shortly before meetings
and before closing a deal to confirm the numbers they have are still correct. This
‘workaround’ is, however, not without mistakes and mix-ups of numbers happen
regularly. With the help of tablet computers and a cloud-based software application
EP13 hopes to provide their sales people with up-to-date numbers that are easily
accessible during sales pitches (in addition to other advantages such as showing 3D
models of the stock, different colours, etc.). Thus, the tablet computer will enable
EP13 avoid selling stock they do not have anymore.
Comparing the performance variabilities of EP9 and EP13 reveals that both do the
respected company harm but the performance variabilities experienced by EP13 are
much more serious as they regularly cost sales, whereas in the case of EP9 they are
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only delayed by a few days. Furthermore, EP13 stated that many customers that
thought they made a good bargain for the left over stock only to be disappointed later
do not buy from EP13 again. Thus, the long-term consequences for EP 13 are much
more severe. Overall, performance variabilities should be considered in the light of
the subject of analysis.
In addition to identifying performance variabilities, cFRAM also helped companies
identify entire areas within their company that require attention in order to dampen
potential performance variabilities. EP4, for example, helped cFRAM and the
identification of performance variabilities, realised that by concentrating all their
resources on developing their product, they have neglected the relationship with their
customers. The majority of their functions are concentrated around the early stages of
the customer lifecycle, i.e. customer adoption and their set up, and the later stages of
the customer lifecycle have received less or no attention at all, i.e. servicing customer
and increasing customer satisfaction. cFRAM helped the start-up to become aware of
this situation by showing the implications of performance variabilities on coupled
functions, e.g. if the Output of a servicing customer function is imprecise it can affect
a function responsible for increasing customer satisfaction negatively. The start-up
decided to invest more resources into the latter parts of the customer lifecycle soon in
order to dampen the performance variabilities.
8.2.3

Identifying existing capabilities

After identifying the functions, describing their aspects and identifying performance
variabilities the EPs were asked to identify existing capabilities that reside within the
before cloud migration FRAM. To identify existing capabilities, the three most
important functions had to be identified by the EPs. After listing the resources of the
three most important functions it was investigated how the resources are influenced or
constrained by assigning them to one of four viewpoints. (cultural, management,
application, and governance). To reveal capabilities that are going to be affected by
cloud computing the influences and constraints across the resources of the three most
important functions had to be identified.
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After identifying existing capabilities for the three most important functions the
handbook suggests to carry out the same steps for the remaining functions to identify
additional capabilities or find out if the previously identified capabilities are
applicable to those functions too. During all interviews there was only time to identify
the capability (or capabilities) for the three most important functions. Although it
would have been desirable to identify all capabilities that reside within functions it is
not a drawback for the evaluation study. As it was possible to identify the capabilities
of the three most important functions it shows that the steps necessary to identify
capabilities achieve their goal.
8.2.3.1 Usefulness of the identification of capabilities
When identifying capabilities with EP1-EP10 (except EP9, for which there was no
time to identify capabilities), it became apparent that this step goes into a lot of detail.
It was often the case that this step goes into more detail than might be desirable for a
two to four hour interview. EP1-EP10 stated that they found the identification of
capabilities useful to think about their functions and the interdependencies more
deeply. Furthermore, they stated that they were positively surprised about the level of
detail cFRAM allowed them to go into in a two to four hour interview. However,
there was not always time to discuss the results of the analysis in great detail. It was
discussed with the EPs that they would get more value out of cFRAM if they were
able to investigate the impact of cloud computing on all their capabilities and
interdependencies that might exist between capabilities. Doing this, however, would
require longer interviews (possibly over several days in order to create FRAM models
that are described in sufficient detail to identify all capabilities).
As it could be concluded after the interviews with EP1-EP10 that the steps for
identifying and adapting capabilities in cFRAM achieve their goal but go into too
much detail, the decision was made to skip this step and the adaptation of capabilities
in step 4 of cFRAM for the remaining interviews with EP11-EP14 as these EPs had
only two hours for the interview. The interviews with EP1-EP10 revealed that
analysing capabilities with cFRAM takes at least 2.5 hours.
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8.2.3.2 Identifying the three most important functions and their resources
Almost all EPs (excluding EP9 and EP11-EP14) stated the focus on the three most
important functions to identify capabilities was appropriate and indeed necessary in
order to focus on the most pressing issues and not loose sight of the bigger picture.
All understood that the same steps would have to be carried out for the remaining
functions if it were a real world cFRAM analysis and not an evaluation study.
In order to identify the three most important functions it had to be made clear to the
EPs that this does not necessarily mean that three functions that rely on each other
have to be the most important ones. EP4, for example, argued along the lines of their
customer lifecycle, that if they do not have a function like <Set up customer> they do
not need a function like <Service customer> because customers would not be able to
use their product in the first place. It was explained to the EPs that the identification
of the three most important functions should be more about those functions that, for
example, generate the most revenue or higher customer satisfaction. The reason for
this is that all EPs, as software vendors or IT departments, aim to deliver products to
customers or users. Thus, revenue and customer satisfaction are good indicators of
how well the EPs perform.
EP10 provides a noteworthy example for the identification of the three most
important functions. For EP10 the three most important functions all work towards
the same goal (similar to EP2, EP4, and EP5). EP10 is currently in the process of
developing a private cloud to host applications on behalf of their customers. At the
moment, EP10 buys hardware for customers and places it in the customer’s data
centre. Afterwards EP10 installs the desired applications on the hardware. EP10 is
aiming to make this process more efficient and faster by developing a private cloud.
The three most important functions EP10 identified in their before cloud migration
FRAM model are all aiming towards finding out what the customer needs and tries to
achieve with the applications EP10 offers. Hence, the three most important functions
aim to deliver the right application to the customer.
EP7 provides another noteworthy example for the identification of the three most
important functions. EP7 identified three functions that were not expected to be the
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most important ones by the interviewer (based on experiences from previous
interviews). EP7 relies on email to communicate with and support their customers.
Customers get an email address for support requests. If EP7 receives an email it is
analysed and sorted automatically to forward it to an appropriate technician or
consultant. EP7 is currently in the process of migrating their email system into the
cloud. EP7 identified functions in the FRAM model as the three most important that
are responsible for (1) analysing and forwarding the email to an appropriate
technician or consultant, (2) giving the customer feedback and (2) billing the
customer. The interviewer expected the three most important functions to be related to
actually dealing with customer emails. EP7 explained, however, that the functions
they have for dealing with customer emails are necessary functions to have. The three
functions EP7 identified to be the most important are those aiming at making the
communication with customers as efficient as possible.
8.2.3.3 Assigning the resources to the viewpoints
All EPs (except EP6) stated that listing the resources of the three most important
functions and assigning them to one of the four viewpoints (cultural, management,
application, and governance) allowed them to analyse their resources more deeply to
identify factors that influence or constrain them. Furthermore, the EPs stated that they
think the four viewpoints are appropriately addressing pressing issues when planning
a move to the cloud. Thus, the evaluation study of cFRAM successfully collected
more data to confirm that the four viewpoints capture the underlying processes of
adapting capabilities to cloud computing (i.e. augmenting cycle of theory
development, whereas chapters 4 & 5 carried out the framing cycle of theory
development, according to Pan & Tan, 2011).
Some EPs struggled with distinguishing between the viewpoints. This led them to
think that more than one viewpoint might be appropriate for a particular resource.
Together with the EPs the viewpoints were then discussed and described in more
detail by providing examples from previous interviews. EP8, for example, struggled
with the distinction between Management and Application. With regard to resources
around managing the development of software applications, e.g. software
development platforms such as Visual Studio, EP8 was not sure whether it should be
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assigned to Management or Application. It was recommended to think about how
Visual Studio was chosen as the software development platform. Was it chosen
because EP8 uses programming languages that are only supported by Visual Studio or
was it chosen for its managerial capabilities, e.g. coordinating the work of various
software developers, version control, libraries, etc. In the end, EP8 decided that it is
more accurate to assign Visual Studio to Application rather than Management.
Afterwards it was also pointed out to EP8 that (1) the decision does not have to be
final and that the viewpoint can change over time or in other situations and (2) that
the process of analysing what viewpoint is appropriate is more valuable than the final
decision.
During the evaluation study it became clear that there is not always a clear distinction
between the viewpoints and that it depends on the company and what they are trying
to achieve. In other words, some might assign a certain resource to Application
whereas others would assign it to Management. This is not a drawback of cFRAM.
Rather it increases its flexibility, specifically when different departments are involved
in a cFRAM analysis. Discussing what viewpoint is most appropriate for a resource
can provide valuable insights into how resources are used and how their use might be
constrained. Indeed, EP5 and EP10 pointed out that this is the reason why they think
assigning the resources to one of the four viewpoints is important, as it helps them to
think about resources more deeply.
Table 14 - Number of appearances of the four viewpoints for the categorisation of resources

Participant

# of cultural

# of management

# of application

# of governance

EP1

3

1

6

3

EP2

3

1

4

2

EP3

/

/

/

/

EP4

9

10

4

4

EP5

5

6

1

3

EP6

1

6

2

3

EP7

1

3

2

6

EP8

1

5

3

2

EP9

/

/

/

/

EP10

2

5

1

4
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(Please note that the data for EP4 shows the resources for the after cloud migration
FRAM model as EP4 developed their product in the cloud right away)
In the majority of cases the EPs were able to assign the resources to one of the four
viewpoints without the help of the interviewer. Table 14 shows the number of
resources that were assigned to each of the four viewpoints. The data shows that the
total number of resources, regardless of the four viewpoints, differs significantly
between the EPs. A possible explanation for this is the level of abstraction. Some EPs
preferred to go into more detail and included resources that were secondary or over
which they have no influence (e.g. a telephone was a resource for EP8). Being able to
define resources on different levels of abstraction is in line with FRAM, which allows
users to define functions on different levels of abstraction depending on the goal of
the investigation.
Table 14 also shows that none of the four viewpoints is dominant. With the data from
the evaluation study it can be concluded that the representation of viewpoints depends
on the company and the goal the company tries to achieve with cloud computing.
Hence, all viewpoints are equally relevant for a move to the cloud. This finding is in
line with the findings from the multi-stage study (chapter 4 & 5). Furthermore, when
moving to the cloud and adapting functions, the resources of these functions adapt
accordingly. Companies, when moving to the cloud, should not aim to balance the
four viewpoints. Balancing the four viewpoints is not possible as they can sometimes
be in conflict with each other (e.g. making a decision when addressing management
issues can constrain the options available for application issues). Rather, companies
should accommodate the four viewpoints by deciding which viewpoint is most
important or presents the most pressing issues for their particular situation.
Accommodating the viewpoints appropriately is important as they influence the
adaptation of capabilities (see chapter 5). The viewpoint which is most important can
change over time or during the adoption of cloud computing. For example, software
vendors that migrate one of their products to the cloud might decide that they want to
migrate the product without making substantial changes to it, similar to what EP8
decided. In this case, Cultural might appear particularly dominant because the
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company wants to find out how customers react to a cloud product. Over time, the
focus might shift towards Management in order to make the move to the cloud as
efficient as possible. A section has been added to the end of the cFRAM handbook
that explains how companies can accommodate the viewpoints to help them use
cFRAM as a long-term planning method during the move to the cloud.
8.2.3.4 Summarising the findings in the definition of capabilities
Naming and defining capabilities after identifying the three most important functions
with their resources and assignment to the four viewpoints is the last step in analysing
a company before the move to the cloud is planned. The capabilities are, therefore, a
way to summarise previous analysis efforts (similar to the multi-stage study where the
capabilities summarised the steps the software vendors took to migrate their software
products into the cloud). When defining and describing the capabilities many EPs had
problems. Three problems stand out.
First, some EPs struggled naming their capability (or capabilities). Too often the
names they gave their capabilities sounded more like the goal the capability tries to
achieve, rather than how it tries to achieve it. The goal of EP6, for example, is the
timely provision of tools such as Office and Adobe Photoshop. Therefore, they named
their capability ‘In-time tool provision’.
Second, some EPs were unhappy with the definition and names of their capabilities as
they complained that they were sounding too generic. EP5, for example, is currently
providing virtual machines on request on dedicated servers. They are planning to
expand this service and act more like a cloud provider. To provide virtual machines
on request, they defined one of their capabilities as ‘Provision of managed computing
resources’. It was discussed with EP5 that capabilities that sound generic are not
necessarily a drawback as the aim of the definition of capabilities is to summarise
what the EP can and cannot do. Therefore, if everyone within EP5 understands what
the capability means in detail (e.g. which functions are part of it) they can sound
generic. Generic sounding capabilities, however, require documentation of the
capabilities so that they can be shared among employees.
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Third, some EPs tried to identify their overarching capability, i.e. those that reside in
all functions and not just within the three most important ones. EP10, for example,
explained that their core capability is the inherent knowledge about the IT market they
have among their technicians and consultants. The inherent knowledge helps them
offer the right solutions to customers at the right point in time. This sort of capability,
however, applies to many functions within EP10. The focus of the evaluation study
with EP10 was on one particular software application and the aim of EP10 to act more
like a cloud provider. Therefore, the identification of a capability that is directly
related to the delivery of software applications could have provided results with
which EP10 would have been able to plan their move to the cloud in more detail.
The three points discussed above are not necessarily a drawback of cFRAM, as the
definition of capabilities is only a way to summarise a cFRAM analysis. Going
through the steps of a cFRAM analysis is more important and reveals more insights
than the name and definition of a capability itself. Furthermore, naming the capability
intends to help employees refer to known issues among each other and to avoid
misunderstandings. Table 15 shows some of the capabilities and their definition for
EP1-EP10.
Table 15 - Name and definition of capabilities before the cloud

Partici-

Capability before the cloud

Definition of capability before the cloud

Service delivery management

The capability is responsible for developing the right

pant
EP1

software solutions for the right customer.
EP2

Software service management

The capability is responsible for supporting customers in
the use of EP2’s software products.

EP3

/

/

EP4

/

/

EP5

Provide managed computing

The capability is responsible for offering and enabling

resources

users of EP5 to use virtual machines for a variety of
purposes.

EP6

In-time tool provision

The capability is responsible for enabling users of EP6 to
use a variety of tools such as Office that EP6 offers as the
IT department of the company. The capability also
applies to other services the IT department offers, e.g.
Adobe Photoshop
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EP7

React to and anticipate failures

The capability is responsible for dealing with customer

of customers in a structured but

failures and other sorts of customer requests in an

flexible manner

efficient manner. The capability is optimised towards
anticipating failures so that customers do not experience
outages of services.

EP8

Provision, support and

The capability is responsible for developing the right

development of user

software solutions for the right customer.

applications
EP9

/

/

EP10

Inherent knowledge of IT

The capability captures the knowledge about the IT

market

market that EP10’s technicians and consultants have
acquired over the years. The inherent knowledge helps
them to offer their customers the right software solution
at the right time by anticipating market developments.

8.2.4

Planning the move to the cloud

The data collected in steps 1-3 of a cFRAM analysis form the basis for the fourth step
of cFRAM: Planning the move to the cloud. In this step, the functions of the before
cloud migration FRAM model are adapted to accommodate cloud computing and, if
necessary, new functions are introduced. Afterwards, the effects on existing
performance variabilities are analysed to inform further adaptations of functions that
might be necessary to dampen performance variabilities. In addition, the cloud might
introduce new performance variabilities. In the last step, the effects of the adapted
functions and performance variabilities on the existing capabilities are analysed by
listing the resources of functions in the cloud and assigning them to one of the four
viewpoints. By comparing the list with the list of step 3 of cFRAM the adaptation of
capabilities is informed. At the end of step 4 of cFRAM companies have created the
after cloud migration FRAM.
8.2.4.1 Adapting functions to accommodate cloud computing
To adapt functions to accommodate cloud computing the changes in responsibilities
cloud computing triggers were discussed with each EP. Afterwards, the EPs went
through every function of their before cloud FRAM model to discuss the effects of
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cloud computing on individual functions. Two differing results could be observed as
the EPs went through the process of adapting functions.
First, with companies in an early stage of moving to the cloud, e.g. in a stage where
they are still discussing the usefulness of cloud computing, the discussions with the
EPs were engaging and stimulating. These EPs were discussing the underlying
principles of cloud computing in order to adapt their functions in the best way
possible. EP11, for example, is currently discussing to replace their on-site ERP
solution with a cloud-based solution. They only had an initial brainstorming session to
discuss general advantages and disadvantages of cloud computing. They stated that
the cFRAM analysis helped them to see how many functions would become obsolete
by a move to the cloud. Furthermore, they identified a major area that a potential ERP
cloud vendor would need to address. Their ERP solution is highly customised with
customisations developed by EP11. At the moment, when they receive updates from
their ERP provider, they can decide themselves when to install the update so that
there is sufficient time to test the impact of the update on the customisations. With a
cloud-based solution this would be more difficult as the ERP cloud vendor provides
updates automatically. With the help of the cFRAM analysis, EP11 was able to
clearly define this potential challenge by investigating how they could adapt functions
to decrease the impact of updates on customisations. Furthermore, it allowed them to
plan the next steps in their move to a cloud-based ERP solution.
Second, companies that are in an advanced stage of cloud adoption do not appear to
benefit as much from a cFRAM analysis as those in an early stage. These EPs have
started to adapt functions and thus stick to what they already know about cloud
computing and how their company is planning to adopt it. They did not seem to be
interested in exploring alternative, possibly better, options. The problem of sticking to
existing knowledge was overly pronounced for EP9. EP9 is currently in the process of
migrating their ERP solution into the cloud to offer it as a service (see above). When
investigating the changes to functions of the before cloud and after cloud migration
FRAM model it becomes clear, however, that they will in fact not offer their ERP
solution as a service but simply as a remote hosting solution. The interview with EP13
provided similar results in terms of relying on the knowledge already acquired during
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the migration. Thus, the aim of enabling users of cFRAM to make unbiased decisions
about organisational changes (see section 7.2) could only be achieved for EPs that
were in an early stage of moving to the cloud.
Analysing how functions need to adapt to accommodate cloud computing did not
always provide positive results that convinced or enabled the EPs to move further in
their move to the cloud. EP8, for example, was able to conclude that migrating their
software product into the cloud provides no additional value. Instead, it would create
more work for them. The number of functions that have to adapt to cloud computing
and the number of functions that need to be introduced illustrate this fact very well.
Before the cloud EP8 had 11 functions. In order to move to the cloud EP8 would have
to adapt 2 functions and introduce 2 new functions. These 4 functions, however,
would not yet enable EP8 to address weaknesses that currently exist, i.e. for the onsite version of their software products. Furthermore, the cloud would expose EP8 to
additional performance variabilities (see further below). EP8, however, still
appreciated cFRAM for clarifying the situation and allowing them to identify
weakness in their current approach that they will aim to address before moving to the
cloud.
When adapting functions to cloud computing and introducing new functions the after
cloud migration FRAM models often appeared more complex, a point raised by the
EPs, in particular EP2, EP11, and EP13. When discussing the changes to the functions
in detail it became clear that the FRAM models appear more complex because the
EPs take over responsibilities and tasks previously held by their customers or users. In
other words, the EPs become more complex but the solutions for their customers and
users become simpler and easier to manage. The multi-stage study produced similar
findings. Table 16 shows a list with the numbers of functions each EP had to adapt or
introduce and how many functions cloud computing made obsolete. In Table 16 a
function was counted as adapted if its purpose changed or one of its six aspects
changed.
When analysing Table 16 it is important to note that the number of changes to
functions is not necessarily reflecting the complexity of changes. Changing just one
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function can be a significant and time intensive task for any EP, e.g. due its
dependencies and resources. Furthermore, it is questionable how useful a comparison
of the numbers in Table 16 between the EPs is, as functions can be defined on
different levels of detail (chosen by the EPs). Hence, the more detail the EP went into,
the higher the number of functions that changed to accommodate cloud computing.
Therefore, the numbers in Table 16 should be used with caution and considered in
light of the subject of analysis.
The case for EP6 illustrates the above point very well. After adapting functions to
accommodate cloud computing EP6 concluded that not many functions would need to
change. The cFRAM analysis was, however, able to show the wider implications
when adapting just a few functions. EP6 stated that they were surprised by how a
seemingly simple change in the licensing model of a software product can ripple
through the whole company. EP6 is planning to adopt Office 365, with monthly
payments per Office user, to replace their current model of buying an Office product
per user. The use of Office 365 will enable them to migrate every user to the same
version of Office as, at the moment, some use Office 2007, others use Office 2010
and again others use Office 2013. Although this process appeared straightforward to
EP6 at first, the cFRAM analysis revealed that adopting Office 365 would put a
greater pressure on the IT department of EP6. The reason for this is that all users will
automatically get the latest updates. If an update should contain bugs or cause
difficulties during the installation, all users will be affected at once. EP6 decided to
react to this by not making the move to Office 365 public and only migrating a few
selected users at first, to gain experiences with the cloud. Similar experiences were
made by EP11.
Chapters 1 and 2 explained that many companies neglect complementary
organisational changes when adapting to technological discontinuities. The example
of EP6 as described above provides an explanation for why companies neglect these
changes: In their understanding only one function appears to change when moving to
the cloud, without realising that changing one function can have an effect on coupled
functions. cFRAM could prove to be a viable method to help companies understand
how the effects of adapting one function can ripple through the entire company.
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Table 16 - Changes to functions required by the move to the cloud

Participant

# of functions that

# of functions that

# of functions that

had to be adapted

had to be introduced

became obsolete

EP1

1

2

1

EP2

1

6

3

EP3

/

/

/

EP4

/

/

/

EP5

2

3

1

EP6

1

1

1

EP7

1

1

0

EP8

2

2

1

EP9

4

5

3

EP10

3

3

2

EP11

2

0

3

EP12

2

3

0

EP13

3

8

5

EP14

3

5

2

8.2.4.2 Dampening performance variabilities through the move to the cloud
After adapting functions to accommodate cloud computing the EPs were asked to
investigate the impact of these adaptations on existing performance variabilities and
to conclude if new performance variabilities are introduced by being in the cloud. The
EPs stated that cFRAM allowed them to visualise performance variabilities, which
would make it easier to plan steps for dampening or even eliminating them, thus
increasing the resilience of their company. At the same time, the cFRAM analysis
raised awareness among the EPs that a new technology, such as cloud computing, is
not only helping them to dampen or eliminate performance variabilities but also
introduces new performance variabilities. The results of the cFRAM analysis allowed
the EPs to identify areas in which they have to take steps after the move to the cloud
to address new performance variabilities. Beyond that, the results of this step of the
cFRAM analysis produced mixed results.
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Many EPs were able to dampen or even eliminate performance variabilities by
moving to the cloud. The performance variabilities these EPs were able to dampen
were, however, often the result of technical changes. In other words, the performance
variabilities could be dampened due to the effects of cloud computing and less due to
actions taken by the EPs. In the cloud EP2, EP10, and EP14, for example, take over
the installation of the software product, updating the software product, and supporting
the software product. By dampening the performance variabilities for these tasks the
EPs are able to work more efficiently and increase customer satisfaction. The FRAM
analysis with PP1 (chapter 6) produced similar results.
Although many EPs were able to dampen the performance variabilities that are related
to technical challenges, the majority of EPs were not able to dampen performance
variabilities that are related to organisational challenges. EP6 and EP8, for example,
have performance variabilities that exist between them and other departments. Both
rely on the leader of a department to contact them if an employee requires a software
application. It was already discussed above that the leaders of departments sometimes
forward the requests for a software application too late. The EPs that experienced
these kinds of performance variabilities were not able to dampen them. They were not
even able to inform steps that could be taken in the future to dampen them. The
reason the EPs struggled with these kinds of performance variabilities might be that
the interviews for the evaluation study were with the leaders of IT or product
development and not with the departments that were causing the performance
variabilities. When performance variabilities span across multiple departments it
might be necessary to work with all affected departments to adapt functions
appropriately.
Table 17 shows the total number of performance variabilities the EPs experienced
before the cloud, the number of new performance variabilities cloud computing
introduces, and the total number of performance variabilities in the cloud. What
becomes apparent by investigating the data in Table 17 is that all EPs except EP8 and
EP12 were able to decrease the total number of performance variabilities by moving
to the cloud. This in itself is, however, not a good indicator for concluding hat these
companies also became more resilient. Differing severity of performance variabilities
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was already discussed above. It is less a drawback of cFRAM and more a drawback
of the theory of performance variabilities. Due to the large number of participants in
the cFRAM evaluation study (the first study of its kinds that uses FRAM to
investigate similar questions within 14 different companies) it is possible to conclude
that performance variabilities should be applied with care and that it is important to
document the underlying causes of performance variabilities. In other words, it is not
sufficient to conclude whether performance variabilities affect the Output of a
function in terms of time or precision. To provide a step into this direction, the
remainder of this section will focus on analysing the underlying causes of
performance variabilities, rather than the number of performance variabilities, in
order to conclude if a company becomes more resilient by moving to the cloud.
Table 17 - Dampening of performance variabilities by moving to the cloud

Participant

# of Performance

# of new performance

# of Performance

variabilities before the

variabilities by being in

variabilities in the cloud

cloud

the cloud

EP1

4

1

1

EP2

5

0

2

EP3

/

/

/

EP4

/

/

2

EP5

2

0

1

EP6

4

1

3

EP7

3

0

2

EP8

3

1

4

EP9

2

0

1

EP10

3

0

2

EP11

3

0

2

EP12

1

0

1

EP13

2

2

2

EP14

3

0

2

By investigating the cause of the performance variabilities in Table 17 it becomes
clear that cloud computing does indeed make individual EPs more resilient. The
reason for the increase in resilience is due to the dampening of performance
variabilities caused by technical factors (see above). In the majority of cases,
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technical performance variabilities affected the company as a whole, whereas other
performance variabilities of the evaluation study affected individual employees or
departments. With the examples of EP6 and EP8 the difference in technical and other
types of performance variabilities can be illustrated. As explained above, EP6 and
EP8 stated that sometimes other departments request software products for employees
too late, which puts pressure on EP6 and EP8 because the new employee needs to be
able to work. At the same time, however, this performance variability only affects
individual employees and not the company as a whole (as it would be in the case of a
cloud outage, which would be a technical performance variability).
With the data in Table 17 it is not possible to argue if cloud computing makes
companies more resilient in general. This is partly due to the drawback in the
definition of performance variabilities explained above, due to the differences in
performance variabilities the EPs experience, and the steps they take to dampen them.
Different kinds of performance variabilities can have different implications on
resilience overall. If all EPs experienced the same performance variabilities and were
able to dampen or eliminate these through cloud computing, it would be possible to
argue that cloud computing makes companies more resilient. The fact that
performance variabilities differ significantly between companies strengthens the need
for methods such as cFRAM to allow companies to investigate their performance
variabilities and find ways to eliminate or dampen them.
8.2.4.3 Adapting capabilities
The final step in a cFRAM analysis is the investigation of the changes to functions
and performance variabilities on existing capabilities to inform their adaptation or the
development of new capabilities. In order to inform the adaptation of capabilities or
the development of new capabilities the EPs (this section only refers to EP1 – EP10,
except EP9, for the reasons explained in section 8.2.3) were asked to focus again on
the three most important functions that were identified for the before cloud migration
FRAM model, i.e. step 3 of a cFRAM analysis (Identifying existing capabilities). Step
3 was essentially repeated for the after cloud migration FRAM model. The resources
of the three most important functions are listed and assigned to one of the four
viewpoints (cultural, management, application, and governance). By comparing the
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list with the list created in step 3 the EPs could compare the resources and their
viewpoints to understand if resources became obsolete (or if new resources are
available) and why viewpoints might have changed. A change in resources or
viewpoints can have an impact on existing capabilities.
The EPs stated that investigating the impact of cloud computing on their existing
capabilities to inform the adaptation or development of new ones has been very
helpful in understanding the organisational changes cloud computing requires. It
showed them, for example, what the effects are if a viewpoint of a resource changes
and how they can react to it. Furthermore, the EPs appreciated structuring the
organisational changes with the help of capabilities as they stated it makes it easier to
communicate organisational changes between different groups of employees. EP5, for
example, stated that it could help them discuss the organisational changes with their
technicians (who would otherwise focus only on technical changes).
The cFRAM evaluation study is only able to indicate how the four viewpoints and
capabilities can be used for planning a move to the cloud due to the time constraints
of every interview (as already explained in section 8.2.3.4). Thus, the analysis of
resources with the four viewpoints to identify factors that influence and inform the
adaptation of capabilities for cloud computing did not produce results in the level of
detail of the multi-stage study. The discussion with the EPs during the evaluation
study was still able to prove, however, that cFRAM enables companies to anticipate
some effects of cloud computing while enabling them to react to others in the way the
underlying model of cFRAM was designed (see section 7.3).
Table 18 shows the capabilities of the EPs both for the before cloud migration FRAM
model and the after cloud migration FRAM model. The comparison of capabilities
before the move to the cloud and after the move to the cloud provided interesting
results. Table 18 shows that for many EPs their capabilities did not have to change
significantly. In fact, in the majority of these cases the companies were required to
add responsibilities to their existing capabilities rather than having to replace them
because cloud computing makes them obsolete. What becomes clear through the data
presented in Table 18 is that software vendors were most often required to
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significantly change their capabilities in contrast to companies that adopted cloud
computing for other reasons, e.g. to outsource their infrastructure such as EP7. With
the data collected during the evaluation study it is not possible to conclude if the
results can be explained by either of the following two suggestions.
Table 18 - Capabilities of the EP’ before and after the move to the cloud

Participant

Capability before the cloud

Capability in the cloud

EP1

Service delivery management

Service delivery management + Cloud
service management

EP2

Software service management

Software service management +
Software service development

EP3

/

Educating users of our philosophy

EP4

/

/

EP5

Provide managed computing

Provide ad-hoc computing resources

resources
EP6

In-time tool provision

In-tome tool provision & maintenance

EP7

React to and anticipate failures in a

React to and anticipate failures in a

structured but flexible manner

structured but flexible manner

Provision, support and development

Provision, support and development

of user applications

of user applications and cloud

EP8

environment
EP9

/

/

EP10

Inherent knowledge of IT market

Inherent knowledge of IT market +
Cloud service management

First, it could be the case that software vendors that migrate (some of) their products
into the cloud are affected by cloud computing to a greater extent than other
companies. Software vendors might be affected by cloud computing to a greater
extent as they link their revenue directly to cloud computing by relying on it to
provide their products to customers (e.g. EP2 and EP4). If the cloud has an outage, the
software vendor’s products are not available and their revenue is affected negatively.
Thus, software vendors integrate cloud computing more deeply into their company
and are required to adapt their capabilities appropriately. Hence, the effects of
technological discontinuities discussed in section 1.1 apply to a large extent as cloud
computing renders some of the software vendors’ existing capabilities obsolete and
cloud computing can be considered more as capability-destroying.
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Second, it could be the case that those companies other than software vendors that
adopted cloud computing, for example, to outsource parts of their infrastructure, were
generally prepared for a technological discontinuity such as cloud computing. These
companies appear to be prepared for a technological discontinuity because many of
the functions of these companies did not have to change when applying step 4 of the
cFRAM analysis (Planning the move to the cloud). In other words, these companies
continually question their functions and adapt these to new information. EP7, for
example, as an IT consulting company, is currently in the process of migrating their
email service into the cloud. Naturally, this company has a deep expertise in cloud
computing and the underlying technologies as they have consulted some of their
customers during the migration process into the cloud. The cFRAM analysis showed
that EP7 only has to introduce one new function in order to migrate their email
services into the cloud successfully. The discussion with EP7 revealed that this is due
to the fact that EP7 optimised their email services over the years based on their own
expertise and experiences they made with customers. In other words, their email
services have probably been influenced by the development of cloud computing,
although they are only now moving to the cloud, as EP7 stated. Hence, the effects of
technological discontinuities discussed in section 1.1 do not apply to these kinds of
companies as they only have to adapt their capabilities slightly. In the majority of
cases it was necessary for these companies to extend the responsibilities of their
capabilities and cloud computing can be considered more as capability-enhancing.
In reality, both cases apply depending on the company and their history. Indeed, the
multi-stage study was able to conclude similar findings. PP2 of that study (see section
3.2) had extensive experience with a remote hosting solution similar to cloud
computing. They developed this solution on their own in 2001, five years before the
commercialisation of cloud computing. When they started to adopt cloud computing
they still had to change some of their functions, albeit to a lesser extent than the
majority of other PPs.
The cFRAM evaluation study leads to a refinement of the theory of technological
discontinuities. Chapter 1 argued that technological discontinuities can be classified
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as either capability-enhancing or capability-destroying and that cloud computing was
capability-destroying. The evaluation study (and to some extent the multi-stage study)
has shown that a clear distinction into capability-enhancing and capability-destroying
is not always possible. Instead it depends on the history of the company that is
adopting the technological discontinuity as the history determines what functions
exist within the company, what skills employees have, etc. Depending on the
functions and skills, technological discontinuities have varying effects and are not
always clearly capability-enhancing or capability-destroying. Instead, the notions of
capability-enhancing and capability-destroying should be considered as the ends of a
continuum where technological discontinuities, depending on the history of the
company, are either more capability-enhancing or more capability-destroying. By
showing what impact cloud computing has on existing capabilities, cFRAM can help
companies understand what end of the continuum they are placed at. Understanding
where along the continuum they are placed will enable them to move to the cloud
efficiently as they can focus their resources on adapting those capabilities that require
adaptation.

8.3 Improving cFRAM
8.3.1

Improvements to cFRAM and its handbook

Evaluating cFRAM and its handbook in the field was useful to identify the strength
and weaknesses and to identify areas for further improvement. After having evaluated
cFRAM with 10 of the 14 participants, several minor improvements to cFRAM and
its handbook were made, e.g. simplifying the language or reorganising paragraphs. In
addition, four more substantial changes to cFRAM and its handbook were made that
are explained below. The improvements were made based on the feedback from
participants. They were made after 10 interviews in order to have enough participants
available to test the improved cFRAM and its handbook. The feedback of the group
including the first 10 participants was compared with the feedback of the group
including the last four participants to understand if the improvements have indeed
improved cFRAM and its handbook. Based on this comparison it is possible to
conclude that the improvements helped the participants apply cFRAM. Therefore, the
improvements have been successful.
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The first improvement that has been made to cFRAM regards the steps of a cFRAM
analysis. They were reorganised to make it easier for users to focus on the two main
objectives of cFRAM: investigating performance variabilities and investigating
capabilities while moving to the cloud. More specifically, the first step has been
extended to include more detailed questions so that the first step is sufficient to create
a FRAM model accurately describing the company. The second step now focuses
solely on the identification and description of performance variabilities. The goal of
this change is a stronger focus on performance variabilities. Furthermore, by putting
all the questions to create the before cloud migration FRAM model into one step,
companies can decide themselves into how much detail they want to go. The ability to
be able to create FRAM models more quickly albeit on a more abstract level was
frequently requested by companies. cFRAM recommends that it is perfectly
acceptable to create a high level FRAM model at first in order to get a general idea of
the impact cloud computing will have on the company but that in order to plan the
move to the cloud it is necessary to create more detailed FRAM models, i.e. it is
necessary to answer the majority of the questions the handbook proposes. The
creation of high-level FRAM models will likely create more success stories among
users of cFRAM as it generates usable results more quickly. In addition, the CCs
developed in section 8.2.2.1 have been added to step 2 of cFRAM (Identifying
performance variabilities) with the note that the CCs are there to assist the companies
in identifying performance variabilities but that they should also think about
additional areas where performance variabilities might exist.
Second, with the data collected during the evaluation it was possible to link the
organisational changes cFRAM is helping companies to identify to the technical
adoption challenges of cloud computing. Linking the organisational changes to
technical challenges is an essential step in order to ensure that a socio-technical
perspective is maintained. Furthermore, the feedback from the participants has
revealed that it is also important for their technical people so that they understand
why it is necessary to carry out organisational changes. Several participants pointed
out that, otherwise, technical people often forget about the organisational changes or
ignore them. Linking the organisational changes to technical challenges is done in
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step 4 of cFRAM (Planning the move to the cloud). When companies discuss how
existing functions need to change for cloud computing and what new functions need
to be introduced, companies are encouraged to ask themselves two questions at the
same time. First, how do we want to carry out this function from an organisational
perspective? Second, how do we want to carry out this function from a technical
perspective? It is important to discuss both questions together in order to retain a
socio-technical perspective and ensure technical solutions do not prescribe
organisational changes and vice versa.
Third, the guidance on the viewpoints has been extended. In the original handbook the
guidance on the viewpoints and how resources should be assigned was kept too
abstract. It was assumed that the explanation of the viewpoints would be sufficient to
allow companies to assign the resources to them. The cFRAM evaluation has shown,
however, that the participants sometimes struggled categorising the resources with the
viewpoints. EP1-EP10 (except EP9) concluded that the four viewpoints are
appropriately addressing their most pressing issues. Thus, there is no problem with
the viewpoints itself but rather with their description and application. In the improved
version of the handbook the description of the viewpoints has been reworked with a
particular focus on distinguishing the differences between the viewpoints so that users
of cFRAM find it easier to decide which viewpoint is most appropriate. In addition,
more examples have been added to illustrate which viewpoint might be most
appropriate for which resource (see Table 19 for the table that has been added to the
handbook and replaced Table 6 from section 7.4.3). The examples come from the
evaluation study and the multi-stage study (see chapters 4 & 5).
Table 19 – Examples of resources assigned to the viewpoints

Viewpoint

Examples of resources
Internalised rules and norms of behaviour that employees follow, e.g. sales
people
Preferences or behaviours of customers and users

Cultural
Knowledge base to inform about past customer interactions and preferences
Market situation and behaviour of competitors
Management

Roadmap for product development, e.g. documents ensuring product features
are feasible and developers have appropriate skills
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Coordinating feature development and the lifecycle of technologies generally
Supporting the customer in using the product or increasing customer
satisfaction, e.g. ticket system for support
Software development environments, e.g. Eclipse or Visual Studio
Communication tools, e.g. email
Development of product features and the approaches used, e.g. SCRUM

Application

Dependencies that can enhance or stifle the development of a product, e.g.
APIs or libraries
Programming languages that are being used, e.g. C# or Java
Set up of the product at the customer site, e.g. installation procedures
Formal rules and norms of behaviour, e.g. for interacting with customers
Governmental or institutional laws and regulations

Governance

Corporate policies, e.g. documents to ensure corporate identity is achieved
Handbooks or product documentations that specify what the software
vendor’s product can and cannot do
FAQs created for customer support

Fourth, the handbook has been optimised to make it easier for people to carry out a
cFRAM analysis in practice and without an expert being present. The participants of
the evaluation study provided diverse feedback to optimise the applicability of
cFRAM. The feedback ranged from the wish to create a software tool to a one-page
sheet with the most important information on cFRAM. Some of the feedback from the
participants is infeasible for the scope of this thesis, such as the software tool, and
may only be carried out in the long-term. In addition to creating a one-page sheet with
the most important information on cFRAM, the handbook now also refers to a
website 4 that contains examples that aim to show how cFRAM can be used in
different situations. At the same time, however, it was important to keep the
information and examples on the website abstract and only show high-level functions
as otherwise people who want to carry out a cFRAM analysis might let their models
be influenced too much by the examples. The one-page sheet is attached to the
handbook and was identified by several participants as important for one reason.
4

http://thecfram.wordpress.com
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cFRAM is designed for application in groups. It would be too distracting to provide
every participant with the handbook. It is still important for the participants, however,
to understand the steps of a cFRAM analysis. The one-page sheet provides every
participant with information on functions, the aspects, and the main steps so that they
have an easy way to refer to it in case they get lost during the group application of
cFRAM.
8.3.2

Steps taken to increase the usefulness of cFRAM in addition to the
evaluation study

Two steps have been taken in order to disseminate cFRAM and its handbook. First, a
website has been developed that introduces the idea of cFRAM and provides a
platform to download the latest version of the handbook and access examples of
cFRAM analyses that come from the evaluation study. Depending on the success of
the website it will be extended to include more examples or different versions of the
handbook aimed at different types of companies, e.g. end-customers of cloud
computing or cloud providers.
Second, cFRAM and the cFRAM example from the handbook have been presented at
two conferences to help spread the ideas of cFRAM among resilience experts. The
feedback provided by participants of the conference was very positive and has helped
to further improve cFRAM and its handbook. In addition, cFRAM was also discussed
in person with the lead developer of FRAM, Erik Hollnagel. His feedback further
helped to improve the handbook and increase the overall usefulness of cFRAM. In
particular, his extensive practical experience helped in deciding what information
users of cFRAM need to be provided with in order to be able to apply it on their own
and without an expert being present. The cFRAM handbook inspired the development
of a new FRAM handbook (which is written by Hollnagel).

8.4 Conclusions
This chapter evaluated and improved cFRAM and its accompanying handbook by
testing them with 14 companies from industry. The evaluation study has been critical
to conclude that cFRAM achieves its goal of enabling companies to adapt their
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capabilities to cloud computing in a way that increases the company’s resilience.
Furthermore, the evaluation allowed cFRAM to be improved in ways that make it
easier for people to use cFRAM without an expert being present. Improvements that
were made are, for example, the development of a one-page note sheet, the
development of a website to provide examples of cFRAM applications, the
reorganisation of the cFRAM steps, and the editing of explanations and descriptions.
Based on the feedback from the EPs it can be concluded that cFRAM is ready to be
used in practice.
The evaluation study was also able to confirm that cFRAM is the answer to the
overarching research question of this thesis: how can companies adapt their
capabilities to technological discontinuities to increase the company’s resilience? By
assisting companies in adapting their capabilities to cloud computing, cFRAM
enables them to increase their resilience on two levels. First, it enables companies to
inform steps to dampen or eliminate performance variabilities. Dampening or
eliminating performance variabilities is necessary to increase the resilience of
companies, as chapter 6 discussed in detail. Second, it enables companies to identify
existing capabilities and investigate the impact of cloud computing on these
capabilities to inform their adaptation. Appropriately adapting capabilities is
necessary as resources of capabilities can become obsolete in the cloud or new
resources can be introduced (as chapters 4 & 5 discussed in detail). cFRAM enables
companies to discuss what resources became obsolete in the cloud and what resources
are newly introduced to ensure that capabilities are adapted appropriately.
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9 Conclusions
The overall conclusion of this thesis is that companies can adapt their capabilities to
technological discontinuities to increase the company’s resilience with the help of
cFRAM. Thus, cFRAM provides the answer to the overarching research question:
How can companies adapt their capabilities to technological discontinuities to
increase the company’s resilience?
To inform the development of cFRAM, the answers to RQ1 and RQ2 were combined.
To answer RQ1, chapters 4 & 5 defined four viewpoints that capture the underlying
processes of adapting capabilities to cloud computing. To answer RQ2, chapter 6
tested FRAM (Functional Resonance Analysis Method) successfully as a method that
informs steps to increase and measure resilience. Chapter 7 extended FRAM through
the four viewpoints to enable the analysis of capabilities when moving to the cloud
(thus the name cFRAM). The evaluation study of cFRAM with 14 companies from
industry in chapter 8 proved that cFRAM achieves its goal of enabling companies to
adapt their capabilities to cloud computing in a way that increases the company’s
resilience.
In addition to the overall conclusion, this thesis also provides three minor conclusions
where cFRAM helps. First, chapter 8 explained the differences in the approaches to
cloud computing taken by the Evaluation Partners to conclude that there is no
rigorous process to adapt capabilities to cloud computing that companies can follow.
Thus, there is a need for a method like cFRAM. Second, increasing resilience is a
continuous process as the internal and external environment of complex systems
changes. More specifically, performance variabilities need to be continuously
monitored and capabilities need to be continuously adapted. cFRAM assists
companies throughout the migration and beyond. Third, the four viewpoints
developed in chapter 5 capture the underlying processes of adapting capabilities to
cloud computing (i.e. framing cycle of theory development). Chapter 8 tested the
viewpoints in different situations and environments to conclude that they
appropriately influence and inform the adaptation of capabilities (i.e. augmenting
cycle of theory development). By carrying out similar studies for other technological
discontinuities it should be possible to develop similar viewpoints for these
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technological discontinuities. This would allow an adaptation of cFRAM to other
technological discontinuities (see section 9.5 for details).

9.1 Lessons learned from the multi-stage study and FRAM analysis
The multi-stage study was informed by adopting an adaptive Socio-Technical
Systems (STSs) perspective. The theory of adaptive STSs largely reflects the software
vendor’s situation. However, there are elements of adaptive STSs that did not apply to
the software vendors. The software vendors from the study have to interact more
extensively with their customers (and cloud provider) after the migration into the
cloud. The software vendors find that important and necessary because the customers
rely on the software vendor for the dependable operation of the product and the
software vendor relies on the cloud provider to do their part. Hence, it is necessary for
software vendors to be aware of the boundaries of systems in the cloud, which can be:
(1) the software vendor, (2) the software vendor and their customers, (3) the software
vendor and the cloud provider, and (4) the software vendor, their customers and the
cloud provider (there are potentially more systems depending on the number of cloud
providers the software vendor is working with, the number of products they sell, etc.).
Depending on the system, the software vendor has to be aware of different priorities
and consider different types of decision makers. Furthermore, being aware which of
the above four systems the software vendor is currently dealing with helps in reacting
to and anticipating changes. For example, both PP1 and PP2 had to react to an
increase in support requests after migrating their software products into the cloud.
PP1 decided to provide support with the help of their cloud provider, i.e. system no. 4,
whereas PP2 decided to build support capabilities in-house, i.e. system no. 2.
While all software vendors had a clear goal for migrating their software products into
the cloud, how to move to the cloud in order to achieve the goal was unclear for most
of them. The majority of software vendors adopted an ad-hoc approach to plan from
step to step. Adopting an ad-hoc approach and making adjustments during the
migration is somewhat similar to making local adaptations and gradually rolling them
out, the way adaptive STSs suggests. However, it is not the same. Neglecting local
adaptations for internal decisions can be due to the fact that they are SMEs, where
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even minor decisions can have an impact on the majority of employees (e.g. PP1 has
around 30 employees).
From a customer perspective, some of the software vendors are planning to, or
already are, utilising the concept of local adaptations to a greater extent. As it is easier
to roll out software updates and new features in the cloud, PP5 tries to anticipate
feature requests of customers and tests these with a limited number of customers
before rolling them out to all customers. PP3 acts in a similar way and has a small
group of core customers with whom they evaluate new products and features. These
beta customers have been with PP3 for a long time and a great amount of trust has
been established between the parties. PP2 has the potential to utilise local adaptations
in the future. By developing a control panel where they can enable and disable
features for certain customers, they could also use the control panel for evaluating
new features with a small group of customers, say 5% of the customers. If the feature
proves to be valued by customers it can be gradually rolled out to all customers (first
10% of customers, then 30%, and so on). The concept of local adaptions, however,
needs to be tested further before its usefulness can be evaluated.
The FRAM analysis with PP1 in chapter 6 was also able to further illustrate concepts
of adaptive STSs that the multi-stage study alluded to. The changes PP1 carried out
while migrating their software product into the cloud were described as immediate
actions the software vendor had to take. The immediate actions were concentrated on
a few functions, thus the changes were locally. After having adopted cloud computing
successfully the software vendor now gradually rolls out these adaptations to other
parts of the company. Hence, the theory of adaptive STSs captures how companies
adapt to new technologies appropriately. The exemplification of local adaptations in
part refines the findings from the multi-stage study. The FRAM analysis with PP1 has
shown that local adaptations can be useful in carrying out organisational changes that
are necessary to adopt a new technology successfully.

9.2 Similarities of multi-stage study to packaged software development
The analysis of the first and second stage of the multi-stage study has revealed that
the majority of PPs underwent a similar transformation as early companies who
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moved from developing bespoke software solutions to offering more generic ERP
solutions in the 1990’s (Buxmann et al. 2013; Brown 2013; Pollock & Williams
2008).
By migrating their software products into the cloud, the software vendors moved from
developing bespoke software solutions towards offering a more generic product in
similar ways as ERP development companies. When developing bespoke software
solutions, the software vendor was clear about the requirements the customer had (at
least in theory, in practice this is often not the case due to communication issues). A
more generic product requires the capturing of a wider range of customers. In
addition, the software vendor becomes responsible for deciding which requirements to
include in the product. Furthermore, the software vendor needs to simultaneously
include requirements for current customers and future customers. The challenge
between accommodating current and future customers, however, has caused many
companies that adopted technological discontinuities to fail, as current customers are
sometimes reluctant to adopt a new technology and therefore provide a false picture
of requirements (Christensen 2013).
The different approaches taken by the PPs shows how they find the best solution to
this challenge. PP5 is trying to anticipate product features instead of just relying on
their customers to tell them what they need. PP1 and PP2, in contrast, collect
requirements over a longer period of time to decide which will be implemented. PP2
implemented a control panel, where they activate and deactivate features for specific
customers. The control panel helps them to accommodate as many customers as
possible. PP1, on the other hand, made the conscious decision to have only one
version of their product where all features are available to all customers.
Concentrating on one version could mean that they lose some customers but gain in
efficiencies due to easier support, version control, etc. PP3 and PP4 are working
closely with existing customers, that used their products before the cloud, to help
them migrate the product into the cloud. PP3 is heavily relying on three customers
that evaluate beta versions and provide feedback. In return, these customers will get a
discount once the cloud version is ready. PP4 is working with other software vendors
and their cloud provider to migrate their product. PP3 and PP4 face the potential
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problem of being too closely attached to current customers that might distort the
requirements that are important for a cloud product.

9.3 Similarities of cloud computing to IT Outsourcing
There are similar lessons from IT Outsourcing that are potentially applicable to cloud
computing. Surveys by Computer Economics (2014) and CA Technologies (2014)
show that companies increasingly bring IT functions back in-house after a time of
trying to outsource as much as possible (some talked about a ratio of 80:20 in favour
of outsourcing). The reasons for retaining IT functions in-house are diverse. Two
lessons, however, stand out that are potentially applicable to cloud computing. First,
companies and IT departments are required to become more flexible and agile in their
application and service development. Many companies made the experience that
agility and outsourcing do not mix. If the outsourcing partner is not as agile as the
outsourcer the whole approach falls apart because the outsourcer will always have to
wait for the outsourcing partner to deliver. This lesson is applicable to cloud
computing as cloud users only get what the cloud provider is offering. If they require
additional functionality (e.g. a specific type of database) it can take a long time until
the cloud provider has developed this functionality (especially if it is a niche cloud
provider as in the case of PP1 who is planning to use a major cloud provider in
addition to their niche provider as the major provider supports more types of database
systems). In addition, it can be expensive as most cloud computing cost models are
only cheaper than traditional data centres as long as the rented computing resources
are within the estimates.
Second, today the development of new applications and services is more holistic.
Developers are not just involved in developing and testing new applications and
services. They are also responsible for tailoring applications to business processes.
Furthermore, in today’s complex and dynamic environment it is increasingly
important not just to understand what something does (e.g. a technology or
application), it is also important to understand how it does it. Understanding how a
certain technology operates becomes particularly important in case something fails.
When IT departments outsource functions they also outsource knowledge about
related technologies and applications. This lesson is applicable to cloud computing as
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companies using cloud computing need to have less detailed knowledge about IT
infrastructure management because the cloud provider is taking care of most of the
tasks associated with it (e.g. take PP2 whose developers are relieved that they do not
have to look after hardware anymore). In case companies should decide at a later
stage to bring IT functions back into the company it can be associated with high costs
as not only hardware needs to be acquired but also people with appropriate skills. It
remains to be seen, however, if cloud computing takes a similar path as IT
Outsourcing.

9.4 Threats to validity
In addition to the limitations of the specific studies that were carried out as part of this
thesis, there are general drawbacks that future work needs to address. First, when
carrying out case studies it is difficult to generalise from individual cases. The multistage study tried to address this by talking to companies and industry experts outside
of the study and sharing the results with a large group of people to gather feedback,
e.g. through presenting the results at conferences. The evaluation study tested cFRAM
with 14 companies, which is a relatively large number for such studies. In addition,
the ideas of cFRAM and the handbook were shared in similar ways to the multi-stage
study.
Throughout this thesis all parties of the cloud environment (cloud provider, software
vendor, and end-customers) were investigated to some extent. In all cases, however,
only one of the parties of a particular environment was interviewed. In other words, a
cloud provider was interviewed which was not the cloud provider of one of the
software vendors or end-customers that were interviewed. It would have been
desirable to interview all parties in a particular environment to investigate the
relationships between the parties in more detail, to explore how they affect each other,
and the organisational and technical changes each party carries out. For example,
during the multi-stage study all software vendors stated that the majority of their
customers were happy with adopting a cloud product. The timeframe of the multistage study was too short, however, to conclude if this is actually the case or if the
PPs only assume that. It was requested to interview some customers of the PPs.
Interviewing customers was not possible for the majority of PPs (in fact, only one PP
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agreed to it) as they all operate in a competitive environment and many customers do
not want the use of the software vendor’s product to be public knowledge.

9.5 Future work
There are a number of areas that can help to further validate the findings from this
work and expand them into other domains and settings.
Chapter 2 made a structured argument for the need for Resilience Engineering in IT.
It defined and described use and technology uncertainty to provide a way of capturing
issues that approaches designed to increase resilience in IT need to overcome. The
multi-stage study (chapters 4 and 5) and FRAM analysis (chapter 6) were able to
illustrate some of the aspects of use and technology uncertainty in practice and how
companies dealt with them. Further studies are necessary, particularly in different
domains and for different technological discontinuities, e.g. smartphones, to
understand use and technology uncertainty in more detail. Understanding the effects
of use and technology uncertainty in more detail could help extend the CCs for the IT
industry developed in section 8.2.1.
The methodology for the multi-stage study allowed the collection of data that
explained in great detail how the PPs migrated (some of) their software products into
the cloud. Thus, the methodology might be useful for similar studies, possibly in
relation to other technologies such as smartphones. Before concluding the usefulness
of the methodology, however, it is necessary to validate it as it was only used within
one study and five companies, a relatively small sample. Validating the methodology
is difficult as, in contrast to other domains, it is not possible to carry out controlled
experiments. The PPs adopted cloud computing successfully but it is not possible to
conclude if it was due to the actions they took while adopting cloud computing or
because they developed a feature many customers have been waiting for. As the data
collected by this study is not conclusive in this regard, the methodology does not
provide a mechanism for capturing it. It would be necessary to further extent the
multi-stage study and interview many more companies that plan to migrate their
software products into the cloud. The higher the number of participants, the less likely
it is that all effects are due to feature development. If the methodology of the multi212

stage study still produces accurate results it should be applied to similar technologies,
e.g. smartphones.
cFRAM has been specifically developed for cloud computing due to its viewpoints.
An area for future work would be the testing of cFRAM for other technologies. It is
reasonable to assume that the steps of a cFRAM analysis work for other technologies,
as they are based on FRAM which has been tested in various settings. The
viewpoints, however, probably need to be adapted. As the viewpoints are a result of
the multi-stage study, this area of future work could go in tandem with the
suggestions on validating the methodology. Regarding the adaptation of cFRAM to a
different technology or setting, only one page in the cFRAM handbook would need to
be changed (the page where the four viewpoints are described).
This work related capabilities and the theory of skill-, rule-, and knowledge-based
behaviour (SRK) in a general sense by arguing that adapting capabilities requires
employees to adopt knowledge-based behaviour. Therefore, capabilities can be used a
communication tool to inform employees about the organisational changes
technological discontinuities require. Chapter 8 was able to confirm that companies
think that capabilities are an appropriate communication tool and can summarise
organisational changes. In future work it might be worth relating capabilities and SRK
more closely by investigating the impact of new technologies on individual
employees. Investigating the impact on individual employees could enable a deeper
understanding of how actions by employees influence the adaptation of capabilities.
Similar studies to the multi-stage study could be carried out. Instead of interviewing
high-level employees such as the Managing Director it would be necessary to
interview employees in other roles, e.g. software developers, technicians, etc.
A final suggestion relates to the identification of performance variabilities and ways
to dampen them. Learning new methods like FRAM require a lot of effort from
companies. In addition, creating accurate FRAM models can require many people
within a company to participate. Hence, it might be worth exploring if FRAM can
also be used for metrics other than resilience. It is reasonable to assume that this is a
possibility as the FRAM’s main element is functions, which are very generic. One
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metric that could provide a start for enhancing the usefulness of a FRAM analysis is
fifo—fan-in/fan-out. Fifo is commonly used in software engineering to understand the
complexity of software programs. The fan-in number of a module represents the
number of immediate parent modules. The fan-out number of a module represents the
number of immediate subordinate modules. Implementing fifo into FRAM would
mean making use of the couplings between functions to define the fan-in and fan-out
numbers. Using fifo could, for example, allow companies to understand how complex
adapting one function to a new technology might be by analysing the couplings of
that function in detail (i.e. defining the fan-in and fan-out numbers). Thus, fifo could
also help understanding and communicating how adaptations will ripple through the
entire company. It is important to note, however, that all metrics in FRAM, including
performance variabilities, only apply to instantiations of a FRAM model.
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Appendix A – List of multi-stage study first stage
questions
Questions related to the plan phase of Figure 6:

•

•

Why did the company want to use cloud computing?
• Who proposed the use of cloud computing?
• Can it be considered a Market-Pull or Technology-Push?
• How does the company define cloud computing?
• What will cloud computing be used for?
• What did the decision process look like?
• Was it clear what capabilities are/would needed (to be) developed?
• Did the company go through distinct steps, consciously? (e.g. lifecycle)
Did the company develop a road map/strategy? (for current and future
features)

Questions related to the migrate phase of Figure 6:

•

•

Were there differences in designing a product for the cloud compared to noncloud environments?
• Did the company incorporate functionalities of the cloud into requirements
engineering to alter your product? E.g. offer functionalities that were not
possible before
• Did the work of the software engineers itself change? (processes, methods,
skill set)
• Did the IT perceive a loss of control to the cloud provider? If yes, how did
the company deal with it?
• Did the company specifically address SLAs, availability, or security in the
design process or any other phase?
Were there differences in developing a product for the cloud compared to noncloud environments?
• Did this affect the use of cloud computing in other company areas?

Questions related to the run phase of Figure 6:

•

Are customers willing to adopt cloud computing?
• Did all the customers accept the use of the cloud? Or did the company
have two groups of customers in the end?
• Was there a tension between the two groups of customers (cloud and noncloud)?
• Did the company support customers with migrating to the cloud?
• Did the adoption of cloud computing adversely affect any part of the
company? How did the company identify and deal with it?
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•

Did cloud computing affect the response to changing customer needs or
business requirements?

Appendix B – List of multi-stage study second stage
questions
Questions related to Customers of the Balanced Scorecard:

•

How has the response to customer requests changed?
o How is it influencing internal business processes (e.g. customer
acquisition costs)?
o How is it influencing learning & growth (e.g. loyalty)?
o How is it influencing financials (e.g. average revenue per customer)?

Questions related to Internal business processes of the Balanced Scorecard:

•
•
•
•

Were overall agility and flexibility of the company affected by cloud
computing?
Were overall effectiveness and efficiency of the company affected by cloud
computing?
What company areas were affected?
Did the external use of cloud computing trigger an internal use of it?

Questions related to Learning & Growth of the Balanced Scorecard:

•
•
•
•

How is cloud computing helping your company to grow?
Does your company have a learning culture?
Is cloud computing affecting the innovation ability of your company?
Did employees learn new skills on their own or was teaching necessary?

Questions related to Financials of the Balanced Scorecard:

•
•
•

How is cloud computing affecting your financial planning?
Are there financial planning benefits of using the cloud?
Are there financial planning downsides of using the cloud?
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Appendix C – Grouping of micro themes
Macro
theme

Micro theme

Part of
tension:

Explanation

Gain competitive
advantages

Tension 1

The aim is to use cloud computing to expand the
customer base and thus make the business model
more robust and attractive to customers

Keep mission of
company

Tension 1

Although cloud computing offers many opportunities
the PPs explore these carefully by keeping the
mission of their company; in the majority of cases this
meant continuing to offer one product to all
customers

Steep learning
curve

Tension 1
and 3

As cloud computing is a new technology all PPs had
limited knowledge about what would be necessary to
adopt it and use it to offer products to customers

Planning

Increase efficiency Tension 2
of product
development

Through the migration into the cloud the PPs acquired
more customers that have differing demands; that
makes it necessary to make design product
development more efficiently; it depends on
individual PPs if that makes operations leaner or more
complex

More
responsibilities

Tension 2

In the cloud the PPs are required to have better
support capabilities because they have more
customers and host the product for them; this can
make operations more complex, at least in the short
term

Build trust with
providers and
customers

Tension 3

Some PPs expressed that a few of their customers are
still wary of adopting a cloud product. The PPs try to
convince these customers by building trust between
them and the cloud provider(s)

In control of
provision and
updates

Tension 3

As the PPs maintain and update the product for the
customers, the customers have to trust the PPs and the
cloud provider(s)

Obstacle to sale
reduced

Tension 1

Cloud computing can make it easier to expand the
customer base in existing markets and move to new
markets, nationally as well as internationally, thus
making the progression of the business model easier

Offer trials

Tension 1

By offering trials customers can be convinced to buy
the product more easily, thus allowing the PPs to
expand their customer base

Standard set up
process

Tension 2

Cloud computing allows the PPs to treat the majority
of customers in the same way, at least during the set
up process; at the same time, cloud computing has
made it necessary to create a standard set up process
due to the larger number of customers

Robust backend
processes

Tension 2

As the PPs are responsible for the dependable
operation of the product, they have to have
appropriate internal processes which can make them
more complex

Migrating

Running

Customer
demands

Internal
processes

Focus on core tasks Tension 2

By focusing on core tasks through the outsourcing of
secondary tasks, the PPs are able to design internal
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processes in a more leaner way

Human
resources
management

Less physical
space

None

/

Internal use of the
cloud

None

/

Technology savvy
employees

Tension 1

Not only the company as a whole has to understand
cloud computing, but individual employees too;
depending on how the employees appreciate cloud
computing it can have an effect on the business model
as the employees use cloud computing to develop
new products, for example

Learning
environment

Tension 1
and 3

See above: Steep learning curve

Prepare for
disruptive events

Tension 2

See above: Robust backend processes

Appendix D – Generic product lifecycle for FRAM
analysis
The generic product lifecycle shown in Figure 28 represents an alternative to the
generic customer lifecycle explained in section 6.3.2. In contrast to the generic
customer lifecycle, the generic product lifecycle takes a product centric view and
assumes that the decision a software vendor makes revolve around the impact on their
product (not the customer as for the generic customer lifecycle). The generic product
lifecycle and customer lifecycle were both presented to PP1. PP1 rejected the generic
product lifecycle and decided the generic customer lifecycle was more accurately
representing their approach. However, the generic product lifecycle might be
appropriate for other software vendors. Therefore, the following paragraphs will
briefly describe the four main functions of the generic product lifecycle.
The function Instantiate product environment can be considered as the function that
starts the product lifecycle. Before the move to the cloud, the customer carries out this
function. Thus the software has only a limited amount of control over this function.
Once the function has been completed and its Output has been produced (Product
environment ready) the function Set up product starts.
The function Set up product is responsible for installing the product and tailoring the
product installation to the needs of the customer. When the Output of this function has
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been produced (Product is set up) and the function is completed, the customer is able
to use the product.
The function Service product is responsible for fixing bugs and enabling customers to
use the product in the way they expect to. In other words, this function takes a short
term view and is deals with day to day tasks that revolve around the products of the
software vendor.
The function Enhance product functionality is responsible for taking a long-term view
of the software vendor’s products. This function is about identifying opportunities to
add product functionality or to develop entirely new products that customers might
desire.

Figure 28 - Product lifecycle to structure a FRAM analysis (as an alternative to the customer lifecycle that was
used with PP1)

Appendix E – Final cFRAM handbook
If you have read chapters 7 & 8 there is no need to read the cFRAM handbook below.
If you have only read chapter 7 you might want to read the cFRAM handbook below
to see the improvements through the evaluation study presented in chapter 8. Please
note that the cFRAM handbook refers to its own figure and table numbers. Due to
formatting requirement of this thesis the one-page note sheet is longer than one page.
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Introduction
Cloud computing offers many opportunities to software vendors. It enables
them, for example, to compete on a global level and to save costs by
outsourcing secondary tasks. Cloud computing is, however, a technological
discontinuity which means that companies are required to have complementary
organisational changes in order to fully exploit the opportunities presented by
cloud computing. The organisational changes are often overlooked, as they are
intangible and sometimes invisible.
Cloud computing introduces software vendors to new kinds of risks. Software
vendors take over responsibilities previously held by the customer, such as
maintaining the product or installing updates. At the same time, software
vendors outsource tasks to the cloud provider over which they have only a
limited amount of control. The software vendor has to rely on the cloud provider
to deliver the computing resources that were promised.
This handbook proposes that the notion of capabilities can help software
vendors plan the organisational changes cloud computing requires and relate
these to the technical adoption challenges. This will enable software vendors to
exploit the opportunities presented by cloud computing while minimising the
risks associated with a move to the cloud. As all software vendors are different
and thus have different capabilities, there is no rigid model that can be followed
to adopt cloud computing. Capabilities use resources in a structured way to
carry out a specific task. In other words, they are organisational routines (IT
infrastructure management is an example for a capability).
In this handbook, the Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) is
extended to enable software vendors to understand how their existing
capabilities suit cloud computing and, if necessary, what new capabilities need
to be developed. The method’s main elements are functions and aspects (that
connect functions with each other). Functions within FRAM contain everything
to carry out a task. Similar to capabilities, functions can contain resources, such
as machines, documents, personnel, etc. These characteristics of FRAM make
it a suitable method to investigate capabilities.
The FRAM’s advantage over other methods is its ability to analyse the
resilience of the software vendor. Resilience can be defined as the
dependability of functions during changing conditions. Understanding the
resilience of the software vendor and how it can be increased through the
adaptation of capabilities can enable the company to react to and anticipate
changes faster. In light of today’s complex and connected systems, such as
cloud computing, companies have no choice but to learn how to react to and
anticipate changes faster.
FRAM is also used as the basic model because it is flexible, does not require a
lot of training, and lets companies focus on those issues that are relevant to
their particular circumstances. Thus, this handbook enables software vendors to
find a solution best suited to their needs.
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The extension of FRAM as described in this handbook addresses specifically
capabilities and thus will be referred to as cFRAM in the sequel. cFRAM targets
Managing Directors or leaders of product development of SME software
vendors that want to explore the possibility of distributing their software
products via the cloud. To understand the complementary organisational
changes cloud computing requires it is important to consider the viewpoints of
different departments. Hence, the method is designed to be applied during
group discussions with people from different departments where the Managing
Director or leader of product development takes over the role as moderator and
navigates through the steps of a cFRAM analysis.
cFRAM has four steps. In the first step, data is collected to create a FRAM
model that shows the functions of the software vendor necessary for the on-site
version of the software product. In the second step, performance variabilities
are identified that inform how the resilience of the software vendor can be
increased. In the third step, the FRAM model is analysed to identify the
capabilities that reside in the software vendor and what functions they reside in.
In the fourth step, the move to the cloud is planned. While planning the move
the software vendor has to investigate how it should be done, i.e. how the
functions in the FRAM model need to be adapted, how existing capabilities can
enhance or inhibit a move to the cloud, and, if necessary, what new capabilities
need to be developed.
The next section provides a short introduction to the FRAM to explain its key
concepts. The third section introduces a generic customer lifecycle that can be
used to guide the analysis. The following four sections explain each of the steps
of a cFRAM analysis as outlined above. At the end of each section, an example
is shown to illustrate how the steps can be applied in practice. The example
was created by applying the cFRAM to a software vendor that migrated their
software product into the cloud retrospectively. The final section explains how
the cFRAM can be used for planning the move to the cloud in the long-term.
The final page of this handbook provides an overview of the cFRAM that can be
handed out to participants.

FRAM – A short introduction
The FRAM consists of functions that are connected with each other through
aspects. The functions are abstractions to capture work routines and related
resources, tangible and intangible. The six aspects are Input, Output, Time,
Control, Precondition, and Resources. Figure 1 shows an example of a FRAM
visualisation.

Figure 1 - Example of a single FRAM function and its six aspects responsible for marketing
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It is possible to define functions at different levels of detail. The level of detail
and the number of functions depend on the purpose for which the FRAM is
being used. <Market products>, for example, could be a function, like in Figure
1, but it also possible to go into more detail, like in Figure 3 at the end of this
section. The first step in a FRAM analysis should therefore always be identifying
the functions that are of importance or interest (e.g. Market products in Figure
1). It is, of course, possible and sometimes advantageous to concentrate on
high-level functions at first and go into more detail in later stages of the
analysis. It is not important which function is identified first. In a FRAM analysis
there are not always clear start and end functions. Furthermore, the aspects of
the functions ensure that all necessary functions are identified, regardless of the
first function that is being identified.
Once an initial set of functions has been identified, the functions need to be
described in more detail by defining (some of) their aspects:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Input: is used or transformed by the function to produce the Output.
Input can be anything like material, information, etc. The Input starts a
function.
Output: the result of what the function does. The Output can be anything
like material, information, etc. When the Output has been produced, the
function is completed.
Precondition: has to be true or verified in order for a function to start. It
does not in itself, however, constitute a signal to start a function. The
Input starts a function. This distinction can be used to decide whether
something should be an Input or a Precondition.
Control: regulates or supervises a function so that the desired (or
planned) Output is produced. Control can be a plan, a set of guidelines
or rules, a schedule, etc. Control can also be social expectations, e.g.
those by management or supervisors.
Resource: is consumed when the function is executed. A Resource can
be anything like matter, information, a machine, a software tool, etc.
When something is a Resource, less is available after the function as
was at the beginning.
Time: captures the different ways in which time can affect a function.
Time can be considered another form of Control. For example, a function
may need to be carried out before, after, or in parallel to another
function. Time can also relate to a single function that needs to start at a
certain point in time. The Time aspect is generally of less importance for
the purposes of this handbook
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Figure 2 - The FRAM hexagon showing the six aspects and their descriptions

Functions need to have at least an Input or Output. Only the Output of a
function can be connected to other aspects of other functions, i.e. connecting
Precondition to Control is not allowed. It is often useful not to describe all
aspects of a function at first, as this can make the analysis complicated and it is
easy to loose sight of the bigger picture. It is recommended to describe only
those aspects that are deemed appropriate for the analysis and for which
information is available. For all other cases background functions can be
defined. Background functions only have an Input or Output and are assumed
to be stable during the execution of the functions (background functions are
grey in FRAM). Figure 2 summarises the six aspects.
The FRAM example from Figure 1 has been extended to show <Market
products> in more detail in Figure 3. To connect the first three functions only
their Input and Output aspects have been described. The description of the
aspects is shown as text boxes on the lines between the hexagons. <Provide
advertising budget> is different from the rest as its Output is a Resource for
<Develop under 20s commercial> (it is a Resource because Budget is being
consumed during the execution of the function). Therefore, <Develop under 20s
commercial> can only start (and be continued) when a budget is available.
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Figure 3 - FRAM example of Marketing functions in more detail. Background functions are shown
in grey.

cFRAM: A generic customer lifecycle to assist the data
collection stages
A generic customer lifecycle has been developed that may assist software
vendors in collecting data to identify functions and describe their aspects (see
Figure 4). It should be considered as a model to guide the analysis and not one
that prescribes it. Software vendors might find that the generic customer
lifecycle does not apply to them, depending on their business model and the
kind of products or services they distribute. Therefore, and to keep an open
mind for the subsequent analysis, only high-level functions and aspects have
been defined in the lifecycle. In the following, the generic customer lifecycle will
be explained by using the FRAM notion.

Figure 4 – Generic Customer lifecycle. The I (for Input) and O (for Output) in <Acquire customer>
and <Increase customer satisfaction> respectively are circled red because they do not lead to a
function.
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The customer lifecycle has four functions: (1) <Acquire customer>, (2) <Set up
customer>, (3) <Service customer>, and (4) <Increase customer satisfaction>.
<Acquire customer> contains everything that is necessary to
acquire new customers. This can, for example, include
elements of Sales & Marketing such as advertisement, or
calling potential customers. The function Acquire customer has
two Inputs that can start the function: (1) [Project bid] where the
software vendor bids on a publicly advertised project of a
potential customer, (2) [Customer request] where a customer
contacts the software vendor directly, e.g. because they came
across an ad or searched for the product on the Internet. Within
the function Acquire customer, a potential customer is
converted to a customer. The Output of the function is,
therefore [Contract and SLA (Service Level Agreement) signed]
between the customer and the software vendor.
<Set up customer> contains everything necessary to enable
customers to use the product or service the software vendor
provides. This can include, for example, installing the product in
the customers data centre, train the customer’s employees, etc.
The Output of the function is [Customer is set up] at which point
they are able to use the product or service distributed by the
software vendor.
<Service customer> deals with everyday problems customers
might have. In other words, it contains everything necessary to
support the users of the software vendor’s product. This can
mean responding to technical questions users might have, e.g.
if something is not working, or assisting the customer in
updating the products, or capturing feature requests. The
Output of this function is [Request for product alteration],
because only the development of new product features is not
covered by <Service customer>. That is the purpose of the last
function in the lifecycle.
<Increase customer satisfaction> contains everything
necessary to retain customers as long as possible. In other
words, this function deals with long-term customer issues, such
as developing product features, whereas the previous function
deals with short-term user issues, such as bugs or technical
difficulties. The Output is <Enhanced product functionality>.
With this function, the lifecycle comes back to the start as a new
customer has been acquired and their long-term satisfaction is
ensured. It could be possible to connect <Increase customer
satisfaction> to <Acquire customer>, as the Output [Enhanced
product functionality] can function as a Control aspect for
<Acquire customer> (because new features, for example, can
make it easier to expand the customer base).
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During a cFRAM analysis, a graphical presentation of the cFRAM can be
1
produced by using the software tool FRAM Model Visualiser . A table
presentation for one function is shown in Table 1. They can be useful to provide
additional information, e.g. description of the function (the FRAM Model
Visualiser provides the option to produce a report that contains the graphical
presentation and tables). Depending on the number and couplings of the
functions the visualisation of the FRAM can look complicated and referring to
the tables might be more practical.
Table 1 - Table presentation of the second function of the customer lifecycle FRAM

Name of
function
Description

Aspect
Input
Output
Precondition
Resources
Control
Time

Set up customer
Containing all actions and tasks to
enable the customer to use the
software vendor’s products and
services.
Description of aspect
Contract and SLA signed with
customer
Customer is set up

cFRAM: Collecting data (Step 1)
The data collection for a cFRAM analysis is very flexible. The guidance and
processes described in this section are only a suggestion of what has worked
well in practice and what the original handbook on the FRAM suggests2.
Within SME software vendors everyone is somehow part of productdevelopment, -distribution or -support. For that purpose, a group discussion is
suggested to start the data collection. In a group discussion people from various
departments can take part and offer their views. Different views are necessary
to identify the complementary organisational changes cloud computing requires,
e.g. in the areas of HR, Sales & Marketing or Finances. It is recommended that
the form of a group discussion be used for all stages of the cFRAM (the final
page in this handbook should be handed out to all participants so that they can
follow the steps of the analysis).
The following list is only a suggestion of departments that could offer valuable
input to the data collection.
•
•

Sales & Marketing
Software development

1

The FRAM Model Visualiser can be downloaded here: http://functionalresonance.com/toolsvisualisation/fram-visualisation.html
2 The handbook of the original FRAM can be found here: http://functionalresonance.com/how-to-build-afram-model/fram-handbook.html
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•
•
•

Technical infrastructure
Support
Other roles or departments depending on the kind of software product or
services being sold

There should be a moderator to guide the discussion and to ask opening
questions. The job of the moderator is also to encourage everyone to speak
openly, not only about successes but also failures. The moderator should
ideally be someone in a high-level position who has a good overview of the
different departments and product areas. It could be, for example, the Managing
Director or the leader of product development.
The following high-level questions are suggested to start a discussion to identify
the functions for the FRAM that represents the on-site version of the software
product:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How do we acquire new customers?
How are new customers set up to use our products?
How are users supported in their everyday use of our products?
How do we achieve long-term customer satisfaction?

These questions are not exhaustive and the reader should think about other questions that might be
appropriate for their particular circumstances or products. Appendix A proposes more questions that can
guide the collection.

While the proposed questions are being discussed, it is important to focus on
the identification of functions that are necessary for everyday activities, and
order all other information around these functions. It should be agreed on: the
name of a function (should be a verb or verb phrase), the description of the
function, and the description of aspects, i.e. Input, Output, etc.

Example: Collecting data
The SME software vendor used for the examples, in the following referred to as
Project Partner or PP, has one software product that was subject to the
migration into the cloud. The product was primarily designed for the Oil & Gas
industry. The product was migrated into the cloud to enable customers to use
the product more quickly. Before the cloud, the PP had to have extensive
discussions with the customer’s IT department for configuring the hardware.
Furthermore, the PP hopes to develop new competitive advantages by being in
the cloud and expand into new international markets.
The steps proposed in this section were applied to the PP. The functions from
the customer lifecycle of the previous section were explained to the Managing
Director of the PP and their applicability discussed by asking the proposed highlevel questions (a group discussion was not done since existing data collected
from this software vendor over a 1 ½ year period was also used in which
various departments were represented). Figure 5 shows the resulting FRAM. In
the following each function of the FRAM will be explained in detail.
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Figure 5 – FRAM of the PP before the move to the cloud. The text boxes on the lines are the
aspects
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<Create customer profile> is a background function starts the
FRAM. The PP is working together with another company that
creates profiles of potential customers that the PP uses when
contacting them. [Customer profile] is therefore the Input for
<Acquire customer>.
<Acquire customer> converts potential customers into actual
customers. At the end of this function, the customer has
accepted the proposal from the PP and receives the product
requirements. The product requirements describe what kind of
hardware and access to databases the PP needs from the
customer so that the product can be installed in the customer’s
data centre.
<Customers sets up product environment> represents the tasks
related to setting up the hardware and access to databases.
This function is outside of the PP’s control. The PP can provide
guidance to the customer but the customer retains the final
responsibility. Only when this function is completed and the
Output [Customer’s data centre is ready] has been produced
can <Consult customer> start. Therefore, the Output of
<Customer sets up product environment> is a Control aspect of
<Consult customer> (since the data centre needs to remain
ready during the execution of <Consult customer>).
<Consult customer> is responsible for tailoring the initial
installation of the PP’s product to the specific needs of the
customer, e.g. reflecting the customer’s business processes.
The function produces two Outputs that are necessary towards
enabling the customer to start using the product. The first
Output is [Consultants understand customer situation] that is
the Input for <Define product variables>. The second Output is
[SLA between PP and customer].
<Define product variables> uses the information collected in
<Consult customer> to tailor the product to the customer’s
needs. The generic solution that is installed initially contains
variables, such as the number of items in a report, which have
been defined very broadly. The consultants can define the
range of these variables more strictly to represent the
customer’s situation accurately. Therefore, the Output is
[Solution is altered to customer’s needs]. At this point, the
customer can start using the product, which is shown by the
fact that the Output is the Input for <Service customer> and
<Increase customer satisfaction>. If, however, the product is
not able to capture the customer’s situation appropriately <Alter
product> becomes important.
<Alter product> is a background function that captures the
event if a software developer from the PP has to alter the
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backend of the solution to satisfy customer requirements.
Because this function is not relevant to every customer, its
Output [Product features changed] is a Control aspect of
<Define product variables>.
<Service customer> is carried out by PP’s support staff and
deals with everyday problems users might encounter, e.g. a
report is not produced as expected. Customers have a phone
number and FAQ sheets they can consult in these cases.
<Increase customer satisfaction> is handled by the sales
department. The sales people who carry out this function are,
however, different from those that carry out <Acquire
customer>. The function’s goal is to retain customers by
convincing them to buy upgrades or new products. To achieve
the goal, the function uses [Customer history] that is the Output
of <Service customer> to know what kinds of issues the
customer’s users struggle with, for example.
<Customer extends contract> is a background function and end
the FRAM. <Increase customer satisfaction> produces the
Output [New customer requirements addressed] which is the
Input for <Customer extends contract> and is used as a means
to show that customers will extend the contract if their
requirements are addressed.

cFRAM: Identifying performance variabilities (Step 2)
After creating an initial version of the FRAM to capture the functions that show
how software vendors operate for the on-site version of their product, this
section will go into more detail to analyse the resilience of a software vendor
through the identification of performance variabilities. The identified
performance variabilities will be important for the fourth step (Plan the move to
the cloud). The aim is to dampen the identified performance variabilities through
the move to the cloud to increase the overall resilience of the software vendor.
The way in which the analysis of resilience is integrated into the FRAM is partly
explained by its name. The method focuses on the analysis of functional
resonance (hence the name Functional Resonance Analysis Method). Failures
in today’s systems emerge because the performance of functions vary (due to
technological, human or organisational elements) and sometimes the
variabilities reinforce each other causing the variability of one function to be
higher than expected and affecting coupled functions (negatively or positively).
To understand how the potential performance variability of functions can be
identified it is useful to distinguish between three types of performance
variabilities.
First, the function itself can experience performance variabilities, so called
internal performance variability. In this case a function can fail, e.g. due to
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organisational pressures that affect human performance or because equipment
has not been maintained properly (wear and tear). Second, the function can fail
due to a change in the working environment, so called external performance
variability. In this case, a function fails because the function operates outside its
designed parameters, e.g. extreme weather conditions. Third, the output from
other functions can affect downstream functions. Downstream functions are
those functions that use the Output of other functions as Input, Precondition,
etc. If an upstream function varies in performance (or fails) and the Output is not
as it should be (or not available at all) it can affect downstream functions. For
example, if the Output of an upstream function is the Control for a downstream
function, the downstream function will not start as not all conditions are fulfilled
(like in the example in Figure 3 below). Table 2 provides a list of performance
variabilities IT companies commonly experience. They can be used to start the
discussion on performance variabilities.
The Output of functions can be affected by the internal, external, and
downstream performance variability in terms of time and precision. Performance
variability can cause functions to produce Output (1) too early, (2) on time, (3)
too late, or (4) not at all. With regard to precision, performance variability can
cause functions to produce Output that is (1) precise, (2) acceptable, or (3)
imprecise.
The FRAM example from the second section of this handbook in which the
basics of the FRAM were explained has been analysed for performance
variabilities (see Figure 6). The function Develop under 20s commercial is likely
to experience performance variabilities (shown by the wave symbol in the
hexagon) due to the Resource Budget available from Provide advertising
budget. If the budget is not sufficient, the function Develop under 20s
commercial is likely to produce an Output that is imprecise. Thus, the
performance of an upstream function affects the performance of a downstream
function.

Figure 6 - Identification of performance variability (shown by a wave symbol in the function)
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Table 2 - Common Conditions to help with the identification of performance variabilities

CC/name

Explanation

CC1: No user support
available

Users have problems using the provided IT services but IT
support is not available, e.g. because its the weekend or night or
IT support is tailored to UK times.

CC2: Request from user
to IT department or
software developer is
opaque

Users request a new product feature or IT service but do not
express the requirements clearly enough, which can lead to the
development of product features users were not requesting. That
requires the developers to invest more time as might be
necessary to fix the developed features.

CC3: Set up of user
Users cannot start working as the IT department or software
software/hardware takes vendor has insufficient manpower to install the requested
too long due to insufficient software/hardware. This CC is often closely related to CC4.
manpower
CC4: Request for
software/hardware
reaches IT department or
software vendor too late

The IT department or software vendor is put under pressure
because users request software/hardware with too short notice
and expect the IT department or software vendor to react
instantly.

CC5: User has problems Users might put the wrong types of data into the provided IT
using provided IT services services causing the IT service to fail, or they do not understand
how to use an IT service which results in a support call.
CC6: No capacity to
develop requested
product features/IT
services

Users request new IT services or product features but the IT
department or software vendor has insufficient manpower or
monetary resources to develop the requested IT service or
product feature. This can result in users taking their own actions
or moving to a competitor.

Example: Identifying performance variabilities
Together with the Managing Director it was discussed in which functions they
either see a potential performance variability or have experienced performance
variabilities in the past (in terms of Time and Precision). Figure 7 shows which
functions of the PP experience performance variabilities. They are elaborated in
the following.
•

Acquire customer: Customers sometimes have trouble signing off on
buying the software as the sales price is high which requires people
higher in the hierarchy of the customer to sign off on the investment.

•

Customer sets up product environment: The customer often fails to
accomplish this task on time as the customer’s IT department needs
a lot of time to buy new hardware and install it.

•

Service customer: The customer sometimes fails to install updates at
all or properly. Customers try to save time by installing updates
directly to their live environment, without testing them first.
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Figure 7 - Continuation of the example in which all necessary aspects and background functions
(in grey) have been identified. Performance variabilities are shown by a wave symbol.
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cFRAM: Identifying existing capabilities (Step 3)
Existing capabilities of a software vendor are identified with the help of the
FRAM created in the previous two sections and four viewpoints that are
introduced in this section. The four viewpoints (cultural complexity,
management complexity, application complexity, and governance complexity)
will assist companies in identifying the underlying enablers or inhibitors of the
functions in their FRAM. Table 3 provides a short overview of the sub-steps
carried out in step 3 of the cFRAM.
Table 3 - Overview of the sub-steps to identify existing capabilities

Sub-step

Purpose

1. Identify the three most important
functions

cFRAM is interested in core capabilities
from which the company derives
competitive advantages. Core capabilities
reside within several functions.
Define the purpose of the three most
important functions and list their
resources. Then investigate how the
resources are influenced or constrained
by assigning them to one of the four
viewpoints.
Identify the influences and constraints
across resources of the three most
important functions to reveal the
capabilities that are going to be affected
by cloud computing.
Investigate if identified capabilities are
appropriate for other functions in the
FRAM model. Otherwise, repeat the
above steps.

2. Define the resources of the functions
and assign them to one of the four
viewpoints

3. Identify capability (or capabilities)

4. Extrapolate capabilities to other
functions (or identify additional
capabilities)

The three most important functions of the FRAM model need to be identified in
order to start the identification of capabilities. The reason for focusing on three
functions is that a cFRAM analysis is about adapting core capabilities and not
all capabilities that might exist. Furthermore, it is important to investigate the
impact of cloud computing on those capabilities from which the software vendor
derives competitive advantages. Trying to identify the capabilities of all
functions can become complicated depending on the number of functions in a
FRAM model. The capabilities of other functions, i.e. those not part of the three
most important ones, can be identified in later stages by repeating the substeps explained in this section. When identifying the three most important
functions, background functions should be excluded. They should be excluded
because they generally do not have a large impact on the FRAM model as a
whole and thus are unlikely to contain core capabilities.
The resources can either come from other functions that are connected through
the Resource aspect, or they can be internal resources such as people,
documents, machines, etc. After listing the resources of a function, they need to
be assigned to one of the four viewpoints. The viewpoints indicate how the use
of resources is influenced and in which cases their use might be constrained.
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The reason for doing this can be explained with the help of the definition of
capabilities: capabilities use different resources, tangible and intangible, in a
specific way to carry out a task. By categorising the resources with the
viewpoints, software vendors also get a deeper understanding of how the use of
one resource might influence or constrain the use of another resource. The way
software vendors exploit the influences and minimise the constraints will reveal
their capabilities.
The four viewpoints are cultural complexity, management complexity,
governance complexity, and application complexity (they have been identified
through a 12 month multi-stage with five software vendors that were followed
during their migration to the cloud):
• Cultural complexity: Often plays a role for resources where people are
involved. People can be the resource (or part of the resource) or people
are affected by the use of a resource.
• Management complexity: Often plays a role when the use of software
needs to be coordinated with other resources, e.g. people or business
processes.
• Application complexity: Is likely to be at the centre of many resource
constraints. It is likely to be found in connection with resources of the
products the software vendor develops or the use of them.
• Governance complexity: Often plays a role where documents are
involved, which describe how a task needs to be carried out. Difficult to
deal with, as it cannot be easily changed and some of it might be out of
the control of the software vendor or the customer. That is why
Governance complexity, in contrast to the other viewpoints, often only
constrains what can and cannot be done.
Table 4 – Examples of resources assigned to the viewpoints

Viewpoint

Examples of resources
Internalised rules and norms of behaviour that employees follow,
e.g. Sales people

Cultural
complexity

Preferences or behaviours of customers and users
Knowledge base to inform about past customer interactions and
preferences
Market situation and behaviour of competitors

Management
complexity

Road map for product development, e.g. documents ensuring
product features are feasible and developers have appropriate
skills
Coordinating feature development and the lifecycle of
technologies generally
Supporting the customer in using the product or increasing
customer satisfaction, e.g. Ticket system for support
Software development environments, e.g. Eclipse or Visual
Studio
Communication tools, e.g. Email
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Application
complexity

Development of product features and the approaches used, e.g.
SCRUM
Dependencies that can enhance or stifle the development of a
product, e.g. APIs or libraries
Programming languages that are being used, e.g. C# or Java
Set up of the product at the customer site, e.g. installation
procedures
Formal rules and norms of behaviour, e.g. for interacting with
customers
Governmental or institutional laws and regulations

Governance
complexity

Corporate policies, e.g. documents to ensure corporate identity is
achieved
Handbooks or product documentations that specify what the
software vendor’s product can and cannot do
FAQs created for customer support

Example: Identifying existing capabilities
The three most important functions of the FRAM shown in Figure 7 (see page
12) are (Sub-step 1):
1. Consult customer
2. Service customer
3. Increase customer satisfaction
The function Consult customer is the most important function as
the PP makes a large share of their revenue from consulting
services that go together with their sale of software products.
When customers buy the PP’s product, it comes in a very
generic form and needs to be tailored to the customers’ needs.
That process is carried out by consultants from the PP that go
to the customer and examine their business processes and
other information.
Service customer is the second most important function as it is
responsible for supporting the users of the customer during
everyday activities. In other words, this function is responsible
for ensuring that customers can use the product in the way they
need to. If customers are unhappy with the support, bugs are
not being fixed fast enough, or requested features are not
introduced, the customer might acquire a different product.
Increase customer satisfaction is the third most important
function as it is responsible for ensuring long-term customer
satisfaction. This function works in tandem with Service
customer. Whereas Service customer is more about short-term
satisfaction of users, Increase customer satisfaction is
responsible for renewals of licenses and the sale of new
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products or upgrades, for example. Thus, this function tries to
ensure on-going revenue from customers.
From the description of the three most important functions, it becomes clear that
all of them work towards the same overall goal. The overall goal is enabling the
users of a customer to use the software product in the way they require it on a
daily basis.
To further understand the overall goal, it is worth listing the resources these
functions require and how these are influenced or constrained by the four
viewpoints (Sub-step 2). Table 5 shows a listing of the functions, their
resources, and categorisation into viewpoints.
Table 5 - Showing the functions with their resources and viewpoints

Function

Resource

Viewpoint

Consult
customer

Consultants

Cultural
complexity

The software
product

Application
complexity

Procedure
documentation
Product
documentation
Support
personnel

Governance
complexity
Governance
complexity
Cultural
complexity

Help desk
software

Management
complexity

Software
developer
The software
product

Application
complexity
Application
complexity

Software

Application

Service
customer

Explanation
Consultants are confronted with the
culture of the customer, which
influences their proposed solutions.
Furthermore, they are also influenced
by the culture of the PP.
The product is influenced by application
complexity as it determines what the
product can and cannot do and thus
what the consultants can offer the
customer. It might also not be
technically feasible or desirable to
develop every feature a customer
requests.
Procedure documentation is influenced
by governance complexity as the
documents inform about corporate
policies and formal rules of behaviour
that must be followed.
See “Procedure documentation”
See “Consultants”
Help desk software is influenced by
management complexity, as it depends
on how the help desk software was
chosen, how it is integrated into the
company, and how it is being used.
Software developers are mainly
influenced by application complexity as
it depends on how the software has
been developed in the past, how it
utilises other software products, e.g.
through APIs, and what skills the
developers have.
See above
See “The software product”
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product
updates
Increase
customer
satisfaction

complexity

Sales people
Software
developer
The software
product

Cultural
complexity
Application
complexity
Application
complexity

Customer
history

Management
complexity

See “Consultants” and “Support
personnel”
See above
See above
Customer history captures issues that
have been subject of customer
interactions. If it is appropriately
managed it can be used to inform the
development of product features or new
products.

All four complexities are represented in Table 5. Application complexity (6
resources) and cultural complexity (3 resources), however, appear more often
than Management complexity (2 resources) and Governance complexity (2
resources). Indeed, the if considering the overall goal the three functions
appear to achieve, the number of resources for each viewpoint seems
plausible. Application complexity is by far the most represented viewpoint as
PP1 aims to enable customers to use their product. Hence, application
influences what can be offered to the customer in terms of functionality and how
the customer can use the product. Cultural complexity is the second most
represented viewpoint as PP1 might have to adapt to the customer’s needs and
behaviour. That will influence the actions and behaviour of PP1. Management
complexity is less often represented but still of importance as the three
functions need to be managed and coordinated (since they are all working
towards the same goal and <Service customer> and <Increase customer
satisfaction> can only start if <Consult customer> has produced its Output.
Governance complexity, as the final complexity, is also of importance as a
control instrument since the functions (and employees of PP1) need to be
aware of they can offer their customers. In other words, the offers need to be in
line with what the software product of PP1 can actually do.
With the categorisation of the resources into viewpoints it is possible to identify
a core capability the PP possesses: service delivery management (Sub-step 3).
The PP has to deal with three overall issues that make up the core capability.
First, all three functions’ objective is providing the product the customer needs.
Initially one might therefore call the capability product delivery management.
The description of the functions and their resources show, however, that the PP
provides more than the software product, i.e. consulting services and support—
therefore service delivery management capability. Second, all three functions
are organised around delivering and enabling the customer to use the product.
Furthermore, the functions customise the software product for the customer and
continually update it—therefore service delivery management capability. Third,
all three functions have to be managed as they need to be coordinated and
procedures need to be followed. Furthermore, the continued communication
with the customer needs to be managed—therefore service delivery
management.
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The identified core capability has some applicability to other functions of the
FRAM, e.g. <Define product variables> (Sub-step 4). The remaining two
functions are not appropriately covered by the capability. <Customer sets up
product environment> contains, in fact, no capability as this function is carried
out by the customer and the PP has only a very limited amount of control over
it. <Acquire customer> is a sales function and some of it is outsourced to a third
party that creates potential customer profiles (see description of function
above). As it is the only function for sales it is more appropriate to keep the
function instead of converting it into a capability.

cFRAM: Planning the move to the cloud (Step 4)
The previous section investigated the functions and their resources to identify
existing capabilities. At this point, the software vendor should have a good
understanding about what they can and cannot do. In this section, this
knowledge is used to plan the move the cloud. It is investigated how the
functions in the FRAM need to adapt to accommodate cloud computing.
Furthermore, it will be concluded what steps need to be taken to dampen
performance variabilities, if the existing capabilities are likely to enhance or stifle
the changes to the functions and, if necessary, what new capabilities need to be
developed. Table 6 provides an overview of the sub-steps carried out in this
section.
Table 6 - Overview of the steps for planning the move to the cloud

Sub-step
1. Adapt functions to the cloud

2. Investigate impact of adaptations on
performance variabilities
3. Investigate impact of adaptations on
existing capabilities and inform
development of new capabilities

Purpose
Go through every function of the FRAM
model and investigate the impact of
cloud computing by discussing changes
in responsibilities. If necessary, introduce
new functions to respond.
Conclude if the performance variabilities
can be dampened through the
adaptations of sub-step 1 or if further
adaptations are necessary.
List resources of functions in the cloud
and assign to one of the four viewpoints.
Afterwards compare the list with the list
of step 3 of cFRAM to inform the
adaptation of capabilities.

To adapt functions to the cloud and create the after cloud migration FRAM
model, software vendors need to investigate how functions in the before cloud
migration FRAM model need to adapt to accommodate cloud computing (substep 1). When investigating if functions have to change, can change or do not
need to change, the resources of functions can assist. If, for example, a
resource becomes unavailable in the cloud or resources are added, the related
function(s) have to change. If resources are not affected, but software vendors
see a potential to exploit existing resources differently, the function could
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change (now or at a later stage) to enhance the capabilities in the cloud.
Otherwise, there is no immediate need to change a function for moving to the
cloud.
When the decision is made to introduce new functions or to adapt existing ones,
companies need to answer two questions in the process. First, how do we want
to carry out this function from a technical perspective? Second, how do we want
to carry out this function form an organisation perspective? It is important to
discuss both questions together as decisions made for one questions can
constrain the options available for the other. In addition, it needs to be ensured
that the technical and organisational aspects do not inhibit each other.
The software vendors should also investigate how the adaptations will affect the
performance variabilities that were identified in the before cloud migration
FRAM (sub-step 2). Cloud computing can be used as an opportunity to
eliminate or dampen performance variabilities. The options software vendors
have in doing so depend on the nature of the performance variability. Further
adaptations might be necessary to eliminate or dampen performance
variabilities or to avoid new performance variabilities. When carrying out substep 2 it is important to consider that changing a function to dampen
performance variabilities can have an impact on coupled functions. Thus,
changes to functions can ripple through the FRAM model. When adapting
functions, whether it is necessary or deemed appropriate to dampen
performance variabilities, software vendors need to investigate the wider
consequences. Otherwise they risk decreasing their resilience, instead of
increasing it.
When all functions have been adapted to the cloud software vendors need to
investigate how the adaptations will enhance or stifle existing capabilities (substep 3). Software vendors should ask themselves if the capability is able to work
without the functions and resources that are being eliminated through a move to
the cloud or if the capability is able to integrate any new functions and
resources. Furthermore, software vendors are encouraged to ask themselves
how capabilities need to be adapted in order to dampen performance
variabilities further. To answer these questions, it is necessary to list the
resources of the functions in the after cloud migration FRAM model and assign
these to the four viewpoints in the same way as in step 3 of cFRAM. Software
vendors can start with the three most important functions identified in step 3 of
cFRAM. If one of the three most important functions becomes obsolete through
the cloud it is sufficient to start the analysis of capabilities with the two
remaining functions. By comparing the list with the list that was created in step 3
of cFRAM for the before cloud migration FRAM model software vendors can
inform the adaptation of their capabilities (see below). Afterwards the step
should be repeated for other functions that changed (or functions that are new)
by investigating if the adapted capability is appropriate for them or if new
capabilities need to be developed. It is, therefore, ensured that all functions in
the cloud FRAM model are investigated to inform the adaptation of capabilities.
To guide the adaptation of capabilities, software vendors moving to the cloud
should investigate in particular changes to responsibilities. Does the software
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vendor outsource any responsibilities to the cloud provider? If yes, related
resources are likely to be outsourced too, which can make existing functions
and capabilities obsolete. Furthermore, does the software vendor take over
responsibilities from the customer? If yes, new resources are likely to be
introduced which may require the company to introduce new functions and
develop new capabilities. Existing capabilities might need to be adapted for
either of (or all) of the following three reasons:
1. Functions have been adapted that included the introduction of new
resources or elimination of existing resources
2. New functions have been introduced or existing ones have been
eliminated
3. The viewpoint of a resource changes, i.e. other factors now influence or
constrain the use of a resource, e.g. from cultural complexity to
management complexity

Example: Planning the move to the cloud
Cloud computing changes the responsibilities of the PP. The PP takes over
responsibilities previously held by the customer and, at the same time, passes
on some responsibilities over the infrastructure to the cloud provider. Figure 8
shows what functions of the PP have changed. They are elaborated in detail
below.
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Figure 8 - The cloud FRAM. Changed functions have been highlighted by a blue frame around the
function
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By investigating the effects of the changes in responsibilities on the three most
important functions of the PP <Consult customer>, <Service customer>, and
<Increase customer satisfaction> the following can be concluded (sub-step 1).
<Consult customer> does not need to change. The function is mostly about
analysing the customer and its business processes to know how the product
needs to be tailored to the customer. For this function it is, in other words,
irrelevant if the PP sells on-site or cloud-based products. The resources are the
consultants, the software product, procedure documents and product
documentation. The following resources do not change: consultants, procedure
documents, and product documentation. The software product does change,
but they are irrelevant for the Consult customer function (as only the back-end
technology changes and the functionality of the product remains them same).
<Service customer> needs to change, as it will take over
responsibilities from the customer. Next to supporting the
customer in their everyday use of the product, in the cloud this
function is also responsible for maintaining the product and
installing updates. It is recommended to introduce two new
functions. <Maintain solution> to ensure that the product is
running as is expected by the customer. <Upgrade customer
solution> to fix bugs and install new features.
<Increase customer satisfaction> can change but does not have to. The
function does not have to change because its resources are not affected by the
move to the cloud and stay the same. The PP might not want to change the
function during the initial move to the cloud in order to have more resources for
essential changes. Furthermore, the function did not experience any
performance variabilities in the past so there is no immediate need to improve
the function. If the PP should decide to change the function at a later stage, a
new resource is available to the PP. As the PP has more possibilities of
analysing how their product is being used (partly through the introduction of
<Maintain solution>), the PP might use this knowledge to anticipate product
features that can increase customer satisfaction. In other words, the new
resource available is Product usage.
After developing this initial plan of the move to the cloud, the impact of this plan
on the performance variabilities need to be assessed (Sub-step 3). Three
functions had performance variabilities in the initial FRAM.
The performance variability in <Customer sets up product
environment> existed because customers often needed too
long to install necessary hardware in their data centres.
Through a move to the cloud, this performance variability can
be eliminated because the function became obsolete. The
function is replaced with <Initiate cloud environment>. It is
responsible for acquiring the cloud resources on which the
customer’s solution will be installed. Therefore, the PP is now in
control of acquiring the cloud resources
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The performance variability in <Service customer> cannot really
be dampened. The reason for the performance variability was
that customers sometimes did not install updates correctly and
made the PP responsible for a faulty product. In the cloud, the
PP is responsible for installing updates. They can ensure that
these are installed properly and in a timely manner. However,
they have to rely on the cloud provider for the infrastructure. If
the cloud provider has an outage the PP’s product is
unavailable. Therefore, the performance variability in <Service
customer> has essentially been replaced by a new one.
The performance variability in <Acquire customer> has not
been addressed so far because it was concluded that the
function can change through a move to the cloud but does not
have to. It is suggested that the PP uses the move to the cloud
to change their payment models. The reason for the
performance variability was that the PP’s product is high-value,
thus, high-priced, which required people high in the hierarchy of
the customer to approve the buy. In the cloud, it is possible to
offer a subscription model, which would spread the initial price
over a longer time (e.g. 12 months). By requiring customers to
rent the product for a minimum of 12 months, for example, the
PP can ensure that they still get the same amount of money as
before the cloud. Hence, the performance variability in this
function can also be dampened by a move to the cloud.
To understand the impact of the changes on the service delivery management
capability, the PP needs to investigate if it is likely to enhance or stifle the
changes (Sub-step 3). It was previously concluded that the only <Service
customer> has to change for a move to the cloud. <Service customer> takes
over responsibilities from the customer to maintain their solution and install
updates, etc. The existing capability, service delivery management, however, is
only responsible for customising the product to the customer’s needs and
supporting the customer during everyday activities. In other words, the
capability is more about soft than technical skills. The two new functions that
have been introduced are <Maintain solution> and <Upgrade customer
solution> and require more technical than soft skills (see Table 7 for a list of
changes to the resources). It is, therefore, questionable if the existing capability
is suitable for the new functions. The PP should develop a new capability that is
responsible for managing the cloud environment. In other words, it is
responsible for acquiring and integrating cloud resources and other cloud-based
services into the company. Subsequently, it is also responsible for releasing the
resources and services when they are no longer needed. The capability also
allows the PP to increase their resilience as it helps in dampening previously
experienced performance variabilities, for example, in <Customer sets up
product environment> or <Service customer>. The capability will be called cloud
service management and will reside in <Maintain solution>, <Upgrade customer
solution>, and <Initiate cloud environment>.
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The service delivery management and cloud service management capability
have a close relationship. The service delivery management capability needs to
inform the cloud service management capability about the requirements for new
cloud resources and services and the cloud service management capability is
then responsible for acquiring these. Only if both capabilities work in sync can
the software vendor provide the products and services customers need.
In the following, the impact of cloud computing on the remaining functions will
be assessed. <Define product variables> does not need to change as, similar to
<Consult customer>, it uses the PP’s front-end of the product, which does not
change through a move to the cloud.
Table 7 - Summary of changes that have an impact on capabilities

Adapted
functions

Changes to
resources
Support
personnel

Service
customer

Maintain
solution

Upgrade
customer
solution

The software
product

Viewpoint
Changes from
Cultural complexity to
Management
complexity

Software
product
updates

Application complexity
Changes from
Application complexity
to Management
complexity

Cloud
environment

Management
complexity

The software
product

Management
complexity

Procedure
documents

Governance
complexity

Software
product
updates

Management
complexity

Procedure
documents

Governance
complexity

Explanation
Personnel has to take over
responsibilities from
customer to manage the
product installation
Back-end of the product
changes which impacts the
responsibilities the function
has to fulfil
Instead of the customer the
PP is now responsible for
installing updates
The PP is responsible for
managing the computing
resources on which the
product is executed
The PP is responsible for
managing the installation of
every customer and offer a
reliable operation
Documents should describe
how the tasks of managing
the cloud environment are to
be carried out
The PP is responsible for
updating every customer
solution properly and in a
timely manner
Documents should describe
when and how updates are
installed for a customer so
that every customer gets the
same service
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cFRAM: Using the cFRAM as a long-term planning tool
The steps in this handbook describe a one-time application of the cFRAM
before the migration of software products to the cloud. It is possible, however,
to use elements of the cFRAM to continuously check throughout the migration if
the organisational changes are proceeding as planned. Furthermore, it is
possible to use the cFRAM in conjunction with another method, constructive
engagement, to prepare employees and customers for the cloud.

Applying the cFRAM throughout the migration
Applying the cFRAM throughout the migration allows software vendors to track
their progress of the migration and react to or anticipate changes more quickly.
The advantage of applying the cFRAM continuously during the migration is that
it makes companies aware of systemic changes that cloud computing might
require. In other words, if we change customer acquisition, does customer
support need to change in a similar way to provide customers with a coherent
experience?
To use the cFRAM throughout the migration two steps are recommended. First,
software vendors will need to go through the questions proposed in the first two
steps to collect the data to create a FRAM showing the latest functions and
performance variabilities in the migration process. Some of the questions may
need to be changed in order to accommodate organisational changes that have
been carried out successfully. After having created the FRAM showing the
functions and performance variabilities in the current stage of the migration,
software vendors should compare the FRAM to the FRAM from step 4, i.e. the
desired functions. Then the software vendor can track the progress of the
functions they have already developed and those they still need to develop. The
results from this comparison can inform the next steps a software vendor has to
take in the migration, e.g. which function to adapt next.
How often the cFRAM should be applied throughout the migration and in what
intervals depends on the software vendor and their products. Studies about the
migration of software products into the cloud have shown that for some
companies it takes a few months to move to the cloud, whereas for others it
takes several years. Software vendors may want to apply some of the steps of
the cFRAM before and after a major organisational change. By applying it
before an organisational change, they can understand what functions and
couplings they have at the moment, and to work out how they need to be
changed to accomplish the organisational change. By applying it afterwards,
they can use the cFRAM as a control instrument to check if the organisational
changes have been carried out as planned. This will also make it easier to react
to and anticipate future organisational changes.

Accommodating the viewpoints during the migration
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The four viewpoints, cultural complexity, management complexity, governance
complexity, and application complexity, have been introduced to assist software
vendors in categorising the resources of a function and identifying their
dependencies. When categorising the resources with the viewpoints it can be
that one viewpoint, e.g. cultural complexity, appears particularly dominant, e.g.
if it appears in several functions several times. Software vendors might
therefore feel the need to pay particular attention to cultural complexity.
Software vendors should not, however, concentrate too much on one viewpoint
as all the viewpoints are linked together. In other words, if one viewpoint
changes, these changes are likely to appear in other viewpoints too. For
example, if the software vendor changes product development processes, as
part of application complexity, these changes are likely to have some effect on
cultural complexity too, as the daily work of the employees changes and they
need to re-learn how to behave in some situations.
It is, however, also not possible to balance the four viewpoints equally because
sometimes they might be in conflict with each other (e.g. cultural complexity
might be in conflict with governance complexity). Instead, they have to be
accommodated. Software vendors need to choose one viewpoint that is of
particular importance to them and organise the other viewpoints around it. It is
possible for the most important viewpoint to change over time. For the migration
of software products into the cloud, for example, application complexity could
be particularly important if the software product is expected to change a lot
during the migration. If the software vendor is more concerned with the
customer’s opinion on cloud computing, it can be more appropriate to make
cultural complexity the most important viewpoint. After the migration has been
carried out successfully, the most important viewpoint might change to
management complexity, in order to optimise business processes in the cloud
in terms of efficiency.

Preparing employees and customers for the cloud
Organisational changes required by cloud computing will not only affect
business process but also everyday activities of employees and sometimes
even customers. The examples used in this handbook have shown that for the
majority of functions, people are, in one form or another, a resource of them.
This means, employees and customers need to be prepared for the
organisational changes that will be carried out during the migration. In order to
prepare employees and customers and assist them in developing the
appropriate skills for the cloud, the notion of constructive engagement is
proposed.
Constructive engagement activities can be used to provide a means of
integrating the work of software engineers and other employees into the
organisational change process. There are three types of constructive
engagement: (1) defining the problem; (2) constructing the solution; (3)
evaluating the solution. By defining the problem everyone involved in the
development of the cloud product gets the same understanding of why and how
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cloud computing is used. This helps to align the development processes with
the organisational objectives. Constructing the solution involves making the
software engineers and other employees aware of specific cloud computing
issues (e.g. that changes to the software product are available to everyone
instantly after release). This includes reaching agreement about which methods
are used and integrating them into everyday work routines. Evaluating the
solution means understanding how the product is meeting customer
expectations. In other words, when new requirements arise, or existing
requirements change, or when problems arise with satisfying the original
requirements, these need to be assessed in their own right, and in terms of the
wider development project.
It can be useful to apply constructive engagement on different levels throughout
the migration as not all employees and customers will be affected by cloud
computing equally. For example, the work of software engineers is likely to be
affected by cloud computing from the start, as the software products have to be
changed to accommodate the cloud. In the next stage, other employees of the
software vendor are likely to be affected as business processes, such as
support, start to change to reflect the changes in the product. Only in the last
stage, customers are likely to be affected, when the software vendor begins to
sell the cloud-based product. Therefore, it is recommended to apply
constructive engagement first to software engineers, then to the software
vendor as a whole and only then to other stakeholders, such as customers.

Appendix A – Questions to stimulate discussions
The following questions aim to go into more detail than the high-level questions
proposed for the first step of the cFRAM (Collecting data).
Regarding question 1: How do we acquire new customers?
i. How do we advertise our products? How do we find potential customers?
ii. How do we contact potential customers?
iii. How do we demonstrate our products?
iv.
How long does the process take until a potential customer becomes an
actual customer?
Regarding question 2: How are new customers set up to use our products?
i. Who is involved on our side?
ii. Who is involved on the customer’s side?
iii. How long does it take to set up a new customer?
Regarding question 3: How are users supported in their everyday use of our
products?
i. Who in our company is responsible for user support?
ii. How are bugs reported and fixed?
iii. How are our product(s) updated? Are they updated on a regular basis?
Regarding question 4: How do we achieve long-term customer satisfaction?
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i.
ii.
iii.

How are new customer requirements implemented?
How do we develop new features/products?
Who in our company is responsible for long-term customer satisfaction?
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cFRAM notes
Steps of the cFRAM
1. Create FRAM for current state of business
2. Identify performance variabilities
3. Identify capabilities
4. Adapt FRAM to cloud computing
5. Investigate impact of adaptations on performance variabilities and
capabilities
The FRAM:

Performance variabilities
Failures in today’s systems emerge because the performance of functions vary
(due to technological, human or organisational elements) and sometimes the
variabilities reinforce each other causing the variability of one function to be
higher than expected and affecting coupled functions (negatively or positively).
Identifying capabilities
1. Identify three most important functions
2. Identify resources of these functions (internal resources or through
Resource Aspect)
3. Discuss how resources are exploited or constraints overcome to reveal
capabilities
4. Repeat steps for remaining functions
The viewpoints
• Cultural complexity: Plays a role for resources where people are involved.
People can be the resource (or part of the resource) or people can be
affected by a resource.
• Management complexity: Plays a role when the use of software needs to be
coordinated with other resources, e.g. people or business processes
• Application complexity: Is likely to be part of functions and resources that
are part of product development or distribution.
• Governance complexity: Plays a role where documents are involved, which
describe how a task needs to be carried out, e.g. corporate policies or laws
and regulations
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Creating FRAM for adopting cloud computing
1. Go through functions of FRAM and investigate effects of cloud computing
by analysing changes to resources of functions or changes in
responsibilities
2. Adapt functions, delete functions, or introduce new functions to react to
changes in resources or responsibilities. Then adapt capabilities
accordingly.
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Appendix F – Ethics form
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Appendix G – Glossary
Aspect: Functions in the FRAM are described through six aspects, namely: Input,
Output, Precondition, Control, Resource, and Time. It is not necessary to describe all
aspects of all functions. Instead, the analysis should focus on those aspects that are
deemed important and for which information is available. For foreground functions, at
least the Input and Output have to be described. For background functions, it is
sufficient to describe the Input or Output.
Background function: Background functions are those functions that are important
for the analysis but are not in its centre. In other words, background functions are
included in the analysis because they might affect the performance of foreground
functions but they do not vary in performance themselves. Background functions can
be described in less detail as foreground functions. Over time, or in the course of the
analysis, a background function can become a foreground function and vice versa.
Capability: Capabilities combine tangible and intangible resources in a structure way
to achieve a specific task. Resources can be business processes, skills of employees,
patents, knowledge, etc. In other words, they are organisational routines.
cFRAM: The cFRAM is an add on to the FRAM. The cFRAM allows companies to
plan their move to the cloud by planning organisational changes and relating these to
the technical adoption challenges of cloud computing. The organisational changes are
structured through capabilities (hence the name cFRAM). With the cFRAM
companies can identify their existing capabilities and investigate how these will be
affected by cloud computing and, if necessary, what new capabilities need to be
developed.
Control (as aspect): The Control aspect of a function supervises or regulates a
function so that the desired Output is produced. Control can be a plan, a schedule,
documentation documents or procedures, etc. But Control can also be about social
expectations, e.g. the expectation of co-workers or customers.
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Foreground function: Foreground functions, in comparison to background functions,
are those functions that are at the centre of the analysis. In other words, they are more
important than background functions. Over time, or in the course of the analysis, a
foreground function can become a background function and vice versa.
FRAM (Functional Resonance Analysis Method): The FRAM can be used in a
prospective analysis, to identify vulnerabilities in terms of safety, or in a retrospective
analysis, to investigate the cause of an accident. It builds on the theory of sociotechnical systems and systems are analysed through functions (see below) and aspects
(see above). The FRAM has originally been designed for safety and accident
investigations but is modified by this thesis to be used for planning organisational
changes to increase resilience when adapting to new technologies.
Function: In the FRAM, a function refers to the activities – or set of activities – to
achieve a goal. The function describes what people – individually or in a team – have
to do in order to achieve that goal. Furthermore, the function captures everything
necessary to achieve that goal, e.g. materials, documents, etc. Functions can either be
foreground functions or background functions (see Glossary for further explanation).
The description of a function should be a verb or verb phrase.
Functional Resonance: Functional resonance is the result that can be detected from
the unintended interaction of the normal variability of functions. Functions, especially
those performed by humans, vary in their performance every time, as they react to
changes in the environment, for example. Most of the time, this variability is the
reason why functions are carried out successfully. In some cases, however, the
variability of several functions cause another function to fail (when that functions
variability is too high). Hence, the term functional resonance as the correlations of the
normal variability of functions can lead to non-linear effects. See sections 2.4.2 and
6.2 for a more detailed discussion.
Input (as aspect): The Input of a function is that which is used or transformed by the
function to produce the Output. The Input can be anything from material to
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information. The Input also starts a function. In other words, the Input needs to be
detected or recognised by the function in order for it to start.
Output (as aspect): The Output of a function is that what is produced after the
function is completed. Similar to the Input, the Output can be anything from material
to information (e.g. as the outcome of a decision). The Output can also be the Input
(or different aspect) for downstream functions.
Performance variability: See Functional Resonance
Precondition (as aspect): A function cannot start before all Pre-conditions have been
fulfilled (i.e. are available or true). Pre-condition in itself, however, cannot start a
function. Starting the function happens through the Input aspect. This rule can help in
distinguishing whether something should be an Input or a Pre-condition.
Resilience: Resilience describes the ability of a function (or system) to perform in a
dependable manner during changing conditions (which can be both expected and
unexpected). Furthermore, resilience should be considered as something a system
does rather than something it has. Hence, a system can be more or less resilient, but
never resilient. A system is, for example, more resilient if it is able to bounce back to
normal performance after a major negative event. See section 2.2 for a more detailed
discussion.
Resource (as aspect): A Resource is used or consumed during the execution of the
function. Resources can be anything from material and information to machines,
software, or manpower. Time can also be a Resource but is treated separately (see
Glossary). A Resource is consumed during the execution of the function, which
means that there will be less of it after the function has been executed. Execution
Conditions, on the other hand, need to be available during the execution of the
function but are not diminished during execution. The difference between
Precondition and Executive condition is that the former is required before the function
starts and the latter during the execution of the function.
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Socio-technical system (STS): The term socio-technical emphasizes the importance
of the interdependencies and interactions between the social and technical elements of
systems, which can lead to emergent behaviours. STSs involve a complex interaction
between different levels of organisation, in particular, between people, technology,
and the environment in which the systems are deployed. See section 3.1 for a more
detailed discussion.
Technological discontinuity: The theory of technological discontinuities claims that
technological progress is evolutionary with rare events of discontinuous change
(Tushman & Anderson 1986). These events create a major technological shift, which
can be classified as either capability-enhancing or capability-destroying. Capabilityenhancing discontinuities build on existing capabilities and improved attributes like
price or performance. They can replace older technologies but do not require
companies to develop new capabilities to exploit the technology. Capabilitydestroying discontinuities require companies to develop new capabilities as existing
ones can become inappropriate for the technology. These kinds of discontinuities can
either create a new product class or substitute an existing product. See section 1.1 for
a more detailed discussion.
Technology uncertainty: The term technology uncertainty aim to capture how some
of today’s technologies affect companies in novel ways. Recent technologies work
differently by taking away control from the IT department and giving it to a third
party, like cloud computing which gives control to the cloud provider. IT departments
also rely more on bigger and more connected systems (or systems of systems) that are
vulnerable to unforeseeable and cascading failure events. See section 2.3 for a more
detailed discussion.
Time (as aspect): Time can be considered as a form of Control. For example, Time
can mean that a function is not allowed to start before another function has been
completed (or parallel to, or before, etc.). Time can also affect the execution of a
single function, e.g. in relation to either clock time or elapsed time (e.g. that a
function has to be completed before 3pm). In that case, Time would be seen as a
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Resource. Time can, however, also be seen as a Pre-condition, e.g. when a function is
not supposed to start before 3pm.
Use uncertainty: The term use uncertainty aims to capture how users today create
uncertainty by the way they use certain technologies. Users increasingly expect to use
the latest technologies because they also use them in other areas. Furthermore, some
of these technologies can be used without the IT department knowing about them (e.g.
smartphones or cloud computing). See section 2.3 for a more detailed discussion.
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